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Introduction
White-tailed deer are the most
important game species in North America.
More hunters pursue whitetails than any
other species, and whitetail hunters contribute more financially than any other
type of hunter. Collectively speaking,
whitetails are the foundation of the entire
hunting industry.
But how are whitetails doing in your
state, province or region? How did your
last hunting season compare to previous
years or to your neighbor’s? Read Part 1 to
learn about state/provincial deer harvests
during the past three seasons, including
the buck harvest by age class and other
insights. Find which states/provinces are
shooting the most bucks and does, and see
what type of aging techniques each state/
province uses.
In Part 2, learn about recent trends
and the most pressing issues facing whitetails including a compiled list of the top
threats to deer management. See how
many whitetails are being killed on damage/depredation tags, by deer-vehicle accidents and by disease. Read about hunter
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success, and see that the number of hunters increased for the first time since 1975!
Learn how unprecedented warm weather
and high corn prices led to the most acres
of corn being planted in 75 years!
In a subsection of Part 2, QDMA
explains its stance on captive deer breeding and explores trends and statistics
related to the captive cervid industry.
Part 3 is an informative reference section that includes information on producing quality habitat on a budget, forming
QDM Cooperatives, and much more.
Part 4 provides an overview of
QDMA’s REACH program and includes
information on our Youth and Land
Certification Programs. It also includes
valuable directories for QDMA Branches
and state/provincial deer project leaders.
Prior Whitetail Reports have been
quoted, cited, and used as research and
reference material by numerous publications, communicators, and deer managers.
Due to the response, QDMA enjoys producing this annual report, and we hope
you find it helpful and informative.
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Information & Assistance
Members of the media who have questions about the Whitetail Report, need additional
information, or need sources for stories on whitetail biology or management, can contact
QDMA’s Education & Outreach staff at any time using the information below, or contact
the National Office at (800) 209-3337.

Kip Adams, Knoxville, Pennsylvania
• QDMA Director of Education & Outreach
• Certified wildlife biologist
• Certified taxidermist
Bachelor’s: Penn State University
Master’s: University of New Hampshire
e-mail: kadams@qdma.com
office: (814) 326-4023
cell: (570) 439-5696

Matt Ross, Clifton Park, New York
• QDMA Certification Programs Manager
• Certified wildlife biologist
• Licensed forester
Bachelor’s: University of Massachusetts
Master’s: University of New Hampshire
e-mail: mross@qdma.com
office: (518) 280-3714
cell: (518) 391-8414
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the

Deer Harvest Data

The 2012-13 deer season is closed
or nearing so for states/provinces across
the whitetail’s range, and biologists will
be crunching data in the coming months
to assess the outcome of this past season.
For the 2013 Whitetail Report, QDMA
compared harvest data from the three
most recent seasons available 2009-10,
2010-11, and 2011-12. We acquired harvest data from all 37 states in the Midwest,
Northeast and Southeast (see map) that
comprise the majority of whitetail habitat

in

This Report

in the U.S. We also acquired data from
six of eight Canadian provinces. The following data are from each state and/or
provincial wildlife agency. Agencies use
different techniques to collect this data,
and some collect more data than others.
Analyses among agencies may not always
compare “apples to apples,” but each state/
province provided their best possible data.
Also, analyses across years should provide
valid comparisons for individual agencies.
An important note about the “per square

mile” figures presented in the following
pages is that some states reported total area
for these statistics while others reported
deer habitat (and some differ on what was
included in deer habitat). Therefore, we
calculated per square mile estimates using
each state/province’s total area including
water bodies, urban areas, etc. This will
allow future estimates to be very comparable across years for a given state/province,
but not always across states/provinces.

Antlered Buck Harvest
With respect to antlered buck harvest
(those 1½ years or older), the 2011-12
season was nearly identical to the 2010-11
season for many hunters in the U.S. and
Canada. Twenty of 37 states (54 percent)
in the Midwest, Northeast and Southeast
shot more antlered bucks in 2011. Three
of five (60 percent) provinces also shot
more antlered bucks in 2011. In total,
the Midwest, Northeast and Southeast
regions tagged over 2.8 million bucks,
and another 118,471 bucks were taken in
Canada. Texas continued its tradition of
harvesting the most with 309,207 antlered
bucks. Michigan was next with 212,791,
and Wisconsin was third with 150,839
antlered bucks.
In the Midwest, hunters shot
1,022,089 antlered bucks, nearly identical
to the number in 2010. Missouri hunters
shot 9 percent more bucks in 2011, and
Kentucky hunters shot 11 percent more.
On the flip side, Iowa and Ohio hunters
shot 5 percent fewer bucks than in 2010,
and North Dakota shot 27 percent fewer.
North Dakota was hit hard with hemorrhagic disease during summer 2011 and
that had a major impact on the season’s
deer harvest. North Dakota Game and
Fish even recalled some hunting licenses
in the western part of the state prior to
the season to protect the hard-hit deer
herd. Numerically, Michigan shot the most
bucks (212,791), while Wisconsin (2.3) and
Michigan (2.2) reported the most bucks
per square mile. These are incredible buck
harvest rates and are nearly double the
Midwest average of 1.2 bucks per square
mile. The Midwest ranged from harvesting
4 • QDMA’s Whitetail Report

0.3 bucks per square mile in North Dakota most bucks (127,540), followed by New
York (110,002) and Virginia (98,874). The
to 2.3 per square mile in Wisconsin.
In the Northeast, hunters shot 510,587 Northeast averaged shooting 1.7 bucks per
square mile and ranged
antlered bucks. This was
Of the 37 states we
from 0.4 bucks in Maine
7 percent higher than in
to 3.4 per square mile in
2010, as nine of 13 states received data from for
Maryland.
shot more bucks in 2011.
the past two seasons,
In the Southeast,
Vermont and Rhode
hunters shot 1,289,181
Island hunters shot 13 54 percent of them shot
and 25 percent fewer
bucks. This was
more antlered bucks in antlered
bucks in 2011 respec8 percent fewer than in
2011 than in 2010.
tively, while Connecticut
2010. Seven of 11 states
and West Virginia huntshot fewer bucks in 2011
ers shot 18 and 34 percent more, respec- than 2010, and their decreases ranged from
tively. Numerically, Pennsylvania shot the -1 percent in North Carolina to -14 percent
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Estimated Buck Harvest
in Florida and Georgia. Conversely, four
states shot more and their increases ranged
from +1 percent in Alabama to +7 percent in Tennessee. Numerically, Texas shot
the most bucks (309,207) with Georgia
(133,520), Alabama (130,500), Mississippi
(127,416), and South Carolina (108,907)
also surpassing the 100,000 mark. The
Southeast averaged shooting 2.0 bucks per
square mile and ranged from 0.9 bucks
in Oklahoma to a North American high
of 3.6 per square mile in South Carolina.
Unfortunately, South Carolina does not
collect age structure data on the deer harvest so it couldn’t estimate the percentage
of the harvest that were yearlings.
In Canada, hunters shot 118,471 antlered bucks in 2011. Ontario shot the most
(35,350), followed by Quebec (28,124)
and Saskatchewan (25,700). From 2010
to 2011, Nova Scotia shot 8 percent fewer
bucks while Saskatchewan shot 4 percent
more. Nova Scotia shot the most bucks per
square mile (0.3), and this was three times
the Canadian average. While the bucks
killed per square mile in Canada is much
lower than each U.S. region, it is important to remember that provinces are at the
northern limit of whitetail range, portions
of the provinces are north of whitetail
range, and they experience severe winters
and short growing seasons. Maine and
North Dakota both border Canada and
have similar per square mile buck harvest
rates.

Top-5 States

2011 Antlered Buck Harvest

Texas
Michigan
Wisconsin
Georgia
Alabama

309,207
212,791
150,839
133,520
130,500

Top-5 States

Antlered Bucks 1½ Years and Older

				
State/Province
2009
2010
2011
Illinois
69,697
69,139
70,513
Indiana
52,981
53,007
50,717
Iowa
49,612
48,749
46,212
Kansas
39,629
43,047
45,025
Kentucky
55,290
59,170
65,932
Michigan
215,120
212,341
212,791
Minnesota
94,367
88,000
85,500
Missouri
107,150
104,607
114,031
Nebraska
34,768
37,967
37,160
North Dakota
29,707
30,900
22,688
Ohio
93,905
86,017
81,721
South Dakota
40,333
36,377
38,960
Wisconsin
134,696
148,378
150,839
Midwest Total
1,017,255
1,017,699
1,022,089

% Change
‘10 to ‘11
2
-4
-5
5
11
0
-3
9
-2
-27
-5
7
2
0

Bucks
PSM**
1.2
1.4
0.8
0.5
1.6
2.2
1.0
1.6
0.5
0.3
1.8
0.5
2.3
1.2

Connecticut
5,534
5,299
6,256
18
1.1
Delaware
3,461
3,993
3,948
-1
2.0
Maine
11,141
12,230
13,056
7
0.4
Maryland
32,646
32,062
33,104
3
3.4
Massachusetts
5,444
5,703
6,190
9
0.6
New Hampshire
5,940
6,015
6,548
9
0.7
New Jersey
19,181
19,925
18,575
-7
2.1
New York
102,057
106,960
110,002
3
2.0
Pennsylvania
108,330
122,930
127,540
4
2.8
Rhode Island
1,089
1,394
1,039
-25
0.9
Vermont
8,039
8,430
7,374
-13
0.8
Virginia
108,623
95,831
98,874
3
2.5
West Virginia
80,036
58,416
78,081
34
3.2
Northeast Total
491,521
479,188
510,587
7
1.7
				
Alabama
115,200
129,000
130,500
1
2.5
Arkansas
88,710
82,973
85,284
3
1.6
Florida
*
102,862
88,912
-14
1.7
Georgia
140,142
155,255
133,520
-14
2.3
Louisiana
81,015
84,425
73,425
-13
1.8
Mississippi
122,705
142,671
127,416
-11
2.7
North Carolina
81,283
80,430
80,014
-1
1.6
Oklahoma
65,755
63,314
66,320
5
0.9
South Carolina
120,356
116,755
108,907
-7
3.6
Tennessee
83,536
79,859
85,676
7
2.0
Texas
300,575
357,378
309,207
-13
1.2
Southeast Total
1,199,277
1,394,922
1,289,181
-8
2.0
					
U.S. Total
2,708,053
2,891,809
2,821,857
-2
1.7
							
Alberta
*
*
19,840
*
0.1
British Columbia
*
*
*
*
*
Manitoba
*
16,769
*
*
*
New Brunswick
3,845
3,914
3,972
1
0.1
Nova Scotia
7,199
5,938
5,485
-8
0.3
Ontario
*
35,000
35,350
1
0.1
Quebec
24,133
29,726
28,124
-5
0.0
Saskatchewan
*
24,800
25,700
4
0.1
Canada Total
35,177
116,147
118,471
2
0.1
					
*data not available/provided **PSM: Per Square Mile in 2011

2011 Buck Harvest/Square Mile

South Carolina
Maryland
West Virginia
Pennsylvania
Mississippi

3.6
3.4
3.2
2.8
2.7
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Age Structure

of the

Buck Harvest

Top-6 States

The QDMA also acquired the age Southeast and the nation with only 1 in
With Lowest
structure of the buck harvest data for most 10 bucks being 1½-years-old. Finally, New
Yearling-Buck Harvest Rates
states and provinces. Twenty-seven states York reduced the percentage of yearlings in
State
2011 Percentage
reported the percentage of their antlered the buck harvest for the third year in a row,
Arkansas
10
buck harvest that was 1½ years old, and and Nebraska reduced it for an astounding
Mississippi
13
23 states reported the percentage that was sixth year in a row! These are the longest
Louisiana *
18
also 2½ and 3½ years or older. In Canada streaks in the U.S., and kudos to the Empire
Texas
21
only New Brunswick and Nova Scotia and Cornhusker states. The Southeast also
Alabama
*^
23
reported age structure data, so this analysis reduced its region-wide average for the
Nebraska
23
will be limited to the Midwest, Northeast second straight year to 25 percent. Three
and Southeast U.S.
of four bucks shot in
In 2011, the average
the Southeast are 2½
In 2011, the average
Top-5 States
percentage of the antyears or older.
percentage of the antlered
lered buck harvest that
The
average
With Highest Harvest of
buck harvest that was 1½
was 1½ years old was
percentage of the
3½-year-old and Older Bucks
39 percent, which is
antlered
buck
haryears old was 39 percent,
State
2011 Percentage
similar to the lowest
vest that was 2½
Mississippi
70
which is similar the lowest
national percentage
years old was simiArkansas
67
ever reported in 2010.
lar in 2010 (30 pernational percentage ever
Louisiana *
64
The line graph below
cent) and 2011 (29
reported
(38
percent)
Texas
60
shows how the yearpercent). In 2011,
Oklahoma
51
in
2010!
ling percentage of the
this statistic ranged
antlered buck harvest
from 17 percent in
in the U.S. has changed during the past 22 Mississippi to 38 percent in Indiana and 43
* DMAP areas
^ Check stations
years.
percent in Nebraska.
In 2011, Arkansas averaged the fewest
Twenty-three of 27 states (85 percent) their buck harvest was 4½ years or older!
yearlings (10 percent of antlered buck har- that we received age structure data from Other notables included Oklahoma (51
vest) and New Jersey reported the most (62 were able to also provide the percentage of percent), Texas (60 percent) and Louisiana
percent of antlered buck harvest). Other bucks 3½ years and older in the harvest; (64 percent in DMAP areas). Twelve of
notables include Mississippi (13 percent), kudos to these states for their data collec- 20 states (60 percent) with comparable
Louisiana (18 percent from DMAP areas) tion efforts. The average percentage of the data for 2010 and 2011 shot an equal or
and Texas (21 perhigher percentage
cent). Texas shot
of 3½ years and
over 300,000 bucks
older bucks in
Percent Yearling Bucks in the U.S. Buck Harvest
and only 1 in 5 was
2011. Regionally,
60
1½ years old.
the
Northeast
55
Alabama (27
(23 percent) and
50
to 23 percent) and
Midwest (24 per45
Georgia (47 to 44
cent) had similar
40
percent) had the
percentages while
35
biggest declines in
the
Southeast
1989
1994
1999
2001
2003
2005
2007
2009 2010 2011
percentage of yearaveraged more
lings from 2010 to
than twice the
2011. Rhode Island
percentage (51
(22 to 31 percent), Missouri (17 to 25 per- antlered buck harvest that was 3.5 years percent) of bucks in these older age classes.
cent in APR counties) and Wisconsin (47 and older was 33 percent in 2011, similar Amazingly, over half of the 1.2 million
to 54 percent) reported the largest increases to the 32 percent in 2010. This is higher bucks shot in the Southeast in 2011 were
in yearling buck harvest percentage from than the percentage of 2.5 year olds and 3½ years or older.
2010 to 2011. Nebraska’s drop to only not much lower than the percentage of
23 percent yearlings in the buck harvest yearlings. This is a testament to how far
makes them the lowest in the Midwest. we’ve come as hunters and managers in
Rhode Island increased the percentage of the past decade. This statistic ranged from
yearlings in 2011 but still retains the lowest 8 percent in New Jersey to 67 percent in
percentage of yearlings in the Northeast Arkansas and 70 percent in Mississippi.
at less than 1 in 3 bucks. Arkansas led the Mississippi also reported that 40 percent of
6 • QDMA’s Whitetail Report
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Buck Harvest by Age Class
1½ Years Old

2½ Years Old

3½ Years Old

State/Province
2009
2010
2011
2009
2010
2011
2009
2010
2011
Illinois
39
39
41
*
*
*
*
*
*
Indiana
36
40
39
40
38
38
24
22
23
Iowa
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Kansas
*
9
*
*
35
*
*
56
*
Kentucky
40
33
*
38
41
*
22
26
*
Michigan
52
57
59
28
25
24
20
18
17
Minnesota
41
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Missouri
19(51)**
17(45)** 25(48)**
44(31)** 50(35)** 37(25)**
37(19)** 33(20)** 38(27)**
Nebraska
31
25
23
*
*
43
*
*
34
North Dakota
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Ohio
49
47
47
32
31
31
19
22
22
South Dakota
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Wisconsin
54
47
54
26
30
30
20
23
16
Midwest Average
43
38
43
34
34
33
23
28
24
									
Connecticut
*
40
44
*
*
*
*
*
*
Delaware
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Maine
44
48
54
25
25
25
31
27
21
Maryland
57
53
57
*
*
*
*
*
*
Massachusetts
49
40
44
28
31
29
23
29
27
New Hampshire
45
46
49
27
26
22
28
28
29
New Jersey
60
59
62
31
32
30
9
9
8
New York
59
55
54
27
28
28
14
17
18
Pennsylvania
49
48
50
*
*
*
*
*
*
Rhode Island
27
22
31
38
37
37
36
41
32
Vermont
50
*
40
30
*
35
20
*
25
Virginia
48
49***
48***
34
31***
31***
18
20***
21***
West Virginia
27
*
38
52
*
33
21
*
29
Northeast Average
49
49
48
30
29
30
22
22
23
									
Alabama
25
27***
23***
35
30***
30***
40
43***
47***
Arkansas
10
10
10
26
22
23
64
68
67
Florida
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Georgia
37
47
44
29
33
30
34
20
26
Louisiana
16***
17***
18***
19***
19***
18***
65***
65***
64***
Mississippi
14***
13
13
20***
17
17
66***
70
70
North Carolina
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Oklahoma
*
23
25
*
26
24
*
51
51
South Carolina
65
*
*
20
*
*
15
*
*
Tennessee
38
42
43
42
38
36
20
20
21
Texas
*
22
21
*
19
19
*
59
60
Southeast Average
32
27
25
29
27
25
40
47
51
									
U.S. Average
41
38
39
31
30
29
32
32
33
			
			
		
Alberta
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
British Columbia
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Manitoba
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
New Brunswick
39
54
60
23
15
14
38
31
26
Nova Scotia
26
*
51
22
*
20
52
*
29
Ontario
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Quebec
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Saskatchewan
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Canada Average
33
54
56
23
15
17
45
31
28
* data not provided/available
** data from antler-point-restriction counties (non-antler-point-restriction counties)
*** data from check stations and/or DMAP areas
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Aging Harvested Deer
Ever wonder how deer managers esti- the CA technique is not influenced by ted to a lab, with results often taking sevmate age of harvested deer? Ever wonder habitat quality as can occur with the TRW eral weeks or months. Additionally, with
how correct their estimates may be? There technique.
sufficient numbers of samples, the costs
are two primary techniques used to assign
Despite the advantages of CA, espe- can add up.
a specific age class and they both involve cially with older deer, there are a few drawThe vast majority of states and prova deer’s teeth. The tooth replacement and backs. Unlike the TRW technique which inces use TRW (see chart), but determinwear (TRW) technique uses tooth erup- can be done at the hunting camp, the CA ing which aging technique is right for
tion and wear patterns of a deer’s molars technique requires samples to be submit- you depends on many factors. In most
and premolars while the cementum
situations, the TRW technique, if
annuli (CA) technique uses layers of
applied correctly and consistently, is
Aging Techniques By State/Province
cementum laid in the root of a deer’s
adequate for most management situincisors. Both have advantages and
ations. This is because most deer harWildlife Agencies
disadvantages.
vested are typically 3½ years of age or
Midwest
The CA aging technique is based Illinois
younger, ages in which the accuracy
TRW, beam circumference &/or face length
TRW
on the annual addition of cementum, Indiana
of the TRW technique is satisfactory.
*
a specialized calcified substance depos- Iowa
However, if you are in a program
Kansas
*
ited on the roots of teeth in many Kentucky
where bucks commonly reach 4½ to
*
TRW
mammals. Layers of cementum pro- Michigan
7½ years of age, the CA technique is
*
duce “rings” similar to those in trees; Minnesota
a better choice than TRW.
Missouri
CA
a darkly stained ring, or “annulus,” is Nebraska
Both TRW and CA
formed during winter stress, whereas North Dakota
QDMA’s Recommendations
*
TRW
lightly stained rings are formed during Ohio
QDMA recommends all deer
*
spring and summer. Because winters South Dakota
managers collect age structure data
Wisconsin
TRW
are milder in the southern U.S., the
from harvested deer. Age structure
dark winter annuli often are less dis- Northeast
data is vital for assessing a program’s
Connecticut
TRW
tinct, which can affect accuracy.
success and determining when
TRW
Previous research has revealed Delaware
adjustments are necessary. Harvest
Maine
Both TRW and CA
that the accuracy of the CA technique Maryland
data (e.g., weight, lactation status,
TRW
far exceeds that of the TRW technique Massachusetts
antler parameters) is much more
TRW
TRW
after age 3½. However, through age New Hampshire
meaningful when assigned to an age
Both TRW and CA
2½, TRW is more accurate than CA. New Jersey
class, and management decisions are
New York
TRW
Be sure to download our free guide to Pennsylvania
much more defendable.
TRW
the TRW technique at QDMA.com. Rhode Island
TRW
CA
Both techniques are roughly equal in Vermont
Virginia
TRW
accuracy at age 3½.
West Virginia
TRW
The high degree of accuracy
Aging Tips
obtained from the TRW technique Southeast
TRW
For TRW, be sure the same trained
in young deer can be attributed to Alabama
Arkansas
TRW
individuals
age your jawbones year
the tooth replacement portion of the Florida
TRW
technique. From birth until about 20 Georgia
after year to reduce observer bias,
TRW
TRW
months of age, whitetails gain new Louisiana
have an odd number of “agers” in
TRW
teeth and replace temporary or “milk” Mississippi
case a tie needs to be broken, and
North Carolina
TRW
teeth with permanent ones in an Oklahoma
compile all jawbones from one
TRW
established order. This allows trained South Carolina
TRW
year and analyze them all at once
TRW
observers to assign deer to three age Tennessee
post-season (instead of periodically
TRW
groups – fawns, 1½, and 2½-plus – Texas
		
through the fall).
with great accuracy.
Canada			
For CA, use caution when extractThe reasons why CA is more accu- Alberta
*
ing the incisor teeth and refrain
*
rate than TRW after age 3½ also are British Columbia
Manitoba
*
from scraping any attached flesh
clear. First, there are relatively few
New Brunswick
Both TRW and CA
from the root, as this can damage
people trained in this technique, Nova Scotia
TRW
the sample.
thus reducing potential observer Ontario
*
Quebec
TRW
bias. Second, tooth wear in deer, like
*
humans, is highly variable, and this Saskatchewan
variation increases with age. Finally, * data not available
8 • QDMA’s Whitetail Report
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QDMA members made it
possible for this young hunter
to take her first deer at QDMA’s
2012 National Youth Hunt.

RESEARCH • Support deer research that can directly improve your hunting opportunities.
EDUCATE • Receive cutting-edge information on deer, habitat and hunting strategies through Quality Whitetails 		

		

magazine and other media.

ADVOCATE • Speak for wise management of whitetails by helping QDMA fight misguided wildlife legislation and 		
promote sound policy.

CERTIFY • Support programs leading to improved habitat and more knowledgeable deer hunters in your area.
HUNT • Ensure your hunting legacy by supporting QDMA’s efforts to recruit and retain future deer stewards.
Your membership dollars fund every arm of QDMA’s mission...
providing benefits to you, the whitetail resource, and tomorrow’s hunters.
Help Ensure the Future of White-tailed Deer,
Wildlife Habitat and our Hunting Heritage.

Join today!
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Antlerless Harvest
Antlerless harvests vary widely among
states/provinces and years due to differences in deer density, productivity, a state/
province’s goals (reducing, stabilizing, or
increasing the deer population), weather
and other factors. However, we can learn
much about an agency’s management program by comparing the antlerless and antlered buck harvest. Continuing with the
analysis of states in the Midwest, Northeast
and Southeast, hunters from these regions
harvested 3,408,668 antlerless deer in 2011.
This was 3 percent below the 2010 antlerless harvest but slightly above the 2009
harvest. Overall, Georgia topped the list
with 277,961 antlerless deer; Texas followed
with 265,601, Pennsylvania was third with
208,660, Alabama was fourth with 206,500,
and Michigan was fifth with 203,930 antlerless deer. These five states alone shot nearly
1.2 million antlerless deer, and that equaled
34 percent of the entire U.S. antlerless
harvest! Interestingly, three of the top four
antlerless harvests were all in the Southeast;
the region that has recently expressed the
most concern regarding additive impacts
by coyote predation.
Maryland harvested the most antlerless deer per square mile (6.3), followed by Delaware (4.9), Georgia (4.8),
and Pennsylvania (4.5). These are astounding harvest rates, and these states are
shooting more antlerless deer per square
mile than some areas have for a standing crop of bucks, does and fawns combined! Regionally, the Southeast (2.3) and
Northeast (2.4) averaged shooting more
antlerless deer per square mile than the
Midwest (1.6). This is at least the third
year in a row where the Midwest shot fewer
antlerless deer per square mile than the
Northeast or Southeast.
Also regionally, the Midwest shot
2 percent more antlerless deer in 2011
(1,300,733) than in 2010 (1,281,421).
Numerically, North Dakota (29,823) shot
the fewest antlerless deer and Michigan
(203,930) shot the most. Other notables
included Kansas increased its antlerless harvest 16 percent from 2010, and
Minnesota increased it 36 percent. Ohio
shot the most per square mile (3.1), followed by Wisconsin (3.0). North Dakota
harvested the fewest per square mile (0.4),
10 • QDMA’s Whitetail Report

followed by Nebraska (0.5).
Twelve of 13 (92 percent) Midwest
states shot more antlerless deer than antlered bucks. Only Kentucky shot more
antlered bucks than antlerless deer. The
Midwest averaged shooting 1.3 antlerless
deer per antlered buck, and this ranged
from 0.8 in Kentucky to 1.7 in Ohio.
The Northeast shot 658,540 antlerless
deer in 2011, 5 percent more than in 2010.

Top-5 States

2011 Antlerless Harvest

Georgia
Texas
Pennsylvania
Alabama
Michigan

277,961
265,601
208,660
206,500
203,930

Top-5 States

2011 Antlerless Harvest
Per Square Mile

Maryland
Delaware
Georgia
Pennsylvania
Alabama

6.3
4.9
4.8
4.5
4.0

Top-5 States

2011 Antlerless Harvest
Per Antlered Buck Harvested

Georgia
Delaware
Maryland
New Jersey
Ohio

3.5
2.4
1.9
1.7
1.7

Numerically, Rhode Island (1,379) took the
fewest while Pennsylvania (208,660) took
the most antlerless deer. Rhode Island (+25
percent) and West Virginia (+38 percent)
had the largest increases, while New Jersey
(-11 percent) and Vermont (-33 percent)
had the largest declines from 2010 to 2011.
Maryland shot the most antlerless deer per
square mile (6.3), followed by Delaware
(4.9) and Pennsylvania (4.5). Northern
New England averaged the fewest at 0.2 in
Maine, and 0.5 antlerless deer per square
mile in Massachusetts, New Hampshire

Out of the 13 Midwest states,
only Kentucky shot more
antlered bucks than
antlerless deer.
and Vermont; a testament to the differences
in deer management programs in states
with severe winters.
Eight of 13 (62 percent) Northeastern
states shot more antlerless deer than antlered bucks. However, four of five states
that shot more bucks are in New England.
For the third year in a row, West Virginia
was the only Northeastern state not in the
extreme northeast portion of this region
that harvested fewer antlerless deer than
antlered bucks. The Northeast averaged
shooting 1.2 antlerless deer per antlered
buck and this ranged from 0.5 in Maine
to 2.4 antlerless deer per antlered buck in
Delaware.
The Southeast shot 1,449,395 antlerless deer in 2011. Numerically, Oklahoma
(46,543) took the fewest while Georgia
(277,961) took the most antlerless deer.
South Carolina had the largest percentage
(+11 percent) increase from 2010 while
Florida had the largest decline (-38 percent). Eight of 11 southeastern states shot
fewer antlerless deer in 2011 than 2010.
Only Oklahoma (+1 percent), Arkansas
(+4 percent) and South Carolina (+11
percent) shot more antlerless deer in 2011.
Georgia shot the most antlerless deer per
square mile (4.8), followed by Alabama
(4.0) and South Carolina (3.9). Oklahoma
(0.7) and Florida (0.9) averaged the fewest
antlerless deer harvested per square mile.
Seven of 11 (64 percent) Southeastern
states shot more antlerless deer than antlered bucks in 2011. The Southeast averaged shooting 1.2 antlerless deer per antlered buck and this ranged from 0.5 in
Florida to 3.5 antlerless deer per antlered
buck in Georgia.
Canada shot 83,104 antlerless deer in
2011. For the five provinces that provided
data in 2010 and 2011, this was 3 percent
more antlerless deer. Numerically, New
Brunswick (717) took the fewest while
Ontario (30,775) took the most antlerless
deer. Four of 5 provinces shot fewer antlerless deer in 2011 while Ontario (+3 per-
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Estimated Antlerless Deer Harvest
				
% Change
Antlerless
Antlerless
State/Province
2009
2010
2011
‘10 to ‘11
PSM**
Per Antlered
Illinois
119,937
113,131
110,938
-2
1.9
1.6
Indiana
79,771
80,997
78,301
-3
2.2
1.5
Iowa
86,892
78,345
75,195
-4
1.3
1.6
Kansas
47,418
42,806
49,788
16
0.6
1.1
Kentucky
58,295
51,206
53,731
5
1.3
0.8
Michigan
220,916
205,509
203,930
-1
2.1
1.0
Minnesota
99,819
78,500
107,000
36
1.2
1.3
Missouri
189,647
170,592
174,563
2
2.5
1.5
Nebraska
29,711
39,198
39,283
0
0.5
1.1
North Dakota
45,119
38,400
29,823
-22
0.4
1.3
Ohio
167,355
153,458
138,027
-10
3.1
1.7
South Dakota
47,017
44,068
46,200
5
0.6
1.2
Wisconsin
192,557
185,211
193,954
5
3.0
1.3
Midwest Total
1,384,454 1,281,421 1,300,733
2
1.6
1.3
				
Connecticut
6,240
6,813
6,641
-3
1.2
1.1
Delaware
8,939
10,190
9,611
-6
4.9
2.4
Maine
6,951
5,204
6,100
17
0.2
0.5
Maryland
65,635
63,821
62,268
-2
6.3
1.9
Massachusetts
4,884
5,090
4,943
-3
0.5
0.8
New Hampshire
4,444
3,744
4,561
22
0.5
0.7
New Jersey
33,603
35,479
31,533
-11
3.6
1.7
New York
120,741
123,140
118,357
-4
2.2
1.1
Pennsylvania
200,590
193,310
208,660
8
4.5
1.6
Rhode Island
1,035
1,104
1,379
25
1.1
1.3
Vermont
7,148
7,051
4,758
-33
0.5
0.6
Virginia
150,401
126,243
134,114
6
3.4
1.4
West Virginia
74,376
47,637
65,615
38
2.7
0.8
Northeast Total
684,987
628,826
658,540
5
2.4
1.2
				
Alabama
173,800
208,000
206,500
-1
4.0
1.6
Arkansas
98,332
103,192
107,464
4
2.0
1.3
Florida
*
75,683
47,276
-38
0.9
0.5
Georgia
258,536
308,747
277,961
-10
4.8
3.5
Louisiana
66,285
69,075
60,075
-13
1.5
0.8
Mississippi
148,185
179,616
144,859
-19
3.1
1.1
North Carolina
87,990
94,727
93,539
-1
1.9
1.2
Oklahoma
50,420
46,000
46,543
1
0.7
0.7
South Carolina
111,338
105,894
117,551
11
3.9
1.1
Tennessee
78,243
82,950
82,026
-1
1.9
1.0
Texas
258,782
330,698
265,601
-20
1.0
0.9
Southeast Total
1,331,911 1,604,582 1,449,395
-10
2.3
1.2
				
U.S. Total
3,401,352 3,514,829 3,408,668
-3
2.1
1.3
				
Alberta
*
*
19,290
*
0.1
1.0
British Columbia
*
*
*
*
*
*
Manitoba
*
9,030
*
*
*
*
New Brunswick
1,199
1,179
717
-39
0.0
0.2
Nova Scotia
3,081
4,034
3,575
-11
0.2
0.7
Ontario
*
30,000
30,775
3
0.1
0.9
Quebec
26,605
22,744
21,147
-7
0.0
0.8
Saskatchewan
*
13,600
7,600
-44
0.0
0.3
Canada Total
30,885
80,587
83,104
3
0.1
0.6
						
* data not available/provided **Per Square Mile in 2011

cent) shot more. Nova Scotia shot the most
antlerless deer per square mile (0.2), while
New Brunswick, Quebec and Saskatchewan
all shot <0.1 per square mile. All provinces
shot more antlered bucks than antlerless
deer, and the numbers ranged from 0.2
antlerless deer per antlered buck in New
Brunswick to nearly 1 in Alberta. In general, provincial harvest statistics are similar
to those in New England and upper Great
Plains states.
Reduced antlerless harvests are necessary in areas where deer herds have been
balanced with the habitat and/or when
other mortality factors (such as predation or disease) are increasing. However,
very few states should be harvesting more
antlered bucks than antlerless deer on a
regular basis. In 2011, 27 of 37 states (73
percent) shot more antlerless deer than
antlered bucks; up from 61 percent of
states in 2010.

For the third year in a row,
the Midwest shot fewer
antlerless deer per square
mile than the
Northeast or Southeast.
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Top Threats

to

Deer Management

Top 5 Threats to
Deer Management
As Reported by Wildlife Agencies

• Hunter/land access
• Landscape/habitat change
• Political influences
• Loss of hunters
• Disease
Numerous issues impact deer management programs and hunting opportunities. Some are regional such as severe
winter weather in the northern U.S. and
Canada, or intense heat in the southern U.S., while others are locale-specific
such as discharge ordinances around urban
and/or suburban areas. We surveyed all
37 states in the Midwest, Northeast and
Southeast and all Canadian provinces to
determine the top threats impacting their
wildlife agency’s ability to manage deer in
2012. Thirty-three of 37 states provided 91
threats and five of eight provinces provided
13 threats. Items receiving two or more
votes are included on the chart to the right.
Some agencies requested anonymity so all
responses are reported by region only.
In the U.S., hunter/land access
received the most votes as one of the top
threats, and this held true for each region.
Landscape/habitat change was next, and
political influences on management programs finished third. Landscape/habitat
change was important in all regions while
political influences on management programs were most identified in the Midwest.
Budgets/limited resources were important
12 • QDMA’s Whitetail Report

in the Southeast but barely acknowledged
in the Midwest or Northeast.
In Canada, the top threat was different. Budgets/limited resources received the
most votes, followed by lack of harvest
and population data and landscape/habitat
changes.
Surprisingly, given the recent surge
of research projects and popular press
articles on predation rates – especially in
the Southeast – only one province and no
state reported predation as a top threat to
managing deer.

QDMA’s Recommendations
QDMA recommends state and provincial wildlife agencies work closely with
sportsmen and women, legislators, and
other stakeholders to develop strong working relationships, provide transparency in
management programs, and enhance agency credibility. Agencies that best engage the
public typically have the highest approval
ratings and most support and cooperation
from constituents.

Top Threats to Deer Management as Reported by Wildlife Agencies
Threat
Hunter/land access
Landscape/habitat change
Political influences
Loss of hunters
Disease
Budgets/limited resources
Captive cervids
Lack of regulatory authority
Anti-hunting sentiment
Gun discharge restrictions
Lack of detailed data

U.S. Total
20
9
7
6
6
5
3
2
2
2
0

# of States/Provinces Reporting Threat
Midwest
Northeast Southeast Canada
8
8
4
1
3
2
4
2
4
2
1
0
1
2
3
1
3
2
1
1
0
1
4
3
1
0
2
0
0
0
2
0
0
2
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
2
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Whitetails Killed

on

Damage/Depredation Tags

It is a hunter’s worst nightmare – you
learn the buck you have been watching
all summer was shot by a local farmer,
orchardist or gardener using a crop depredation tag. There’s no doubt this happens,
but according to wildlife agency records it
occurs far less than the stories suggest. To
determine the number of whitetails killed
on damage or depredation tags we surveyed all states in the Midwest, Northeast
and Southeast and all Canadian provinces.
Twenty-five (of 37) states and four (of
eight) provinces provided data.
In the U.S., those 25 states reported
approximately 66,000 whitetails were taken
on these special tags in 2011. Virginia
topped the list in the Northeast and the
U.S. with 11,268 deer. Maryland was next
with 8,840. In Virginia, 96 percent of the
total was antlerless deer and 99 percent
were antlerless in Maryland. Ohio topped
the list in the Midwest with 5,741 deer
and Michigan followed with 5,385 deer.
Neither state separated antlered and antlerless deer. In the Southeast, Georgia
reported the most with 5,072 followed by
North Carolina with 3,015. North Carolina
recorded males and females (vs. antlered
and antlerless) so their number of bucks
is inflated by including buck fawns. In
Canada three of four reporting provinces
shot zero deer on these tags; only New
Brunswick killed deer for damage/depredation and all were antlerless.
Most states and all provinces also separated their total number into antlered and
antlerless deer. Of the 44,194 U.S. deer that
could be assigned to a group, 41,371 (94
percent) were antlerless. Of the reported
totals, only 2,823 (6 percent) were antlered
bucks. If a buck you were watching fell to
one of these tags it doesn’t make you feel
better, but it is encouraging that antlered
bucks make up a small percentage of the
reported total. In fact, we lose more bucks
to motor vehicles annually (see pages
14-15) than to damage/depredation tags.
In 2011 the same states that provided
data on this mortality source harvested
over 4.2 million deer in the hunting season. The number reported on damage/
depredation tags was only 1.5 percent of
the deer season harvest, and it was less than
5 percent of the hunting harvest in 21 of
25 states.

QDMA’s Recommendations
Depredation/damage tags are necessary to protect many farmers’ livelihoods
and they are necessary from a public relations standpoint for many state and provincial agencies. However, state wildlife

agencies also owe it to their hunter constituents to enforce permit requirements,
ensure accurate reporting of harvests, and
to issue the majority of permits only for
antlerless deer to be used outside of peak
fawning season.

Whitetails Killed on Damage Tags, 2011
State/Province
Midwest
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
Nebraska
North Dakota
Ohio
South Dakota
Wisconsin

#Antlered
Bucks

# Antlerless
Deer

Total Killed on
Damage Tags

% of 2011
Hunting Harvest

84
307
64
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
0
194

1,140
2,051
2,384
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
425
2,760

1,224
2,358
2,448
*
*
5,385
*
*
1,000
*
5,741
425
2,954

<1
2
2

804
499
<1,000
8,840
50
54
1,393
5,007
3,590
*
0
11,268
3,288

6
4
5
9
<1
<1
3
2
1

Northeast			
Connecticut
370
434
Delaware
0
499
Maine
*
*
Maryland
110
8,730
Massachusetts
20
30
New Hampshire
*
*
New Jersey
375
1,018
New York
*
*
Pennsylvania
0
3,590
Rhode Island
*
*
Vermont
0
0
Virginia
406
10,862
West Virginia
223
3,065
Southeast
Alabama
*
*
Arkansas
*
*
Florida
*
*
Georgia
*
*
Louisiana
*
*
Mississippi
*
*
North Carolina
388 **
2,627
Oklahoma
27
480
South Carolina
50
800
Tennessee
*
*
Texas
205
476
			
U.S. Total
2,823
41,371

1
1
3
<1
<1

0
5
2

*
*
*
5,072
1
*
*
3,015
2
507
<1
850
<2
*
681
<1
			
~66,000

Canada			
Alberta
0
0
0
British Columbia
*
*
*
Manitoba
0
0
0
New Brunswick
0
11
11
Nova Scotia
*
*
*
Ontario
*
*
*
Quebec
0
0
0
Saskatchewan
*
*
*
				
* data not available		
** includes buck fawns				
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Record Number

of

Deer-Vehicle Accidents

Many areas within the whitetail’s range
have abundant deer herds. As amazing as
whitetails are, they can unfortunately cause
damage to forests, agricultural crops, landscaping, and especially to vehicles. State
Farm Insurance provides estimates on the
total number of annual claims involving
accidents with deer, elk and moose. The
vast majority of these involve whitetails,
and the highest number of accidents in the
last decade was reported in 2012.
We compared the number of accidents
in the most recent year of data (July 1, 2011
to June 30, 2012) to that of five and nine
years prior, to the most recent deer season
harvest, and to the number of road miles
for each state. State Farm only provided
data for three provinces so our analysis
is limited to the Midwest, Northeast and
Southeast U.S. The following State Farm
data is a conservative estimate as it is based
on comprehensive and collision claims
only, and does not include claims involving policy holders carrying only liability
insurance.
From July 1, 2011 to June 30, 2012
there were 1,142,910 claims in the three
regions. This was 13 percent higher than
five years ago and 22 percent higher than

Top-5 States

Deer Vehicle Accidents

State
Pennsylvania
Michigan
New York
Ohio
Wisconsin

2011-12 Accidents
115,571
97,856
80,262
67,699
52,525

Top-5 States

Deer-Vehicle Accidents
Per Road Mile

State
Maryland
Pennsylvania
Michigan
West Virginia
New Jersey

Accidents/Road Mile
0.50
0.46
0.38
0.38
0.37
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in

2012

This whitetail was the victim of a deer-vehicle accident near QDMA’s National Headquarters in Athens,
Georgia. From 2002-03 to 2011-12, the Southeast saw a more than 35% increase in deer-vehicle accidents.

nine years ago. Much of this increase
Numerically, Pennsylvania led the
was in the Southeast. The Midwest and nation with 115,571 claims. Michigan
Northeast each increased 18 percent from was next with 97,856 and New York was
2002-03 to 2011-12 while the Southeast third with 80,262. North Carolina led the
increased
almost
Southeast with 48,362
twice as much (+35
claims. Obviously
Across the Midwest,
percent). A regional
some states have more
Northeast and
look at the greatest
deer-vehicle accidents
trend increases shows
due to their size,
Southeast regions,
Mississippi’s claims
number of road miles
motorists hit over 1.1
increased 53 percent
and human populawhile
Oklahoma’s
tion. Thus, a good
million deer
increased 90 percent.
way to assess this
in 2011-12;
In the Northeast,
data is to compare it
that’s 33 percent of the
Massachusetts’ claims
to the number taken
increased 84 percent
during the deer seahunting season harvest!
and Rhode Island’s
son and on a per road
increased 167 permile basis. Ideally the
cent! In the Midwest, Nebraska’s claims number hit by vehicles would be a small
increased 63 percent and Kansas’ increased percentage of the number taken by hunt82 percent. North Dakota was the only ers. In the Southeast, the number hit durstate in all three regions with fewer claims ing 2011-12 was 19 percent of the 2011
in 2011-12 than 2002-03 (-26 percent).
deer harvest. Thus, approximately one deer
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was hit on the road for every five taken by
hunters. This seems high, but it is far worse
in the Midwest (37 percent) and Northeast
(58 percent). Motorists in the Northeast
hit nearly six deer for every 10 taken by
hunters! Talk about a waste of the resource
and a personal safety factor for drivers and
their passengers. Across the three regions
motorists hit over 1.1 million deer in 201112; that’s 33 percent of the hunting season
harvest. It would be far better to take more
deer during the season and fewer on our
roads.
Mississippi led the nation with the
fewest accidents at only 6 percent of the
hunter harvest. Alabama, Louisiana, North
Dakota and Texas all had percentages under

10; kudos to these states. Rhode Island had
the highest percentage where deer-vehicle
accidents equaled 83 percent of the hunter
harvest. Connecticut and Massachusetts
also had percentages over 75.
On a per road mile basis, Maryland led
the nation with 0.50 deer-vehicle accidents
per road mile. That is one collision with a
deer for every 2 miles of road! Pennsylvania
was next (0.46), and Michigan and West
Virginia tied for third with 0.38 deervehicle accidents per road mile. The threeregion average was 0.17 accidents per
road mile. While the Southeast had the
largest percentage increase in accidents
from 2002-03 to 2011-12, the Northeast
averaged twice as many accidents as the

Midwest and three times as many as the
Southeast per mile of road.
QDMA’s Recommendations
The majority of deer-vehicle accidents
occur during the spring (fawning) and fall
(breeding). The best techniques for reducing
deer-vehicle accidents are to balance deer
herds with the habitat and make motorists
aware of high-risk time periods and areas.
QDMA recommends private, state and federal deer managers use regulated hunting to
manage deer herds at levels that are in balance with the habitat. Balanced populations
reduce the number of animals available for
accidents, and knowledgeable motorists can
drive more defensively.

State Farm Estimates of Total Deer-Vehicle Accidents, 2002-03 to 2011-12

				
% Change
State
2002-03
2006-07
2011-12
07-12
Illinois
46,361
50,711
51,627
2
Indiana
31,444
36,611
34,000
-7
Iowa
28,292
31,148
30,117
-3
Kansas
8,715
10,119
15,887
57
Kentucky
16,969
17,810
22,650
27
Michigan
92,134
96,451
97,856
1
Minnesota
28,547
35,504
41,165
16
Missouri
28,158
29,804
36,592
23
Nebraska
7,782
9,350
12,707
36
North Dakota
6,229
5,578
4,586
-18
Ohio
54,459
65,006
67,699
4
South Dakota
7,031
7,171
8,863
24
Wisconsin
47,519
47,589
52,525
10
Midwest Total
403,640
442,852
476,274
8
				
Connecticut
7,955
10,000
9,800
-2
Delaware
3,055
3,553
4,963
40
Maine
4,671
4,390
4,924
12
Maryland
26,169
26,273
34,112
30
Massachusetts
4,750
5,669
8,750
54
New Hampshire
2,973
3,009
3,705
23
New Jersey
22,574
28,687
31,192
9
New York
65,293
63,686
80,262
26
Pennsylvania
111,142
98,313
115,571
18
Rhode Island
750
1,625
2,000
23
Vermont
2,310
3,831
2,848
-26
Virginia
41,072
47,681
52,369
10
West Virginia
28,802
23,607
30,203
28
Northeast Total 321,516
320,324
380,699
19
				
Alabama
19,753
23,080
26,050
13
Arkansas
13,751
17,557
20,281
16
Florida
10,939
12,328
14,082
14
Georgia
38,122
41,841
42,996
3
Louisiana
9,249
9,707
10,182
5
Mississippi
10,480
13,197
16,004
21
North Carolina
32,218
42,054
48,362
15
Oklahoma
6,347
8,595
12,056
40
South Carolina
20,534
20,991
26,408
26
Tennessee
16,873
20,935
24,098
15
Texas
33,072
38,765
45,418
17
Southeast Total 211,338
249,050
285,937
15
				
3-Region total
936,494
1,012,226
1,142,910
13

% Change
2011
03-12
Harvest
11
181,451
8
129,018
6
121,407
82
94,813
33
119,663
6
416,721
44
192,500
30
288,594
63
76,443
-26
52,511
24
219,748
26
85,160
11
344,793
18
1,300,733
		
23
12,897
62
13,559
5
19,156
30
95,372
84
11,133
25
11,109
38
50,108
23
228,359
4
336,200
167
2,418
23
12,132
28
232,988
5
143,696
18
658,540
		
32
337,000
47
192,748
29
136,188
13
411,481
10
133,500
53
272,275
50
173,553
90
112,863
29
226,458
43
167,702
37
574,808
35
1,502,433
		
22
3,461,706

2012 % of
2011 harvest
28
26
25
17
19
23
21
13
17
9
31
10
15
37

DVA/
Road Mile
0.18
0.17
0.13
0.06
0.14
0.38
0.15
0.14
0.07
0.03
0.26
0.05
0.22
0.16

76
37
26
36
79
33
62
35
34
83
23
22
21
58

0.22
0.36
0.11
0.50
0.11
0.11
0.37
0.33
0.46
0.15
0.10
0.33
0.38
0.33

8
11
10
10
8
6
28
11
12
14
8
19

0.13
0.10
0.05
0.17
0.08
0.10
0.22
0.05
0.19
0.12
0.07
0.11

33

0.17
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2012 Hemorrhagic Disease Outbreak – One

for the

Record Books?

Portions of this article re-printed
with permission from the Southeastern
Cooperative Wildlife Disease Study
(SCWDS).
As of late December 2012, SCWDS
confirmed hemorrhagic disease (HD) in
27 states, and one other (Ohio) had an
internal diagnostic lab confirm deer mortality in their state as being caused by HD.
In addition, two other states (Alabama and
South Carolina) reported HD-suspected
mortality.
What is Hemorrhagic Disease?
HD is an infectious, blood-borne disease of deer and elk that is transmitted by
biting midges or flies; it is caused by either
of two closely related viruses, epizootic
hemorrhagic disease virus (EHD) or bluetongue virus (BTV). Since the symptoms
and disease features produced by both
viruses are relatively indistinguishable,
the general term “HD” is often used. For
additional information on the biology of
HD, see pages 20-22 of the 2009 Whitetail
Report, which is available online at www.
QDMA.com.
Is this the all-time worst outbreak
of HD?
“It’s going to rival 2007, if not
exceed it,” said SCWDS researcher
and University of Georgia professor
Dr. David E. Stallknecht. Previously,
the 2007 outbreak was viewed as the
year HD affected the most deer. That
year, SCWDS received reports of
suspected or confirmed HD activity in 31 states and a total mortality
of greater than 65,000 deer. Based
on early reports of suspected HD
activity from 2012, last year was
also an exceptional year for HD, and
SCWDS acknowledges that it may, in
fact, be one for the record books. Generally
speaking, the largest impact from the virus
in 2012 seems to have occurred in the eastern and Midwestern United States.
The first HD case of 2012 was confirmed on July 18 – much earlier in the year
than normal – in a white-tailed deer from
North Carolina. By December, researchers
had isolated and identified nearly 200 HD
viruses from wild ungulates in 27 states.
States reporting HD are shown on the map
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QDMA member Mali Vujanic captured this image on the Eastern Shore of Maryland in Caroline County in
September. Scenes like this were all too common in 2012 with 30 states reporting suspected or confirmed
HD cases.

in the middle of the page, though the final
tally will not be calculated until all states
complete their annual HD surveillance
report and return it to SCWDS.
In samples studied by SCWDS last
year, nearly the entire 2012 HD outbreak
had been confirmed as EHD with less than
3 percent attributed to BTV. Interestingly,
all three major EHD subtypes were con-

States with Hemorrhagic Disease (HD) in 2012

HD Suspected/Confirmed in 2012

firmed in deer in three states (Indiana,
Michigan and Missouri), some of the hardest hit areas of the country. As of mid/late
November, there had been 14,032 wild
white-tailed deer reported dead as possible HD cases in Michigan alone, while
Missouri has had another 6,119 deer deaths
attributed to HD. Nebraska and South
Dakota wildlife agencies both considered
reducing the number of deer licenses or
permits available to hunters as a result of

HD outbreaks.
As in 2007, much of the reported HD
activity in 2012 was in northern states,
areas that historically report HD on rare
occasions or not at all. Since 2007, SCWDS
researchers have confirmed recurring
activity in many of these same areas. For
example, from 2007 to 2012, EHD was
isolated during most years in Indiana (four
years), Michigan (four years), New
Jersey (four years) and Pennsylvania
(three years). The causes for this
apparent northern expansion are
not known, but the trend certainly
deserves future attention.
QDMA’s Recommendations
Since the disease is spread by
insects, there is nothing we can do to
prevent HD, and outbreaks will end
with the onset of cold weather. Even
so, when Quality Deer Managers
work diligently over multiple seasons to increase numbers of mature
bucks and balance the sex ratio, finding even one quality buck or scores
of dead antlerless deer that are victims
of HD can be frustrating. Although HD’s
impact on deer populations is minor on
a nationwide scale, it can be locally severe
especially in areas where the disease is relatively new. QDMA recommends hunters
who experience significant losses closely
monitor population indicators to determine if reducing the local antlerless harvest
is necessary.
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Chronic Wasting Disease Confirmed

Texas

in

Major Deer States

Iowa

in

2012

Pennsylvania

Counties with Confirmed CWD in 2012

In 2012, three new states were added
to the growing list of Chronic Wasting
Disease (CWD) positives, and you could
not have handpicked three more popular
deer hunting destinations. On July 10,
the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
announced CWD had been confirmed in
two mule deer taken in far West Texas in
El Paso and Hudspeth counties as part of
sample collection efforts after the disease
was detected in the Hueco Mountains of
New Mexico during the 2011-12 hunting
season.
Later that month, on July 21, the
Iowa Department of Natural Resources
announced a white-tailed deer at a hunting
preserve in Davis County tested positive
for CWD. Following that discovery, five
deer at a breeding facility in Pottawattamie
County and one at a breeding facility in
Cerro Gordo County tested positive for
the disease.
Then, on October 11, the Pennsylvania
Department of Agriculture announced the
state’s first positive case of CWD on a deer
farm in Adams County. In addition to that
farm, the Department also immediately
quarantined two other farms directly associated with the positive deer in Lycoming
and York counties. By early November the
list of quarantined farms grew to 27 in 16
counties, and a second positive deer was
confirmed at the Adams County farm.
These three states are major deer hunting states as Texas routinely harvests more
antlered bucks and total deer annually
than any other state, Pennsylvania always
ranks at or near the top for the number of
deer hunters, and Iowa is one of the most

well known trophy whitetail destinations
in North America. Texas and Pennsylvania
also lead the U.S. in deer farms with over
1,300 and 1,100 captive facilities, respectively.
CWD is an always fatal neurological
disease that affects deer, elk and moose.
There is no vaccine or cure for CWD
and this contagious disease can be spread
via urine, feces, saliva, blood and possibly other vectors. As of December 2012,
CWD has been identified in captive and
free-ranging herds in 22 U.S. states, two
Canadian provinces and Korea (from
an elk imported from Canada in 1997).
CWD has been identified in white-tailed
and mule deer, Rocky Mountain elk and
moose. Black-tailed deer are also suscep-

tible as they are a subspecies of mule deer.
QDMA’s Recommendations
Disease transmission from captive to
free-ranging deer and elk is a tangible
threat to the future of wildlife management
and hunting in North America. QDMA
recommends maintaining or enhancing
strict movement restrictions and testing protocols on captive cervids. QDMA
also recommends full authority over captive cervid facilities and regulations lie
with the state/provincial wildlife agencies. Currently, some state/provinces have
this authority while the Department of
Agriculture shares it or maintains sole possession in others.

Source: Chronic Wasting Disease Alliance
(www.cwd-info.org)

CWD has been identified in 22 U.S. States, two Canadian provinces and Korea as of December 2012.
See more about the disease dangers of CWD on pages 26-27.
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Fawn

and

Yearling Buck Weights

One tenet of a successful QDM program is herd
monitoring, and collecting
harvest data falls within that
cornerstone. A jawbone is
the most important piece
of harvest data to collect as
this allows all other data to
be compared or analyzed by
age classes. Weights are also
important as they are an
index to herd and habitat
health as well as a herd’s
reproductive potential with
regard to doe fawn breeding
rates.
The majority of states in the Southeast
collect live weights. The majority in the
Northeast collect field dressed weights.
Unfortunately, none in the Midwest and
only New Brunswick in Canada collect any
weights. For the regions that do, weights by
age classes are a good statistic to monitor
for long-term trends.
In the Southeast in 2011, buck fawns
averaged 62 pounds live and 53 pounds
dressed weight. Arkansas and South
Carolina topped the list at 70 pounds
(live) and 62 pounds (dressed), respectively. Doe fawns were slightly smaller at
58 pounds live and 48 pounds dressed.
Arkansas and South Carolina were tops
again at 68 pounds (live) and 57 pounds
(dressed), respectively. Yearling bucks (1½
years) were substantially heavier and averaged 107 pounds (live) and 94 pounds
(dressed). Louisiana had the heaviest live
weight yearlings at 113 pounds while South
Carolina and Tennessee had the heaviest
field dressed yearlings at 107 pounds.
In the Northeast, buck fawns averaged
60 pounds dressed. Maine averaged the
most, and six of eight states that reported
weights ranged from 60 to 66 pounds. Doe
fawns averaged 55 pounds dressed, and
Maine again topped the list at 62 pounds.
Yearling bucks averaged 107 pounds dressed
(equal to the average live weight of yearling
bucks in the Southeast). Maine yearlings
averaged 121 pounds with Vermont and
New Hampshire closely behind at 118 and
117 pounds, respectively. The Northern
locale and lower density herds combine to
grow big deer in northern New England.
New Brunswick borders Maine to
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an estimated 165 pounds live
weight and is massive for a
1½-year-old deer with its first
set of antlers!

the east and this province’s weights were
equal to or greater than Maine’s. New
Brunswick’s yearling bucks averaged a
whopping 129 pounds field dressed. That’s

QDMA’s Recommendations
QDMA recommends all
hunters collect harvest data
from deer they shoot. This
allows comparisons to deer
in your area as well as other
regions, and provides the
necessary information for
calculating (or fine tuning)
the annual target antlerless
harvest. This guards against
harvesting too few or too many antlerless
deer and alerts managers to changes in
habitat quality, age structure, and fawn
survival (and thus predation) rates.

Buck and Doe Fawn and Yearling Buck Weights (Lbs.), 2011

State/Province
Connecticut
Delaware
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
Vermont
Virginia
West Virginia
Northeast Average

Buck Fawn
62
*
66
60
60
63
*
*
*
56
64
49
*
60

Doe Fawn
59
*
62
56
54
57
*
*
*
51
56
48
*
55

Yearling Buck Live or Field Dressed
112
Field Dressed
*
121
Field Dressed
102
Field Dressed
108
Field Dressed
117
Field Dressed
*
*
*
103
Field Dressed
118
Field Dressed
84
Field Dressed
98
Field Dressed
107
Dressed

Alabama
58
55
102
Live
Arkansas
70
68
111
Live
Florida
53
51
100
Live
Georgia
43
39
80
Field Dressed
Louisiana
66
53
113
Live
Mississippi
67
64
*
Live
North Carolina
60
57
107
Live
Oklahoma
*
*
*
South Carolina
62
57
107
Field Dressed
Tennessee
*
*
107
Field Dressed
Texas
*
*
*
Southeast Average
62
58
107
Live
Southeast Average
53
48
94
Dressed
				
Alberta
*
*
*
British Columbia
*
*
*
Manitoba
*
*
*
New Brunswick
66
66
129
Field Dressed
Nova Scotia
*
*
*
Ontario
*
*
*
Quebec
*
*
*
Saskatchewan
*
*
*
Canada Average
66
66
129
Dressed
			
* data not available; none of the Midwest states collect weight data.
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Successful Hunters
Which region and state have the most
successful hunters? In 2011 the Southeast
was that region, with the state of Tennessee
leading the way. We surveyed every state
wildlife agency in the Midwest, Northeast
and Southeast and each provincial agency
in Canada on the percentage of hunters
who shot one, two and three or more deer
during the hunting season.
In the U.S., an average of 48 percent of
hunters successfully harvested at least one
deer. In the Southeast, that number was
58 percent, ranging from 41 to 83 percent.
More than eight of 10 hunters in Tennessee
tagged a whitetail! South Carolina hunters were also highly prolific as 33 percent
tagged three or more whitetails.
In the Northeast, 43 percent of hunters took home venison, and it ranged from
15 to 80 percent for individual states.
Virginia was tops in the region as 80 percent of hunters were successful, including
24 percent who tagged two deer. New
Jersey followed with 63 percent, and had a
national best 34 percent who shot three or
more deer; that’s a higher percentage than
the number who shot one deer in neighboring Pennsylvania.
In the Midwest, 42 percent of hunters tagged a deer with a range from 33 to
56 percent. Indiana topped the list and
also had the highest percentage of hunters
taking two deer (12 percent) and three or
more deer (14 percent). Surprisingly, the
agriculturally-rich Midwest had the lowest
percentage of hunters shooting three or
more deer (5 vs. 10 percent in the Northeast
and 15 percent in the Southeast).
In Canada, 28 percent of hunters were
successful, but this data was limited to
Nova Scotia and Quebec, with the vast
majority shooting one deer. This is testament to the harsh conditions for deer populations living at their northern extreme.
Multiple deer bag limits are the norm
today, and some states even allow an unlimited number of antlerless deer to be taken.
Some hunters (and non-hunters) perceive
this as assuring an overharvest of deer.
However, the reality is a small percentage
of hunters actually fill all of their tags. For
example, a license in Georgia allows two
bucks and 10 antlerless deer, but nearly
half of Georgia’s hunters do not harvest a
single whitetail.

QDMA’s Recommendations
QDMA recommends balancing deer
herds with the available habitat, and this
requires harvesting the biologically appropriate number of antlerless deer annually.
The appropriate number is determined
pre-season using the best available data,

and obtaining the target harvest is achieved
using the combination of hunter numbers,
access, seasons and bag limits. Bag limits
by themselves do not make or break a
management program, rather they are one
piece of a much larger program that can be
manipulated to allow for success.

Percentage of Successful Hunters, 2011

State/Province
1 Deer
2 Deer
3+Deer
% Successful
Illinois
28
10
5
43
Indiana
30
12
14
56
Iowa
29
8
6
43
Kansas
*
*
*
*
Kentucky
*
*
*
*
Michigan
31
10
4
45
Minnesota
30
3
<1
33
Missouri
29
8
3
40
Nebraska
*
*
*
*
North Dakota
*
*
*
*
Ohio
25
7
3
35
South Dakota
*
*
*
*
Wisconsin
28
8
3
39
Midwest Average
29
8
5
42
				
Connecticut
*
*
*
*
Delaware
25
*
*
50
Maine
*
*
*
*
Maryland
25
12
20
57
Massachusetts
15
3
2
20
New Hampshire
13
2
<1
15
New Jersey
22
7
34
63
New York
*
*
*
*
Pennsylvania
18
6
2
26
Rhode Island
*
*
*
*
Vermont
16
12
2
30
Virginia
54
24
2
80
West Virginia
*
*
*
*
Northeast Average
24
9
10
43
				
Alabama
*
*
*
*
Arkansas
*
*
*
*
Florida
*
*
*
*
Georgia
20
15
20
55
Louisiana
25
11
5
41
Mississippi
*
*
*
65
North Carolina
23
12
14
49
Oklahoma
29
12
5
46
South Carolina
21
16
33
70
Tennessee
47
26
10
83
Texas
*
*
*
58
Southeast Average
28
15
15
58
				
U.S. Average
27
11
10
48
				
Alberta
*
*
*
*
British Columbia
*
*
*
*
Manitoba
*
*
*
*
New Brunswick
*
*
*
*
Nova Scotia
25
*
*
25
Ontario
*
*
*
*
Quebec
26
3
<1
29
Saskatchewan
*
*
*
*
Canada Average
26
3
<1
28
* data not available; Top-5 states with the most successful hunters highlighted in red.
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Hunter Numbers

on the

Rise

Everyone loves a comeback story.
Nowhere is this truer than in recreational
sports, where fans love to root for the little
guy. Examples like this abound, like the
2004 Boston Red Sox coming back from
a 0-3 deficit series (best of 7) to beat the
New York Yankees, their bitter rival, during the American League Championship
Series, and eventually going on to win the
World Series.
Let’s hope the same type of story
is beginning to unfold in the world of
hunting. According to the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service’s (USFWS) latest National
Survey of Fishing, Hunting and WildlifeAssociated Recreation, the overall participation of hunting in the United States
increased 9 percent from 2006 to 2011.
What makes this significant is it is the first
time this statistic has nationally trended
upward since 1975 (see graph).
This means that roughly 13.7 million people 16 years old and older hunted
in 2011, representing 6 percent of the
U.S. population, a numerical increase of
almost 1.2 million from 2006. If we were to
break it down, big game species like whitetailed deer, elk and wild turkey attracted
11.6 million hunters (85 percent) in 2011.
During that same year, over 4.5 million (33
percent) pursued small game; 2.6 million
hunters (19 percent) pursued migratory

birds; and, 2.2 million (16 percent) hunted
for other animals such as coyotes, groundhogs and raccoons. Notably, since 2006,
the number of big game hunters increased
8 percent, while the number of small game
hunters declined 6 percent.
Continuing with the analysis of states
in the Midwest, Northeast and Southeast,
hunters from these three regions made up
an astounding 94 percent (12.9 million) of
all U.S. hunters; a 6 percent rise since 2006
(see table). The Midwest topped the list for
total hunters at nearly 5.3 million, followed
by the Southeast and the Northeast with
4.6 and 2.9 million, respectively. However,
the Northeast (11.4) nearly doubled the
Midwest (6.1) and Southeast’s (6.2) number of hunters per square mile (PSM), and
was about 10 times higher than the West’s
(1.2 hunters PSM). In fact, Pennsylvania
(20.3 hunters PSM) and Rhode Island
(16.5 hunters PSM) led the nation in this
statistic. No wonder hunting pressure and
crowding is a big issue for northeastern
hunters.
Overall, Texas recorded the most
hunters in one state with an estimated 1.1 million hunters afield in 2011.
Pennsylvania and Wisconsin were not far
behind. New York gained the most hunters from 2006 to 2011 (+257,000), while
Wisconsin (+198,000), Illinois (+196,000),

Top-5 States

2011 Number of Hunters

Texas
Pennsylvania
Wisconsin
New York
Michigan

1,147,000
933,000
895,000
823,000
648,000

Top-5 States

2011 Hunters/Square Mile

Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
New York
Wisconsin
Ohio

20.3
16.5
15.1
13.7
12.3

# of Hunters

U.S. Population

and Mississippi (+179,000) also had substantial increases. Interestingly, the state of
Alaska made the largest percentage gain in
hunters with a 76 percent increase between
2006 and 2011! The overall increase in
hunters is even more impressive given that
two perennial powerhouses – Michigan
and Pennsylvania – both supposedly lost
a significant number of hunters over this
five-year period.
The USFWS reported Pennsylvania lost
269,000 hunters and Michigan lost 224,000.
However, we contacted the Michigan DNR
and Pennsylvania Game Commission
(PGC) and learned the number of
U.S. Population vs. Hunter Numbers, 1955 to 2011
hunters reported in 2011 was incorrect for both states. Michigan was
(Population 16 years old and older)
18,000,000
350,000,000
listed as having 529,000 hunters
while the DNR reported over 648,000
16,000,000
(+119,000), and Pennsylvania was
300,000,000
listed as having 775,000 hunters
14,000,000
while the PGC reported over 933,000
(+158,000). Both states reported
250,000,000
12,000,000
numbers only slightly below their
2006 values.
200,000,000
10,000,000
In the Southeast, Mississippi had
the largest percentage gain in hunters
from 2006 to 2011 (59 percent), fol8,000,000
150,000,000
# of Hunters
U.S. Population
lowed by Alabama (37 percent) and
South Carolina (22 percent), while
6,000,000
100,000,000
Georgia lost the most (-19 percent).
Other notables include the states of
Florida and North Carolina, with
1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1991 1996 2001 2006 2011
Year
each reporting consecutive periods
From 2006 to 2011, hunting participation in the U.S. trended upward for the first time since 1975. Graph referof growth from 2001 to 2006 and
ences the U.S. Census Bureau and the United States Fish and Wildlife Service National Survey.
from 2006 to 2011. For the Midwest,
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Illinois (62 percent), South Dakota (58
percent), and Indiana (44 percent) had
the largest percentage increases in hunter numbers from 2006 to 2011, whereas
North Dakota had the largest decrease
(-36 percent). Five of 13 Midwestern
states (Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Ohio and
Wisconsin) reported two consecutive periods of growth since 2001. In the Northeast,
New York had the largest proportional
increase in hunters (45 percent) from 2006
to 2011, followed by Rhode Island (43
percent) and Connecticut (32 percent);
while Delaware and Maryland tied for
losing the most (-45 percent). Meanwhile,
Maine, Rhode Island and Virginia reported
increases in their hunter numbers during
each of the past two USFWS surveys.
QDMA’s Recommendations
Losing hunters for over 30 straight
years has, in fact, negatively impacted our
wildlife management programs and state
wildlife agencies, and has even threatened
the future of hunting. This latest increase
in hunter numbers is an encouraging sign
that a comeback may be in our midst;
however, we must remain vigilant in our
current recruitment and retention efforts.
Recent increases in female hunter participation are a positive sign (see page 31
of the 2012 Whitetail Report) and may
be a contributing factor. Outreach programs like Becoming an Outdoors Woman
(BOW), QDMA’s Rack Pack, and NWTF’s
Families Afield create hunting and educational opportunities for women, youth
and entire families, and should be utilized/
supported by all hunters. As hunters and
wildlife managers, we can help continue
this positive trend of gaining new hunters
to our ranks by promoting sound management philosophies, like QDM, adhering
to the highest ethical standards in our
pursuits, and above all, by being good
stewards of our natural resources and thus
a benefit to all society. Can’t you hear the
Rocky theme song now!

Total Hunters by State Where Hunting Took Place, 2001 to 2011
(Population 16 Years Old and Older)

				
% Change ‘11 Hunters/Square
State
2001
2006
2011
2006-11
Mile of Total Area
Illinois
310,000
316,000
512,000
62%
8.8
Indiana
290,000
272,000
392,000
44%
10.8
Iowa
243,000
251,000
253,000
1%
4.5
Kansas
291,000
271,000
283,000
4%
3.4
Kentucky
323,000
291,000
347,000
19%
8.6
Michigan
754,000
753,000 (529,000) 648,000 -14%
6.7
Minnesota
597,000
535,000
477,000
-11%
5.5
Missouri
489,000
608,000
576,000
-5%
8.3
Nebraska
173,000
118,000
128,000
8%
1.7
North Dakota
139,000
128,000
82,000
-36%
1.2
Ohio
490,000
500,000
553,000
11%
12.3
South Dakota
209,000
171,000
270,000
58%
3.5
Wisconsin
660,000
697,000
895,000
28%
13.7
Midwest Total 4,968,000
4,911,000
5,297,000
8%
6.1
					
Connecticut
45,000
38,000
50,000
32%
9.0
Delaware
16,000
42,000
23,000
-45%
11.8
Maine
164,000
175,000
181,000
3%
5.1
Maryland
145,000
161,000
88,000
-45%
8.9
Massachusetts
66,000
73,000
56,000
-23%
5.3
New Hampshire
78,000
61,000
56,000
-8%
6.0
New Jersey
135,000
89,000
94,000
6%
10.8
New York
714,000
566,000
823,000
45%
15.1
Pennsylvania
1,000,000
1,044,000 (775,000) 933,000 -11%
20.3
Rhode Island
9,000
14,000
20,000
43%
16.5
Vermont
100,000
73,000
90,000
23%
9.4
Virginia
355,000
413,000
432,000
5%
10.9
West Virginia
284,000
269,000
247,000
-8%
10.3
Northeast Total 3,111,000
3,018,000
2,935,000
-3%
11.4
					
Alabama
423,000
391,000
535,000
37%
10.4
Arkansas
431,000
354,000
363,000
3%
6.9
Florida
226,000
236,000
242,000
3%
4.7
Georgia
417,000
481,000
392,000
-19%
6.8
Louisiana
333,000
270,000
277,000
3%
6.7
Mississippi
357,000
304,000
483,000
59%
10.2
North Carolina
295,000
304,000
335,000
10%
6.9
Oklahoma
261,000
251,000
244,000
-3%
3.5
South Carolina
265,000
208,000
254,000
22%
8.4
Tennessee
359,000
329,000
375,000
14%
8.9
Texas
1,201,000
1,101,000
1,147,000
4%
4.4
Southeast Total 4,568,000
4,229,000
4,647,000
10%
6.2
					
3-Region Total 12,647,000 12,158,000 12,879,000
6%
6.9		
				
Arizona
148,000
159,000
269,000
69%
2.4
California
274,000
281,000
394,000
40%
2.4
Colorado
281,000
259,000
259,000
0%
2.5
Idaho
197,000
187,000
246,000
32%
2.9
Montana
229,000
197,000
150,000
-24%
1.0
Nevada
47,000
63,000
43,000
-32%
0.4
New Mexico
130,000
99,000
69,000
-30%
0.6
Oregon
248,000
237,000
196,000
-17%
2.0
Utah
198,000
166,000
193,000
16%
2.3
Washington
227,000
182,000
219,000
20%
3.1
Wyoming
133,000
102,000
140,000
37%
1.4
Alaska
93,000
71,000
125,000
76%
0.2
Hawaii
17,000
18,000
23,000
28%
2.1
West Total
2,222,000
2,021,000
2,326,000
17%
1.2
					
U.S. Total*
13,034,000 12,510,000 13,674,000
9%
3.7
*State totals do not sum to U.S. total because of multiple responses. U.S. totals include
responses from participants residing in the District of Columbia.
For Michigan and Pennsylvania numbers: (USFWS reported number in parentheses ) followed
by State Reported Number.
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Largest Corn Crop

in

75 Years

Unprecedented warm weather across
much of the Midwest, Northeast and
Southeast during spring 2012 allowed
farmers to hit the fields early. This, and
high corn prices, resulted in over 96 million
acres of corn planted in the U.S., the most
in the past 75 years. Unfortunately, historic
drought across much of the Midwest significantly impacted growth rates, and the
2012 U.S. corn crop was 10.8 billion bushels – 13 percent lower than in 2011. Staying
with our regional analysis, the Midwest,
Northeast and Southeast planted over 93
million acres of corn in 2012 – 5 percent
more than in 2011. Iowa and Illinois led
the nation with 14 and 13 million acres,
respectively. Each of these states planted
nearly twice as much corn as the entire

Top-5 States

Corn Acres Planted in 2012

Iowa
Illinois
Nebraska
Minnesota
Indiana
For perspective:
Southeast Total
Northeast Total

14,000,000
13,000,000
9,900,000
8,700,000
6,200,000
7,135,000
4,142,000

Top-5 States

Soybean Acres Planted in 2012

Iowa
Illinois
Minnesota
Missouri
Nebraska
For perspective:
Southeast Total
Northeast Total

9,500,000
8,600,000
7,000,000
5,300,000
5,100,000
10,995,000
2,195,000

Top-5 States

Alfalfa Acres Planted in 2012

South Dakota
North Dakota
Minnesota
Wisconsin
Iowa
For perspective:
Southeast Total
Northeast Total
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2,300,000
1,570,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
800,000

347,000
1,050,000

Southeast combined and over three times these three regions. Iowa and Illinois led
as much as the entire Northeast combined! the nation again with 9.5 and 8.6 milEvery state in the Midwest planted more lion acres of soybeans, respectively. The
than 1.5 million acres of corn, and only greatest difference in soybean acreage was
one state in the other two regions, Texas, between the Midwest and Northeast where
reached this threshold. Canada planted Iowa and Illinois each planted about four
over 35 million acres which was 18 percent times the amount of soybeans as the entire
more than in 2011.
Northeast combined.
Ontario led all report- Iowa and Illinois combined
The
Northeast’s
ing provinces with
mountainous terrain
to plant 27 million acres of is great for growing
over 22 million acres
(63 percent of all corn
oaks, maples and
corn in 2012 – nearly four
planted in Canada).
spruces, but not for
times as much corn as the
To gain some persoybeans and corn.
spective, the Northeast
Canada planted 42.9
entire Southeast and over
planted 4.1 million
million acres of soysix times as much as the
acres (+3 percent from
beans which was 12
entire Northeast!
2011), the Southeast
percent more than in
planted 7.1 million
2011. Ontario again
acres (+1 percent from 2011), and the led with 26.5 million acres (62 percent of
Midwest planted nearly 82 million acres all soybeans planted in Canada).
(+5 percent from 2011)! The Midwest
The final deer forage acreage we anaplanted 88 percent of the total corn in lyzed was alfalfa. South Dakota and North
these three regions of the U.S. No won- Dakota led the nation with 2.3 and 1.6
der John Deere is based in Illinois and million acres of alfalfa and alfalfa mixes in
Nebraska is the Cornhusker state.
2012, respectively. The Southeast planted
With respect to deer forage, all three 347,000 acres (+4 percent from 2011), the
regions also planted more acres of soy- Northeast planted over 1 million acres
beans in 2012 than 2011. The Northeast (+6 percent from 2011), and the Midwest
increased 5 percent to nearly 2.2 million planted nearly 10.3 million acres. This was
acres, the Southeast increased 7 percent to 2 percent less than in 2011, but with 155
nearly 11 million acres, and the Midwest million acres of corn, soybeans and alfalfa,
increased less than 1 percent to nearly 63 we don’t think the Midwest’s deer were
million acres. Similar to corn, the Midwest starving. Canada’s agricultural planting
planted 83 percent of all the soybeans in statistics did not include alfalfa.
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QDMA’s Recommendations
As hunters throughout North America
develop a more complete understanding
of Quality Deer Management (QDM), the
importance of habitat quality and availability becomes paramount. Of QDM’s
Four Cornerstones, herd management is
often the first that hunters gravitate to,
but habitat management quickly grabs the
attention of many QDM practitioners and

State
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
Nebraska
North Dakota
Ohio
South Dakota
Wisconsin
Midwest Total

Corn
2011
12,600,000
5,900,000
14,100,000
4,900,000
1,380,000
2,500,000
8,100,000
3,300,000
9,850,000
2,230,000
3,400,000
5,200,000
4,150,000
77,610,000

Connecticut
27,000
Delaware
190,000
Maine
29,000
Maryland
500,000
Massachusetts
17,000
New Hampshire
15,000
New Jersey
90,000
New York
1,100,000
Pennsylvania
1,420,000
Rhode Island
2,000
Vermont
90,000
Virginia
490,000
West Virginia
48,000
Northeast Total 4,018,000

educate themselves as to both small and
broad changes in the quantity and types
of commercially grown agriculture nearby
before developing annual habitat prescriptions. QDMA also recommends that both
herd and habitat management planning
is fully integrated with the most recent
knowledge of local farming practices; only
then can a comprehensive QDM program
work to its fullest capability.

Acres Planted of Corn, Soybean & Alfalfa, 2011 to 2012

Corn		
2012
% Change
13,000,000
3
6,200,000
5
14,000,000
-1
4,700,000
-4
1,600,000
16
2,400,000
-4
8,700,000
7
3,600,000
9
9,900,000
1
3,400,000
52
3,900,000
15
6,000,000
15
4,350,000
5
81,750,000
5

Soybean
2011
8,900,000
5,300,000
9,350,000
4,000,000
1,490,000
1,950,000
7,100,000
5,350,000
4,900,000
4,000,000
4,550,000
4,100,000
1,610,000
62,600,000

Soybean		
2012
% Change
8,600,000
-3
5,000,000
-6
9,500,000
2
3,600,000
-10
1,400,000
-6
2,000,000
3
7,000,000
-1
5,300,000
-1
5,100,000
4
4,600,000
15
4,600,000
1
4,500,000
10
1,690,000
5
62,890,000
0

28,000
195,000
31,000
490,000
17,000
14,000
90,000
1,160,000
1,460,000
1,000
94,000
510,000
52,000
4,142,000

*
170,000
*
470,000
*
*
88,000
280,000
500,000
*
*
560,000
20,000
2,088,000

*
180,000
*
480,000
*
*
95,000
340,000
530,000
*
*
550,000
20,000
2,195,000

Alabama
270,000
290,000
Arkansas
560,000
660,000
Florida
65,000
70,000
Georgia
345,000
335,000
Louisiana
580,000
570,000
Mississippi
810,000
840,000
North Carolina
870,000
850,000
Oklahoma
380,000
370,000
South Carolina
360,000
320,000
Tennessee
790,000
930,000
Texas
2,050,000
1,900,000
Southeast Total 7,080,000
7,135,000
			
3-Region total 88,708,000 93,027,000
Alberta
*
British Columbia
*
Manitoba
1,800,000
New Brunswick
105,000
Nova Scotia
165,000
Ontario
19,000,000
Quebec
8,822,000
Saskatchewan
*
Canada Total
29,892,000

frequently is one of the most satisfying
aspects of a deer management program.
This includes managing the forests, old
fields, and cultivated areas, such as food
plots. However, one thing that most recreational landowners and hunters don’t
have control over is the amount and type
of commercial agricultural production in
their area. Therefore, QDMA encourages
landowners and sportsmen and women to

4
3
7
-2
0
-7
0
5
3
-50
4
4
8
3

6
2
8
21
6
-2
0
5

7
300,000
330,000
10
18
3,330,000
3,250,000
-2
8
18,000
25,000
39
-3
155,000
190,000
23
-2
1,020,000
1,140,000
12
4
1,820,000
2,130,000
17
-2
1,380,000
1,670,000
21
-3
440,000
410,000
-7
-1
370,000
420,000
14
18
1,290,000
1,330,000
3
-7
165,000
100,000
-39
1
10,288,000 10,995,000
7
				
5
74,976,000 76,080,000
1

*
*
3,000,000
67
125,000
19
200,000
21
22,250,000
17
10,008,000
13
*		
35,583,000
27

*
*
5,750,000
110,000
75,000
24,400,000
7,413,000
*
37,748,000

*
*
8,500,000
95,000
80,000
26,500,000
7,215,000
*
42,390,000

48
-14
7
9
-3
9

Alfalfa
2011
280,000
300,000
820,000
650,000
210,000
700,000
1,100,000
250,000
780,000
1,550,000
380,000
2,350,000
1,150,000
10,520,000
7,000
5,000
7,000
35,000
9,000
4,000
20,000
350,000
410,000
1,000
30,000
90,000
20,000
988,000

Alfalfa
2012
% Change
350,000
25
280,000
-7
800,000
-2
750,000
15
200,000
-5
660,000
-6
1,000,000
-9
240,000
-4
790,000
1
1,570,000
1
350,000
-8
2,300,000
-2
1,000,000
-13
10,290,000
-2
7,000
5,000
8,000
35,000
9,000
5,000
20,000
380,000
440,000
1,000
35,000
80,000
25,000
1,050,000

0
0
14
0
0
25
0
9
7
0
17
-11
25
6

*
*
*
10,000
10,000
0
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
5,000
7,000
40
200,000
200,000
0
*
*
*
20,000
10,000
-50
100,000
120,000
20
335,000
347,000
4
				
11,843,000 11,687,000
-1
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
0

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
0
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QDMA’s Stance

on

Captive Deer Breeding

On February 22, 2012 the Quality synchronizing drugs, followed typically by
Deer Management Association (QDMA) insertion of semen into the doe’s reproducissued a national press release urging its tive tract.
members and other concerned sportsmen
in several states to contact their elected Why is this issue one that QDMA felt the
officials and urge them to oppose legisla- need to address?
tion initiated by the deer breeding industry
QDMA’s mission is to ensure the
that would enable introduction of captive future of white-tailed deer, wildlife habitat
deer breeding operations or expansion of and our hunting heritage. This mission
these practices within those states.
is specific to wild white-tailed deer, not
QDMA supports the legal, ethical pur- those genetically altered, artificially created
suit and taking of wild deer living in ade- and human-habituated. QDMA believes
quate native/naturalized habitat in a man- that growth and expansion of the capner that does not give the hunter an unfair tive deer breeding industry could threaten
advantage and provides the hunted ani- North America’s wild white-tailed deer and
mals with a reasonable
the deer-hunting
opportunity to escape
heritage. QDMA
“It is QDMA’s hope this
the hunter. QDMA does
is responding to
will lead to a long overdue
not oppose high-fence
aggressive moves to
nationwide discussion on
operations that meet
legalize deer breedthe above conditions.
this topic and development ing in several new
states and to loosen
of safeguards to protect
What is the captive deer
regulations in othbreeding Industry?
North America’s 32 million ers. Previously,
The captive deer
such efforts were
wild white-tailed deer, 16
breeding industry (also
limited to just a
million whitetail hunters
called the deer farming
few states annually
industry or captive cer(which QDMA also
and our hunting heritage
vid industry) uses artiopposed). However,
from potential risks.”
ficial means to breed
during the 2012
captive deer for profit
legislative season,
– typically realized through sales of live this number swelled to 10 states. Simply
animals for controlled breeding and shoot- stated, QDMA believes the potential negaing, as well as semen and embryos. Current tive implications warrant our actions.
estimates suggest there are approximately
10,000 deer breeders in North America. Isn’t this a private property rights issue?
In general, breeders seek to establish one
QDMA has a long history of supportor more genetic “lines” of deer to produce ing private property rights, especially those
bucks with the antler size and configura- which do not infringe on our members’
tion they desire. Bucks that do not meet rights to hunt healthy, wild, white-tailed
this objective typically are sold to fenced deer on the properties they own, manshooting preserves, with some killed only age or hunt. Under the North American
days or weeks after release.
Model of Wildlife Conservation and the
The process of selective breeding Public Trust Doctrine, wildlife, including
typically requires animals of known and white-tailed deer, are collectively owned
often narrow pedigrees to be intensively by all citizens rather than individuals. We
handled and frequently medicated. Bucks contend that captive deer breeding facilifrom which semen is collected often are ties infringe upon the tenets of the North
physically or chemically restrained and American Model. Thus, we see this as a
subjected to electro-ejaculation, whereby resource issue (use, access, and allocation)
an electric probe is inserted into the buck’s rather than a private property rights issue.
rectum and energized until ejaculation
occurs. In does, artificial insemination is Isn’t this just dividing hunters?
common, whereby a doe may be stimuThe underlying ethics of North
lated to ovulate through use of estrous- America’s hunting heritage were well artic24 • QDMA’s Whitetail Report

ulated by early conservation pioneers such
as Teddy Roosevelt and Aldo Leopold. We
believe that to the vast majority of hunters,
deer hunting is the pursuit of wild deer
produced without direct human contact or
artificial manipulation that are hunted and
harvested in an ethical manner. We adhere
to Webster’s definition of “wild” as follows:
“living in a state of nature not ordinarily
tame or domesticated.” Therefore, we don’t
agree we are dividing hunters, but rather
distinguishing between hunting and shooting based on whether or not the quarry
is wild. While practices such as Internet
shooting, poaching, and canned shoots
involve killing of animals, the hunting
community, as well as the majority of the
non-hunting public, widely reject these
practices as hunting.
What are some of QDMA’s primary concerns with this industry?
1. Erosion of the North American Model of
Wildlife Conservation and the Public Trust
Doctrine
The North American Model of
Wildlife Conservation is recognized globally as the premier model for wildlife conservation and management. We believe the
captive deer breeding industry undermines
important tenets of this model, notably
that wildlife is a Public Trust resource
owned collectively by the people, not individuals.
2. Loss of public support for hunting
Multiple surveys have confirmed that a
wide majority of hunters and non-hunters
alike support ethical hunting and venison
consumption. Therefore, we have concerns
that expansion of rearing or shooting of
artificially manipulated deer may erode
public support for our deer-hunting heritage.
3. Unnatural and extreme manipulation of
white-tailed deer
This industry routinely produces
bucks with unnatural, often grotesque antlers through controlled breeding, often
of closely related animals. In fact, some
breeders have produced bucks with antlers
so large they can barely keep their heads
off the ground. During this process, there
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has been minimal focus on other genetic
traits important to long-term health and
survival. Basic genetics shows that focusing
on a single trait such as antler size often
is highly detrimental to a species in the
long-term.
4. Potential spread of disease and other biological agents
Any time an animal is moved, any disease or parasite associated with that animal
also is moved. With an estimated 10,000
deer breeding facilities in North America,
including many in states which can import
and/or export deer to other states, the
potential for spread of disease is undeniable. Some diseases of concern include
chronic wasting disease (CWD), bovine
tuberculosis and brucellosis, though certain internal and external parasites also
could threaten the health of wild deer.
While there has yet to be conclusive
evidence related to transmission of CWD
from captive to wild deer, most states
and Canadian provinces where CWD has
been documented in wild deer also are
home to captive deer facilities. This poses
tremendous risks with respect to CWD
since the most reliable test for this disease
can only be performed on dead animals.
CWD incubation time in whitetails can
be several years, and therefore unidentified CWD-positive deer can be unknowingly transported across state lines and/or
among captive facilities. Despite a lack of
conclusive evidence confirming transmission of CWD from captive to wild deer,

there have been some suspicious cases. For
example, CWD was discovered in a captive
deer facility in Missouri in 2010, and in
two wild bucks within two miles of that
facility in 2012. Numerous disease experts
agree the distribution map of CWD suggests that CWD likely arrived in several
new states through transportation of live
deer or deer parts (either legally or illegally) and not spontaneously or through
natural deer movements.
5. Lack of benefits for wild deer or the vast
majority of deer hunters
For the overwhelming majority of deer
hunters in North America who will never
be a deer breeder nor have the resources or
inclination to shoot an artificially manipulated, human-habituated buck, there are
numerous risks and no tangible benefits of
the captive deer-breeding industry to them
or wild deer.
6. Public cost
Where deer breeding exists, wildlife
and agricultural agencies have considerable
oversight responsibilities related to permitting, testing, surveillance and enforcement.
Collectively, this consumes considerable
time and resources from already depleted budgets. This is hunter and taxpayer
money that we believe would be far better spent providing public hunting access,
technical assistance to landowners, and
wildlife law enforcement. Also, when CWD
or other diseases which require state/provincial-mandated action are confirmed,
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the cost to taxpayers often runs in the millions of dollars. Also, unlike some other
diseases, there is no way to decontaminate
an area after CWD is identified. It remains
present in the soil with the ability to infect
deer that come in contact with it in the
future. This presents a tremendous longterm risk to wild deer, sportsmen and our
state wildlife agencies.
7. Devaluation of the intrinsic value of deer
and the hunting experience
We believe the proliferation of the
captive deer breeding industry and related
shooting facilities are negatively affecting
public perceptions of wild deer and related
hunting experiences. Further, we are concerned that the widespread availability of
captive-reared, abnormally large-antlered
“shooter” bucks could alter hunter expectations and change the fundamental hunting experience, thus exacerbating hunter
declines and associated economic contributions.
Conclusion
We believe the time is now for engagement and solutions to this complex issue.
It is QDMA’s hope this will lead to a
long overdue nationwide discussion on
this topic and development of safeguards
to protect North America’s 32 million
wild white-tailed deer, 16 million whitetail
hunters and our hunting heritage from
potential risks.
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By December 2012, Chronic Wasting
Disease (CWD) had been identified in 22
states, two provinces and Korea (see map
on page 17). In 2012, there was a flurry
of activity relating to captive deer legislation and advocacy work by QDMA staff,
Branches and members.
Ten states debated legislation initiated
by the deer breeding industry to enable
introduction of captive deer breeding
operations or expansion of these practices
– Georgia, Indiana, Mississippi, Missouri,
New Jersey, New York, North Carolina,
Ohio, Tennessee and West Virginia. QDMA
opposed each piece of legislation and
issued a national press release in February
urging hunters to do the same (Thankfully,
efforts by sportsmen’s groups resulted in
the defeat of nearly all of this legislation).
Following the press release, QDMA
issued answers to frequently asked questions about our stance on captive deer
breeding (see www.QDMA.com) to provide additional information on the risks
of this industry and to elaborate on some
points in our initial press release. The
potential spread of disease and other biological agents is only one risk associated
with the captive deer breeding industry,
but it is one that warrants further discussion. This article provides a quick summary of our current knowledge of CWD
and the dangers of transporting deer.
Quick Review
CWD is an always fatal neurological
disease that affects deer, elk and moose.
There is no vaccine or cure for CWD, and
this contagious disease is likely spread via
urine, feces, saliva, blood, antler velvet, and
contact with diseased carcasses and contaminated environments.
According to Dr. Christopher Johnson,
a scientist with the U.S. Geological Survey’s
National Wildlife Health Center, prions
(the infectious proteins causing the disease) are not killed by most detergents,
cooking, freezing, or by autoclaving (a
method used to sterilize medical instruments). Dr. Johnson also states that when
prions are released into the environment
by infected deer, they can stay infectious
for many years, even decades.
Interestingly, University of Alberta
researchers reported that prions are still
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viable after being incinerated at 1,562
degrees Fahrenheit.
Current Status
According to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), as of
March 2012 CWD had been identified
in approximately 100 captive herds in 15
states, provinces and in South Korea. One
such depopulated facility, Buckhorn Flats
near Mount Horeb, Wisconsin, holds the
distinction of having the highest CWD
prevalence rate ever detected in any facility
– 60 of 76 deer (77 percent) on this farm
were CWD positive.
Each CWD-positive facility presents
a major problem. Research clearly shows
our inability to decontaminate a site after
CWD is identified, as healthy deer have
contracted the disease after being exposed
to water, feed buckets and bedding used
by CWD-positive deer. CWD was first
identified at Colorado State University’s
Foothills Wildlife Research Facility in
1967. Since then, there have been several
attempts to decontaminate the deer pens,
and they have been unsuccessful every
time. When new animals are brought in
they still contract CWD, so it is a big
issue for people and wild deer living near
any CWD-positive facility. Importantly,
numerous disease experts agree the distribution map of CWD suggests the disease
likely arrived in several new states through
transportation of live deer or deer parts
and not spontaneously or through natural
deer movements.
CWD Incubation Period
Dr. Elizabeth Williams (now deceased)
from the University of Wyoming’s
Department of Veterinary Sciences reported that CWD has a prolonged incubation
period with a minimum of 16 months and
likely averaging two to four years. Also,
the Michigan DNR and Department of
Agriculture’s CWD response plan states
the incubation period for CWD ranges
from 16 to 60 months or more in individual cases. This means a deer could be
carrying the disease for years – and shedding infective prions in its environment or
wherever it is moved to – without showing
any signs of having the disease or alerting
farm owners, deer managers, authorities,

or potential buyers.
Dr. Williams also reported that within
CWD endemic areas, more than 97 percent
of CWD cases in free-ranging deer and
elk detected in the course of surveillance
activities were subclinical – meaning the
animals showed no outward signs of having CWD.
In 2004, researchers Michael Miller
and Margaret Wild of the Colorado
Division of Wildlife reported on the epidemiology of CWD in captive white-tailed
and mule deer. They stated, “[CWD]
affected white-tailed deer died or were
killed because of terminal CWD at age 49
to 76 months.” Thus, some of these animals
lived for over six years in a captive facility
after being exposed to CWD.
This problem is further exacerbated
by the lack of a practical live-animal test
for CWD. Currently, the most effective
test used is on the brain stem of a dead
deer. Live deer can be tested using a tonsil
biopsy, and the test is pretty accurate, but
it requires anesthetizing the animal and
removing a portion of the tonsils – an
option that is more costly than testing the
brain stem. Because it is costly to anesthetize deer, costly to run the test, and you
risk infection to deer following the tonsil
biopsy, this technique has only been used
under research conditions. No state or federal agency requires this test, no deer farms
administer this test, and CWD-positive
deer can therefore unknowingly be moved
between or among facilities.
Industry Travel Standard
Most states require five years of disease monitoring for interstate commerce,
but at least one (South Dakota) only
requires three years. As stated earlier, some
CWD-positive deer live longer than five
years without showing any signs of having
the disease. Thus, unfortunately regulations currently allow movement of animals
that could unknowingly be CWD-positive.
Additionally, the CDC reported that CWD
testing among states varies considerably in
scope from mandatory testing of all dead
animals to voluntary herd certification
programs or mandatory testing of only
animals suspected of dying of CWD.
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Documented Escapes
Expansion of “alternative agriculture” sounds like a great opportunity for
farmers and rural landowners. However,
whitetails are not cows, and nothing in
the livestock industry (other than possibly
bovine tuberculosis) presents as large a risk
to free-ranging whitetails as CWD. Since
CWD can unknowingly be moved among
captive facilities, live deer can carry and
spread the disease without showing outward signs of infection, and captive deer
escape on an all-too-frequent basis.
For example, the Wisconsin DNR
reported in March 2003 that 671 deer had
escaped from game farms, including 436
that were never found. The DNR also estimated that captive deer had escaped from
one third of the state’s 550 deer farms over
the lifetime of the operations. In 2004,
Michigan, another CWD-positive state,
documented 456 previously unreported
escapes. Between 2006 and 2009 another
595 escapes were reported in Wisconsin,
including 266 whitetails, 78 elk, and 251
exotics. We realize the owners of these
animals have a vested interest in prevent-

ing escapes. However, people leave gates
open, vandals cut fences, and trees fall on
fences. Whatever the reason, captive deer
routinely escape.
Compelling Evidence
Currently there is no proof that captive deer have ever spread CWD to wild
deer, and disease experts agree there is
no “smoking gun” case. However, there is
compounding circumstantial evidence and
we’ll share two compelling cases.
Missouri was CWD-free until February
2010 when a deer at a captive facility tested
positive. Another deer at a nearby captive facility (same owner) tested positive
in October 2011. Then in January 2012,
the Missouri Department of Conservation
(DOC) reported two free-ranging whitetails tested positive for CWD. The deer
were harvested by hunters during the fall
2011 firearms season within 2 miles of the
captive facilities where CWD was initially
found. There is no proof those facilities
had anything to do with the two wild deer
contracting the disease, but it sure is suspicious that the DOC had tested more than
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34,000 free-ranging deer for CWD from all
parts of the state since 2002 and the only
CWD-positive deer they’ve found were
within 2 miles of the captive facilities, and
they found them shortly after deer in both
facilities tested positive for the disease.
Finally, an ear-tagged deer that escaped
from a Walworth County, Wisconsin deer
farm roamed freely for at least six months
before sharpshooters killed it on October
22, 2002. That deer tested positive for
CWD. Thus, that escapee exposed wild
deer to infective CWD prions directly for
at least 6 months, and indirectly for years
via urine, feces, etc. deposited in the environment. How many wild deer contracted,
or may still contract, CWD from that animal? We’ll never know. Some claim there is
no proof and nothing to worry about from
a disease perspective. Based on the totality of the scientific evidence, we strongly
disagree.
QDMA is standing up for 16 million
deer hunters and all future deer hunters.
We’ll do all we can to ensure the future of
wild white-tailed deer, wildlife habitat and
our hunting heritage.

QDMA supports the legal, ethical pursuit and taking of wild deer living in
adequate native/naturalized habitat in a manner that does not give the hunter an
unfair advantage and provides the hunted animals with a reasonable opportunity
to escape the hunter. QDMA does not oppose high-fence operations that meet
the above conditions. We are concerned about the captive deer breeding industry,
especially in regard to animal welfare, human health/safety, disease, compliance
with regulations, and our hunting heritage. Therefore, to gauge the relative size
of this industry, and to gain a better understanding of its current practices as they
relate to our concerns, in 2012 we surveyed all 48 contiguous state wildlife agencies
and all provincial wildlife agencies in Canada. The majority of western states did
not respond to our data requests, so we limited our U.S. reporting and analysis
to the 37 states comprising the Midwest, Northeast and Southeast. The five pages
that follow summarize the data collected from this survey.
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We asked state and provincial wildlife the most (405), followed by the Midwest
agencies for the number of breeding facili- (287) and Northeast (103). In Canada,
ties and shooting preserves and the num- only Saskatchewan has shooting preserves,
ber of whitetails enclosed in each in 2012. but it has more (108) than the entire
Some states reported exact numbers, some Northeast. Michigan leads the U.S. with
provided estimates and others reported 150 whitetail shooting preserves, followed
that information was unknown. Data in by Mississippi (108), Florida (90) and New
the attached table should be viewed as York (90).
a minimum estimate for each state and
There were 163,001 whitetails enclosed
province.
in breeding facilities in the three U.S.
The three regions in the U.S. included regions with Texas reporting 100,000 of
at least 5,555 captive whitetail breeding them. Texas alone was responsible for 61
facilities and another 795 whitetail shoot- percent of the three-region total. Other
ing preserves. The Southeast has the most states with large captive numbers included
breeding facilities (2,282) followed closely Pennsylvania (23,000), Mississippi (9,000),
by the Midwest (2,091) and distantly by the Wisconsin (8,900) and Michigan (7,500).
Northeast (1,182). No Canadian provinces There are 22 states in the U.S. with Chronic
reported a single breeding facility. Eight Wasting Disease (CWD), and four of the
of 11 Southeast states (73 percent) have top five states for captive whitetails are
breeding facilities, and they range from 18 CWD-positive.
in Mississippi to 1,332 in Texas. Texas led
There were another 25,467 whitethe nation in this category. Only Georgia, tails enclosed in shooting preserves in the
South Carolina and
three U.S. regions,
Tennessee reported In a survey of 37 state wildlife and 6,200 whitetails
no breeding faciliin Saskatchewan.
agencies in the Midwest,
ties in this region.
Numerous states
Nine of 10 Midwest Northeast and Southeast, and reported “unknown”
states (90 percent) all provincial wildlife agencies for this number – a
that provided inforfact that’s very unsetin Canada, the three U.S.
mation have breedtling to deer managing facilities, and regions reported at least 5,555 ers. Michigan and
they range from five
Wisconsin reported
captive whitetail breeding
in South Dakota to
the most at 18,000
facilities and another 795
642 in Ohio. Illinois
and 7,000 whitetails,
did not know how
whitetail shooting preserves. respectively. These
many were present,
two states accountMeanwhile, no Canadian
and Iowa reported
ed for 98 percent of
the number in their
the total number of
provinces reported a single
voluntary CWD surwhitetails reported
breeding facility.
veillance program.
in shooting preConversely, only five
serves in the three
of 13 Northeast states (38 percent) have regions. Notably, both states have CWD,
breeding facilities as eight states do not as does Saskatchewan, which reported the
allow them for whitetails. Four of the five third largest number of whitetails in these
states that allow them have few facilities facilities.
(10 to 37) while Pennsylvania contains at
The captive deer breeding industry
least 1,100; although this number includes claims there are more than 10,000 whiteall captive whitetail facilities and does not tailed deer breeding and/or shooting facilidistinguish breeding facilities from shoot- ties in the U.S. We were unable to obtain
ing preserves. Texas and Pennsylvania data from western states, but the number
alone contain nearly half (44 percent) of claimed appears high based on our survey.
all breeding facilities reported from the
three regions.
States reported far fewer shooting preserves. The Southeast again has
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Number of Breeding Facilities
and Shooting Preserves
State/
# of Breeding # of Shooting # of Deer # of Deer
Province
Facilities (BF) Preserves (SP) in BF
in SP
Illinois
Unknown
2
Unknown Unknown
Indiana
400
4
2,500
120
Iowa
103***
10
3,460 Unknown
Kansas
*
*
*
*
Kentucky
*
*
*
*
Michigan
370
150
7,500
18,000
Minnesota
*
*
*
*
Missouri
277
27
9,000 Unknown
Nebraska
0
0
0
0
North Dakota
24**
0
870**
0
Ohio
642
34
Unknown Unknown
South Dakota
5
0
156
0
Wisconsin
270
60
8,900
7,000
Midwest Total 2,091
287
32,386 25,120
				
Connecticut
10
0
>=30
0
Delaware
0
0
0
0
Maine
0
0
0
0
Maryland
0
0
0
0
Massachusetts
0
0
0
0
New Hampshire
0
1
0
Unknown
New Jersey
15
2
371
347
New York
20
90
Unknown Unknown
Pennsylvania 1,100**
n/a
23,000**
n/a
Rhode Island
0
0
0
0
Vermont
0
2
0
Unknown
Virginia
0
4
0
Unknown
West Virginia
37
4
900
Unknown
Northeast Total 1,182
103
24,301
347
				
Alabama
90
0
Unknown
0
Arkansas
31
10
1,332 Unknown
Florida
313
90
Unknown Unknown
Georgia
0
53
0
Unknown
Louisiana
260
70
Unknown Unknown
Mississippi
18
108
708
Unknown
North Carolina
23
0
274
0
Oklahoma
215
46
4,000 Unknown
South Carolina
0
28
0
Unknown
Tennessee
0
0
0
0
Texas
1,332
0
100,000
0
Southeast Total 2,282
405
106,314
				
3 -Region total 5,555
795
163,001 25,467
				
Alberta
0
0
0
0
British Columbia
0
0
0
0
Manitoba
0
0
0
0
New Brunswick
0
0
0
0
Nova Scotia
0
0
0
0
Ontario
0
0
0
0
Quebec
0
0
0
0
Saskatchewan
0
108
0
6,200
				
* data not provided				
** includes total for breeding facilities and shooting preserves
*** includes number in voluntary CWD surveillance program
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Co-mingling

and

2013

Tagging

It’s well known that a number of
economically and culturally important
diseases are spread among deer through
transmission of feces, urine, saliva, blood,
antler velvet, and parasites. It is also a serious concern to mix farm-raised and native
deer, especially if they cannot be distinguished via prominent ear tags. Therefore,
we asked state and provincial wildlife agencies whether pen-raised whitetails could be
co-mingled with native deer in breeding
facilities or shooting preserves, and whether deer released into captive facilities were
required to be visibly and permanently
tagged.
In the Midwest, none of the reporting states allow co-mingling in breeding
facilities or shooting preserves, and nine of
10 states (90 percent) require visible and
permanent tagging. Only Illinois does not
require tagging.
In the Northeast, none of the reporting states allow co-mingling in breeding
facilities and only Virginia allows it in
shooting preserves. For states that allow
captive whitetails and answered the tagging
question, three of six states (50 percent;
New York, Vermont and West Virginia)
require visible and permanent tagging.
In the Southeast, three of 11 states (27
percent; Alabama, Florida and Mississippi)
allow co-mingling in breeding facilities
and four of 10 states (40 percent; Alabama,
Florida, Mississippi and Texas) allow it in
shooting preserves. Five of eight states (63
percent) that allowed captive whitetails
require visible and permanent tagging.
Alabama requires internal (vs. visible) tagging.
In Canada, no provinces allow comingling in breeding facilities or shooting
preserves, and all provinces reported that
tagging is required (or the question was
not applicable to them).

Tagging is required by 17
of the 24 states and all
provinces that allow
captive whitetails.

Where Co-mingling is Allowed and Tagging is Required

Co-mingling in
Co-mingling
External Tags
State/Province
Breeding Facility
Shooting Preserve
Required?
Illinois
No
No
No
Indiana
No
No
Yes
Iowa
No
No
Yes
Kansas
*
*
*
Kentucky
*
*
*
Michigan
No
No
Yes
Minnesota
No
No
Yes
Missouri
No
No
Yes
Nebraska
*
*
*
North Dakota
No
No
Yes
Ohio
No
No
Yes
South Dakota
No
n/a
Yes
Wisconsin
No
No
Yes
			
Connecticut
No
No
No
Delaware
n/a
n/a
n/a
Maine
n/a
n/a
n/a
Maryland
n/a
n/a
n/a
Massachusetts
*
*
*
New Hampshire
n/a
n/a
n/a
New Jersey
No
No
No
New York
No
No
Yes
Pennsylvania
*
*
*
Rhode Island
*
*
*
Vermont
No
No
Yes
Virginia
n/a
Yes
No
West Virginia
No
No
Yes

Alabama
Yes
Yes
No
Arkansas
No
No
No
Florida
Yes
Yes
No
Georgia
n/a
n/a
n/a
Louisiana
No
*
Yes
Mississippi
Yes
Yes
Yes
North Carolina
No
n/a
Yes
Oklahoma
No
No
Yes
South Carolina
n/a
n/a
n/a
Tennessee
n/a
n/a
n/a
Texas
No
Yes
Yes
		
Alberta
n/a
n/a
n/a
British Columbia
n/a
n/a
n/a
Manitoba
No
n/a
Yes
New Brunswick
No
No
n/a
Nova Scotia
n/a
n/a
n/a
Ontario
n/a
n/a
n/a
Quebec
No
No
Yes
Saskatchewan
No
No
Yes
				
* data not provided			
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Acreage

and

Habitat Requirements

We asked state and provincial wildlife
agencies whether they have a minimum
acreage for white-tailed deer breeding
facilities or shooting preserves, whether
they have any habitat requirements for
captive deer facilities, and whether they
have any regulations regarding stocking
density of pen-raised deer in captive facilities.
In the Midwest, two states (Missouri
and Wisconsin) have acreage minimums
for breeding facilities and four states (Iowa,
Missouri, Ohio and Wisconsin) do for
shooting preserves. Only Indiana reported
having habitat requirements, and those
included the need to provide windbreaks,
shelters and supplemental feed if natural vegetation was inadequate. Two states
(Minnesota and Missouri) reported having
stocking density regulations.
In the Northeast, two states (New York
and West Virginia) have acreage minimums
for breeding facilities and three states (New
Jersey, New York and West Virginia) do
for shooting preserves. Only West Virginia
reported having habitat requirements and
those included ground cover and clean
free water. Two states (New York and West
Virginia) reported having stocking density
regulations.
In the Southeast, only North Carolina
has an acreage minimum for breeding
facilities, and six states (Arkansas, Florida,
Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi and
Tennessee) do for shooting preserves. Four
states reported having habitat requirements. Arkansas requires 60 percent forested area in shooting preserves, Florida
requires a minimum of 200 acres with at
least 100 acres in woody vegetation for
shooting preserves, Mississippi requires
at least 50 percent of the area be suitable deer habitat, and Oklahoma requires
natural or man-made shelters. Two states
(Florida and North Carolina) reported
having stocking density regulations.
In Canada, no provinces have breeding facilities, and only Saskatchewan has
shooting preserves. Saskatchewan does not
have an acreage minimum for shooting
preserves or habitat or stocking density
requirements for captive facilities.
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and

Stocking Density
Out of the 37 states
surveyed, only six have
habitat requirements
for captive deer facilities – Arkansas, Florida,
Indiana, Mississippi,
Oklahoma and West
Virginia.

Acreage, Habitat and Stocking Density Requirements

Min. Acreage in
Min. Acreage
Habitat
Stocking
State/Province Breeding Facility
Shooting Preserve Requirements?
Density?
Illinois
None
None
No
No
Indiana
n/a
n/a
Yes
Unknown
Iowa
None
320
No
No
Kansas
*
*
*
*
Kentucky
*
*
*
*
Michigan
0
0
No
No
Minnesota
*
*
No
Yes
Missouri
0.01
320
No
Yes
Nebraska
*
*
*
*
North Dakota
None
None
No
*
Ohio
None
80
No
No
South Dakota
n/a
n/a
No
No
Wisconsin
0.5
80
No
No
				
Connecticut
None
None
No
No
Delaware
Don’t Allow
Don’t Allow
No
n/a
Maine
Don’t Allow
Don’t Allow
n/a
n/a
Maryland
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
Massachusetts
*
*
*
*
New Hampshire
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
New Jersey
None
50
No
No
New York
0.34
10
No
Yes
Pennsylvania
*
*
*
*
Rhode Island
*
*
*
*
Vermont
None
None
No
No
Virginia
n/a
n/a
No
No
West Virginia
0.11
300
Yes
Yes
Alabama
n/a
n/a
No
No
Arkansas
n/a
500
Yes
No
Florida
<=2000
200-10000
Yes
Yes
Georgia
Not Legal
640
n/a
n/a
Louisiana
*
300
*
*
Mississippi
<=5 Acres/Pen
300
Yes
No
North Carolina
0.22
*
No
Yes
Oklahoma
None
*
Yes
No
South Carolina
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
Tennessee
n/a
20
No
n/a
Texas
None
n/a
No
No
				
Alberta
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
British Columbia
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
Manitoba
n/a
n/a
Yes
n/a
New Brunswick
0
0
n/a
n/a
Nova Scotia
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
Ontario
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
Quebec
none
none
No
No
Saskatchewan
none
none
No
none
				
* data not provided
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Classification, Minimum Release Time
We asked state and provincial wildlife
agencies how captive whitetails in shooting
preserves were classified (wildlife, livestock
or other), whether there were minimum
release times before whitetails could be
shot in shooting preserves, and whether it
was legal to consume meat from whitetails
killed in shooting preserves. The consumption question is important as some drugs
commonly used on captive whitetails have
potential human health concerns.
In the Midwest, Missouri and Ohio
consider whitetails in shooting preserves
as wildlife or wild animals and six states
consider them livestock. In general, captive
deer regulations tend to be more liberal
in states where whitetails are considered
livestock as opposed to wildlife. No state
reported a minimum release time although
Ohio does not allow deer to be shot as they
are released (for example, while stepping
off a trailer), and all states that reported
data allow whitetails killed in shooting
preserves to be consumed. The lack of
minimum release time is troubling and this
is exacerbated by allowing deer to be consumed without any record of drug usage
and necessary withdrawal times.
In the Northeast, no states consider
whitetails in shooting preserves as livestock, New York considers them domestic
game animals, and New Jersey, Vermont,
Virginia and West Virginia consider them
wildlife. No state reported a minimum
release time before white-tailed deer could
be shot in a shooting preserve, and six of
seven states allow consumption of deer
killed in shooting preserves; only Vermont
prohibits it.
In the Southeast, six of nine states
consider whitetails in shooting preserves as
wildlife, Louisiana and Oklahoma consider
them livestock, and Alabama considers
them game animals. Four states reported
minimum release times. Florida requires
one day, Alabama and Texas require 10
days, and Mississippi requires more than 10
days before hunting season for bucks with
antlers. Eight of 10 states allow consumption of deer killed in shooting preserves;
only Alabama and Tennessee prohibit it.
In Canada, only Saskatchewan has
shooting preserves and it considers whitetails in these facilities as domestic game
farm animals. Saskatchewan does not have

and

Consumption

a minimum release time before these deer
could be shot and it does allow them to
be consumed. Quebec reported having no
shooting preserves but said deer in them
would be eligible for consumption.
Twenty-four of the 37 states
surveyed and two Canadian
provinces reported that it is legal
to consume meat from whitetails
killed in shooting preserves.

Classification, Minimum Release Time and Consumption of Captive Cervids

Captive Whitetails
Min. Release
Legal to
State/Province
Classification
Time (Days)
Consume?
Illinois
Livestock
None
Yes
Indiana
Not Sure
n/a
Yes
Iowa
Livestock
None
Yes
Kansas
*
*
*
Kentucky
*
*
*
Michigan
Livestock
0
Yes
Minnesota
Livestock
*
Yes
Missouri
Wildlife
0
Yes
Nebraska
*
*
*
North Dakota
Livestock
None
Yes
Ohio
Wild Animal
0
Yes
South Dakota
n/a
n/a
Yes
Wisconsin
Livestock
No Rules
Yes
			
Connecticut
n/a
n/a
Yes
Delaware
n/a
n/a
n/a
Maine
n/a
n/a
n/a
Maryland
n/a
n/a
n/a
Massachusetts
*
*
*
New Hampshire
n/a
n/a
Yes
New Jersey
Wildlife
None
Yes
New York
Domestic Game Animals
0
Yes
Pennsylvania
*
*
*
Rhode Island
*
*
*
Vermont
Wildlife
None
No
Virginia
Wildlife
n/a
Yes
West Virginia
Wildlife
0
Yes
			
Alabama
Game Animals
10
No
Arkansas
*
n/a
Yes
Florida
Wildlife
1
Yes
Georgia
Wildlife
n/a
Yes
Louisiana
Livestock
*
Yes
Mississippi
Wildlife
>10 Days Before Season
Yes
North Carolina
n/a
n/a
n/a
Oklahoma
Livestock
0
Yes
South Carolina
Wildlife
n/a
Yes
Tennessee
Wildlife
n/a
No
Texas
Wildlife
10
Yes
			
Alberta
n/a
n/a
n/a
British Columbia
n/a
n/a
n/a
Manitoba
n/a
n/a
n/a
New Brunswick
Illegal
*
No
Nova Scotia
n/a
n/a
n/a
Ontario
*
n/a
n/a
Quebec
Other
0
Yes
Saskatchewan
Domestic Game Farm Animals
0
Yes
			
* data not provided
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Movement

of

Captive Deer

We asked state and provincial wildlife
agencies whether it was legal to import
and export deer to/from other state/provinces into breeding facilities or shooting
preserves. In the Midwest, nine of 11 states
allow whitetails to be imported and exported, and only Minnesota and Nebraska prohibit their movement. In the Northeast,

only two of 11 states (New York and
Vermont) allow whitetails to be imported while five of 10 states (Connecticut,
Delaware, New Jersey, New York and West
Virginia) allow them to be exported.
Surprisingly, Vermont allows deer to be
brought into the Green Mountain State
but does not allow them to leave. In the

Southeast, only four of 11 states (Florida,
Louisiana, North Carolina and Oklahoma)
allow deer to be imported, while seven
of 10 states (Alabama, Arkansas, Florida,
Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina and
Texas) allow them to be exported.

Where is it Legal to Import
and Export Deer?
Import
Export
State/Province
Allowed?
Allowed?
Illinois
Yes
Yes
Indiana
Yes
Yes
Iowa
Yes
Yes
Kansas
*
*
Kentucky
*
*
Michigan
Yes
Yes
Minnesota
No
No
Missouri
Yes
Yes
Nebraska
No
No
North Dakota
Yes
Yes
Ohio
Yes
Yes
South Dakota
Yes
Yes
Wisconsin
Yes
Yes
		
Connecticut
No
Yes
Delaware
No
Yes
Maine
No
No
Maryland
No
No
Massachusetts
No
*
New Hampshire
No
No
Across all three U.S. regions surveyed, 15 states allow the importation of deer into breeding facilities or
New Jersey
No
Yes
shooting preserves. A total of 21 states allow the exportation of deer.
New York
Yes
Yes
Pennsylvania
*
*
Rhode Island
No
No
Vermont
Yes
No
Virginia
No
No
West Virginia
No
Yes
Alabama
No
Yes
Arkansas
No
Yes
Florida
Yes
Yes
Georgia
No
No
Louisiana
Yes
Yes
Mississippi
No
Yes
North Carolina
Yes
Yes
Oklahoma
Yes
*
South Carolina
No
No
Tennessee
No
No
Texas
No
Yes
		
Alberta
No
No
British Columbia
No
No
Manitoba
No
No
New Brunswick
Yes
Yes
Nova Scotia
No
No
Ontario
No
No
Quebec
Yes
Yes
Saskatchewan
Yes
Yes
* data not provided		
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Based on results of QDMA’s 2012 wildlife agency
survey we are concerned by the lack of consistency
in breeding facility and shooting preserve
regulations as they relate to our concerns for
animal welfare, human health/safety, disease,
compliance with regulations, and our hunting
heritage. Thus, we believe the time has come for a
nationwide discussion on these topics among all
relevant stakeholders to identify and implement
necessary safeguards to protect North America’s
wild white-tailed deer and our hunting heritage.
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Scrape Use

by

Fawns

It’s common knowledge that bucks use
scrapes to advertise their presence and gain
information on other deer in the neighborhood during the breeding season. Many
hunters even know that most scrape visitations occur at night (about 84 percent),
and thus hunting right over scrapes is
generally unproductive. But, did you know
that bucks may use scrapes throughout the
year, even in northern environments, or
that does and fawns also use scrapes?
Scrapes serve as signposts or bulletin
boards for whitetails. They are a place to
exchange information with others in the
area. Deer can leave information via their
forehead and preorbital glands and saliva
on the “licking” branch above the scrape,

and via their interdigital gland and urine
in the scrape. Given a whitetail’s highly
complex olfactory system, scrape use and
behavior is a perfect way to communicate.
Thus, it only makes sense that does and
fawns take advantage of it too.
Doe Use of Scrapes
As anyone who has ever hung a trailcamera over a scrape can attest, does routinely visit scrapes during the breeding season. In most instances they are collecting
information about prior visitors, as they
less frequently “work” the licking branch or
urinate in the scrape. Nonetheless, by visiting scrapes they increase the amount of
deer activity and scent at those locations,

which can help attract bucks and thus
help us narrow down the ideal tree to hunt
from. While most scrape use is at night,
a large portion of it is right after dark, so
some scouting combined with a plan and a
little knowledge of deer travel patterns can
help us cross paths with a buck en route to
a scrape during legal shooting hours.
Fawn Use of Scrapes
Fawns learn much about the world
from their mother and other does. They
can learn where seasonal food sources are,
how to avoid predators, where the best
cover or wintering areas area, and countless
other crucial items. They also quickly learn
the importance of scrapes. Some may even

This Wisconsin button buck spent more than 45 minutes at this scrape site on November 14 – pawing, sniffing
and even bedding down in the scrape. The series comes from QDMA member Todd Reabe of Brillion, Wisconsin.
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use scrapes to obtain a potential breeding
opportunity. Many hunters rarely think of
fawns with regard to breeding does or having fawns, but it occurs throughout much
of the whitetails range, and it is very common in some areas.
Fawns can become sexually mature at
less than a year old if they reach a threshold weight of about 70 to 80 pounds (live
weight). It is easier to estimate the percentage of doe fawns that breed because we can
do so by checking for fetuses in harvested
fawns or by checking the lactation status
of 1½-year-old harvested does. We can also
check a fawn’s ovaries for ovulation sites
(corpora lutea scars), although the average
hunter is not going to be able do that.
Doe Fawn Breeding
Depending on your location, doe fawn
breeding may be extremely rare or fairly
common. A 2009 QDMA survey of state
wildlife agencies revealed that nationwide,
23 percent of doe fawns bred in 2008;
this was down from 26 percent in 1998.
However, since this index is so closely
tied to a region’s habitat quality, it is difficult to lump the breeding rates across a
region or even a state or province together.
For example, in Pennsylvania an average of 25 percent of the doe fawns bred
in 2008, but that percentage varied from
0 to 48 percent across the state’s wildlife
management units (WMU). Similar ranges
occurred in Alabama (0 to 33 percent),
New Hampshire (0 to 25 percent), South
Dakota (0 to 58 percent), and Virginia
(3 to 49 percent). These rates likely varied even more across specific properties
within any WMU. This is one reason why
collecting data from your location and
using that to make site-specific harvest
recommendations can benefit your deer
management program. Also, you can compare your data to WMU or state/provincial
averages and assess how your management
program measures up, and whether you
have realistic expectations for what you
can accomplish. Amazingly, 70 percent of
doe fawns breed in Iowa. This is testament
to the mineral-rich soils and volume of
agriculture in Iowa that provides abundant
high-quality forage, and allows fawns to
grow rapidly. Even more amazing is that 10
percent of the doe fawns that breed in Iowa

The doe was limping at a
very slow pace, and a buck
fawn had mounted her.
The comical part was
a second buck fawn
had mounted the first,
and a third buck fawn
had mounted the second!

give birth to twins, and 21 percent of the
doe fawns that breed in Ohio’s farmland
region have twins!
Buck Fawn Breeding
Outside of DNA analysis it is nearly
impossible to estimate the percentage of
buck fawns that sire fawns. That doesn’t
mean that sexually mature buck fawns
don’t try or that some aren’t successful
breeders. We can assess the average weight
of buck fawns in an area to estimate the
percentage that are likely to become sexually mature. In South Carolina for example,
the average dressed weight of buck fawns
is 62 pounds (see page 18), so their average live weight would be around 75 to 80
pounds. In Virginia, the average live weight
for buck fawns is 60 to 65 pounds. It jumps
to 80 to 85 pounds in New Hampshire and
85 to 90 pounds in Iowa. Obviously, the
potential for breeding is higher in populations with a larger percentage of the fawn
crop attaining sexual maturity.

2013
a doe limping badly. Fearing for her safety,
he removed her from the pen and put her
in a pen that contained only fawns. Well,
she must have come in estrus that night
because when he checked on her the next
morning he saw quite a sight. She was
limping at a very slow pace and a buck
fawn had mounted her. The comical part
was a second buck fawn had mounted the
first and a third buck fawn had mounted
the second! There was this poor injured
doe with three buck fawns in tow. Being on
a high-quality ration, all three fawns had
likely reached sexual maturity.
So, who bred the doe? None of the
three. While all may have been physiologically capable to breed, none were “structurally” capable. As the bucks traded places,
each got their front legs up on the doe’s
back but none were tall enough to connect
the necessary parts.
We hope the above story made you
laugh, but we hope it also made you realize that deer management is about more
than just numbers and ratios. To be most
successful, it must include personal observations, application of data to local conditions, and a sharing of experiences with
family and friends. Kip was alone at the
research facility that morning, and that
was long before the days when everyone
had a camera built into the phone in their
pocket. He was the only one who got to see
the event, but he’s shared the story many
times. We believe that buck fawns sire very
few fawns in most situations, but it’s like
hunting. We may not shoot something
every time we go afield, but that doesn’t
stop us from trying!

Buck Fawn Breeding in the Real World
Weights and percentages are one
thing, but actual breeding is another (and
conception is further yet). Being sexually
mature doesn’t guarantee the opportunity
to breed or the ability to “get the job done.”
Let us explain. While in graduate school at
the University of New Hampshire Kip was
supervisor of the University’s deer research
facility. There were deer in multiple pens,
and that allowed for pairing of specific
bucks and does. We hand-reared all fawns
at the facility so they were separated from
adult deer from two days of age through
at least 12 months of age. One fall morning while feeding the deer Kip noticed
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Quality Habitat

on a

Budget

Food plots are incredibly popular
among hunters and deer managers, and
they are used across the whitetail’s range
to provide high-quality forage for deer and
attraction sites for hunters. Food plots can
provide tons of food per acre, and some
species such as corn, sorghum and sunflowers can also provide cover. Food plots
can also attract numerous insects which
provide additional food for turkeys, quail
and other birds. Research at the University
of Georgia has even shown clover plots
benefit forest songbirds, including several
species that are declining and of national
concern – remember that tip when talking
to anti-hunters about the importance of
hunting to wildlife conservation.
On the flip side, food plots can be
expensive to plant and maintain, and this
is especially true given the current prices
of fuel and fertilizer. Herbicide, lime, seed
and fertilizer can range from $200 to $400
per acre that you plant, and this doesn’t
include equipment costs, labor or fuel. Few
landowners spend even a fraction of this
amount per acre to manage their forestland or early successional habitats. Given
this, more and more landowners and deer
managers are food-plotting on a budget.
Here are a few ways to reduce your
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food plot expenditures while still providing high-quality forage for whitetails.
Plant Legumes
First, you can reduce your fertilizer
costs by planting legumes. Legumes are
species that take nitrogen (N) from the air
and convert it in the soil to a form that is
usable by plants. Popular legumes for deer
include alfalfa, clover, trefoil, soybeans and
peas. With regard to savings, white clover
can “fix” 50 to 200 pounds of nitrogen
per acre. Using current nitrogen fertilizer
costs, this is a savings of $40 to $160 per
acre! We don’t know about you, but we
sure appreciate the fact that we don’t have
to purchase that nitrogen or apply it to our
plots. Plus, whatever nitrogen is left in the
soil when you replant the field can be used
by the new plant species. This is one reason
why clover is arguably the most commonly
planted species for whitetails.
Scavenge Nitrogen
A second way to food plot on a budget goes hand-in-hand with what we just
discussed. We can reduce fertilizer costs
for plants requiring nitrogen by taking
advantage of the nitrogen in the soil created by legumes. For example, corn and

brassicas are great for deer, but they both
require a lot of nitrogen. Planting these
species in fields that grew legumes the
year before allows them to scavenge nitrogen the legumes created and reduces the
amount of nitrogen you need to purchase
and apply. This is why farmers routinely
rotate corn and soybeans. Corn needs a lot
of nitrogen and soybeans are a legume that
creates it.
Buy in Bulk
A third way to food plot on a budget
is to buy your lime, fertilizer and herbicide in bulk. Get with your neighbors,
QDM Cooperative members, and others
and pool your needs. You often can get
discounts when buying fertilizer by the
ton versus in 50-lb. bags or when buying
lime and herbicides in larger quantities.
This can be a great way to start a QDM
Cooperative or to keep Cooperative members happy and engaged.
Frost-Seeding
Finally, if you live in an area that
freezes during winter, you can save fuel and
equipment costs by frost-seeding a portion of your plots. Frost seeding involves
spreading seed on frozen ground and
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allowing the freeze-thaw-freeze-thaw
cycle that occurs as spring approaches to
provide good seed-to-soil contact. This
works best with minimal to no competing vegetation, and you achieve this by
spraying the field with the appropriate
herbicide the fall before you frost seed, or
by frost seeding a field that was planted
in an annual the year before.
In our areas of northern Pennsylvania
and upstate New York, green-up occurs in
mid-April so the preferred time for frost
seeding is generally from late February
through March, and we like to frost seed
onto a couple inches of snow if possible. In areas that freeze during the winter, frost-seeding can
You can frost seed cool-season perennials help save on fuel and equipment costs.
such as alfalfa, clover, trefoil and chicory,
and cool-season annuals like oats, wheat
or rye. Do not frost seed warm-season
successional habitats can provide 1 to 3
annuals such as corn or soybeans, and tons of high-quality forage per acre, and
while brassicas can be frost-seeded, we they also provide tremendous cover for
prefer to plant them later in the summer. fawns and adults! If you’re in an area with
You can frost-seed a new plot or frost-seed a lot of coyotes, bears or other predators,
cool-season species into an existing plot these areas can help reduce fawn predation
that is thinning. You won’t get as high of rates. They’re great places for adult deer to
a germination rate as you do with more bed in, and they are excellent places to hunt
intensive planting techniques, but it’s one in the fall.
way to save some money, and we’ve had
Think about this for a minute. Early
great results from frost seeding during the successional habitat can produce as much
past several years.
food per acre as some food plots, they
provide a lot more cover than most food
Develop Old Fields
plots, they require little maintenance relaMany hunters need to scale their deer tive to food plots, and their per-acre cost is
expenses back but cringe at the thought of only a fraction of a food plots’. Don’t get us
providing less food for deer. Depending on wrong, we are big fans of food plots, but
the species, food plots generally produce many hunters are missing the boat by not
1 to 5 tons of food per acre, but as stated doing a better job with this critical habitat
earlier, can average $200 to $400 per acre component.
in input costs. An alternative strategy is
Many hunters only think of food when
to focus additional management effort on trying to attract deer to their property or
early successional habitat. Many refer to hold them during hunting season. Food
these as “old fields,” and they are extreme- is good and in most cases deer will use
ly valuable to deer and numerous other it, but it’s not doing your hunting any
wildlife species. By removing cool-season good if they’re only using it at night.
grasses such as fescue and orchardgrass This is especially true on small properties.
that provide very little for whitetails you We strongly encourage all landowners to
can create a field full of forbs, warm- assess the amount and quality of cover
season grasses, brambles and other highly on their property. Deer need cover and
beneficial species. You generally create this they will spend most daylight hours in
composition with herbicides, and then cover. Thus, if you don’t have it, or if your
maintain it with properly timed disking, neighbor has better cover, you can expect
prescribed fire, or other management strat- deer to spend more time during the day
egies – none of which involve a bushhog! on your neighbor’s property. Those deer
Rotary mowers destroy far more habitat on may visit your food plots at night, or if
an annual basis than they enhance. Early you’re lucky, they may visit them at dusk,
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but you can greatly improve your odds
of seeing whitetails during shooting
hours by providing high-quality cover
on your property. Fortunately there are
many ways to achieve this. A few include
hinge-cutting your hardwoods, opening the forest canopy to allow a flush
of vegetation at ground level, creating
early successional habitats, and planting
native warm-season grasses.
While improving that cover, you
have the perfect opportunity to create
other habitat features that can aid your
harvest success. Small ponds or vernal
pools within cover are attractive to deer,
and they can add diversity to the habitat.
Whitetails are well aware of all nuances
in the habitat within their home range.
So, you may have good habitat, but if
someone else nearby has great habitat, deer
will tend to use that more. Combat this by
having great habitat with a lot of diversity.
A mix of young and mature forests, thick
and nasty hinge-cut areas, early successional habitat, warm-season grasses, wetland or shallow ponds, soft-mast orchards,
and the icing on the cake being high-quality food plots. The more components you
have, the better. You can even create travel
funnels in the woods with your habitat
work or in fields by strategically planting
warm-season grasses, corn, or woody travel
corridors.
Fortunately, you don’t need big, fancy
equipment to do any of this. A chainsaw,
backpack sprayer and over-the-shoulder
seed spreader can be just as good for
improving habitat as the largest tractor
and implements. Regardless of the size
of equipment at your disposal, the sky is
the limit, so be creative and allow your
imagination to run wild. Cover is key for
whitetails, and especially for mature bucks,
and it is even more important on small
properties. So, improve the cover on your
land and you’ll immediately enhance your
odds of crossing paths with the buck of
your dreams.
Get More Info Online
Watch a video of Kip discussing planting food plots on a budget and ways
to maximize your properties potential at
www.beararcheryproducts.com/huntingwebisodes?v-13.
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Are You

an

Average Hunter?

For you older hunters, Webster’s
defines average as, “A typical or usual level,
degree or kind.” For you younger hunters,
Wikipedia defines average as, “A measure
of the middle or typical value of a data set.”
So, as you read this, would you consider
yourself an average hunter? Many would be
offended if considered average, especially
with respect to our prowess at chasing and
tagging whitetails. Ourselves included as
we dedicate a tremendous amount of time
during the year to learning more about this
amazing creature in order to put ourselves
in better viewing and shooting positions.
Our use of “average” in this case
though pertains more to hunting expenditures than success in the field. Every five
years the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
conducts a national survey of fishing,
hunting and wildlife-associated recreation.
The most current survey was in 2011, and
the results are recently available. The following information is from that survey.

STOP!
Warning

If your spouse hunts with you, that’s
great. Read on. If your spouse doesn’t
hunt with you, do not let him or her see
this data under any circumstance!
In 2011, the average hunter spent
$2,484 on all things hunting related. Nearly
$2,500 is a substantial sum, and one that
may make even the most understanding
significant other roll their eyes. Let’s break
that down into the top 10 items we spent
money on and you can determine for yourself how “average” you are.
10) Private Land Use Fees:
The average hunter spent $55 on this
item in 2011 for a total of $755 million.
However, only 9 percent of hunters actually spent money on this category, and
those few spent an average of $633 each.
These were not lease fees as that is a separate category.
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According to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s national survey of fishing, hunting and wildlife-associated
recreation, the average hunter spent $2,484 on all things hunting related in 2011.

9) Bows, Arrows and Archery Equipment:
The average hunter spent $68 on this
item for a total of nearly $935 million.
Twenty-five percent of hunters spent in
this category and we were way “above
average” here. Expanded archery seasons
and crossbow use both contributed to this
category’s seat in the top 10. In fact, over
50 percent of the total deer harvest in New
Jersey in 2011 was by archers.

er, and be sure to remind them of that at
every opportunity. Seventy-five percent
of all hunters contributed to this category.
The remaining hunters are exempt due to
age, landowner status, etc.
6) Ammunition:
The average hunter spent $95 for a
total of nearly $1.3 billion. Amazingly,
only 65 percent of hunters spent money
on ammunition in 2011. We guess the rest

8) Hunting Dogs and
Associated Costs:
The average hunter
spent $70 for a total of
over $951 million. Only
7 percent of hunters
spent here, and the average per spender was $945.
Hunting dogs aren’t cheap,
but good ones are certainly
worth the expense.
7) Licenses, Stamps, Tags
and Permits:
The average hunter
spent $72 for a total of
over $986 million. How
much does the average
anti-hunter spend for
wildlife conservation? Far
less than the average hunt-

Hunters spent more than $3 billion purchasing firearms (rifles, shotguns, muzzleloaders and handguns) in 2011. With 22 percent of hunters reporting spending on firearms, that’s an average of $1,015 each.
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were stocked up from prior
years or they have some really
giving friends.
5) Firearms:
The average hunter spent
$223 for a total of over $3
billion. Twenty-two percent of
hunters spent in this category
for an average of $1,015 each.
This category included rifles,
shotguns, muzzleloaders and
handguns. Note: you can win
a firearm at a QDMA Branch
event for far less than $1,015 –
support your local Branch!
4) Food (for hunting trips):
The average hunter spent
$235 for a total of over $3.2
billion. Equal to the license
category, 75 percent of hunters spent in this category.
Interestingly, food and lodging
are often discussed together
as hunting expenditures, but
lodging expenses were only a
fraction of food’s. The average
hunter only spent $49 on lodging in 2011.

In 2011, hunters spent nearly $4.4 billion on special equipment – including boats, campers, cabins, ATVs, pickups
and more. Only 4 percent of hunters reported spending on special equipment for a spender average of $7,159!

3) Special Equipment:
This is a big category as it included
boats, campers, cabins, ATVs, pickups, and
more. The average hunter spent $321 in
this category for a total of nearly $4.4 billion. However, only 4 percent of hunters
spent here for a spender average of $7,159!
2) Transportation:
The average hunter spent $349 on
transportation for a total of over $4.7 billion. Eighty percent of hunters spent in
this category making it the most popularly
purchased item. This total included both
public and private transportation.
Drum roll please.
1) Land Leasing and Ownership:
The average hunter spent $540 for a
total of nearly $7.4 billion. This was by far
the top category as it was 57 percent higher
than the second item. The survey did not
separate leasing and land purchasing, but

another U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service survey showed just under 7 percent of hunters leased land in the U.S. in 2006. That
same survey showed 1.3 million hunters
owned over 134 million acres, and over a
decade ago (2001) the number of hunters
owning land exceeded the number leasing
land. How do QDMA members fit in this?
Many feel all QDMA members are large
landowners. In reality, a full third of our
members (33 percent) do not own any
land, and over half of our members hunt
(not own) on less than 500 acres.
Other items of particular interest that
just missed the top 10 are Plantings (No.
11) and Taxidermy/Processing Costs (tied
Lodging at No. 12). Notably, the Plantings
category was not even listed in the 2006
National Survey of Fishing, Hunting and
Wildlife-Associated Recreation. It is amazing that in the past five years the average
hunter went from spending less than $2
(the smallest category in the 2006 survey)

to $51 on plantings for a total of over $702
million. No wonder there are so many food
plot blends and products available today.
This is an increase of over 2,400 percent!
Back to the original question, “Are
you an average hunter?” Simply by being
a QDMA member and reading Quality
Whitetails you’re clearly above average with
regard to your knowledge about deer, their
habitat, and the importance of ensuring
our hunting heritage. That’s where it really
counts, so here’s to above average.
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Year-Round Deer Season
The explosion of Quality Deer
This is also when we conduct our
Management (QDM) throughout
annual pellet count and browse
the whitetail’s range has vastly
surveys (if the snow has melted)
improved the health of deer herds
to estimate deer density and habiand habitats, as well as created
tat quality, hunt for shed antlers,
tremendous hunting and viewing
replenish our mineral sites, and
opportunities. One benefit of a
I move my trail-cameras to the
QDM program is the opportunity
mineral sites.
for year-round involvement with
deer and their habitat. Growing
APRIL – Here is when food plot
up in the North meant “deer seawork really begins. I spray the
son” was only two weeks long,
broadleaf weeds in our clover
and in reality it was only two to
plots with an herbicide containfour days long for nearly every
ing 2,4-DB (such as Butyrac or
hunter in our camp. Granted, they
MCP-Amine 4), and I plant our
were an incredibly exciting two to
cool-season perennials like clover,
four days, but it was a long, long
chicory and alfalfa, if necessary.
offseason. Longer and additional
This is also the month I fertilize
seasons can provide more opporclover plots, pull soil samples and
tunity, but they are still essentially
get them tested for food plots to
relegated to the fall and/or winter
be planted later, plant fruit trees,
depending on your location.
and conduct our pellet-count and
QDM changed this.
browse surveys if we still had snow
Today, I am involved in some
in March.
facet of deer or habitat management every month of the year. I
MAY – In Pennsylvania, this is
Kip Adams, QDMA’s Director of Education & Outreach, is actively
realize I am extremely fortunate
planting time for warm-season
involved in some aspect of deer or habitat management every
month of the year on his family’s Pennsylvania land,
to be a landowner, but even if I
annuals. We plant corn when the
extending the rewards of deer hunting through QDM.
wasn’t, I could (and would) still
soil temperature 2 inches deep at
be engaged in some management
8 a.m. is 55° F and soybeans when
activity year-round.
the soil temperature is 62°. I use
Here is a list of what I do each month to improve our forest and gain the added a $7 meat thermometer from my local
on my family’s piece of heaven in Tioga benefit of putting food and cover at ground grocery store and check the soil temperaCounty in north-central Pennsylvania. level. Deer, rabbits and other wildlife spe- ture every morning to ensure I don’t plant
Depending on where you live, the months cies benefit from this work.
too early. If you don’t want to do this, just
may need shifting ahead or back, but the
watch your local farmers. They’ll let you
relative sequence of events should hold FEBRUARY – I hunt out of a typical know when the time is right. This month
true.
Northern deer camp. This means my hunt- is also when I start seeing the first fawns
ing buddies and I spend a lot of time there on the ground.
JANUARY – Pennsylvania’s flintlock and during archery and rifle seasons. As a little
late archery seasons are open, but my in- payback we have an annual camp dinner JUNE – The bulk of our fawns are born in
line and percussion cap aren’t allowed, and each February where we take our wives June, and does can be extremely protective
I’ve generally put my bow away by now. and girlfriends out for a nice meal. From a of them. That makes this month the perI spend this month analyzing and inter- management perspective, February is per- fect time for my daughter and me to sit in a
preting our harvest and observation data fect for continued TSI work with the end hedgerow or other good fawning cover and
and writing our annual camp report. The of the month occasionally offering good call does. My daughter can blow a predator
report (hopefully) shows how we’ve pro- conditions for frost-seeding food plots. call and perfectly mimic a fawn in disgressed toward our goals and is a great way
tress. If a doe is anywhere nearby, she will
to capture and re-live all of the excitement MARCH – This is the ideal frost-seeding immediately come to the fawn’s rescue. My
from the season. It’s also a great document month as we typically start getting some daughter called in her first does when she
to share with neighbors to maintain and/ warm days that create the necessary freeze- was only 3 years old. She even called one
or enhance relationships. On the habitat thaw-freeze-thaw conditions you’re look- in to less than 5 feet away from us. Calling
side, January is a great month to begin our ing for. We usually frost-seed clover, but does won’t do much for your management
timber stand improvement (TSI) work. you can use this technique with other cool- program, but it will do wonders for your
We cut inferior and sub-dominant trees season perennials like chicory and alfalfa. relationship with your child. June is also
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the time to knock the tops off the broadleaf
weeds in clover plots, move trail-cameras
to emerging food sources, and especially
for spending time watching deer in food
plots and agricultural fields.
JULY – This is the time to get everything
in order for fall food plots. I plant all of
our brassicas and winter wheat in August,
so July is the time to prepare those plots
via spraying, disking or whatever is necessary. This is also the time I should begin
hanging stands, although I’ll admit it never
happens.
AUGUST – I love August. I start shooting my bow the first week in August every
year. I could start sooner, but I’ll shoot
thousands of arrows before archery season arrives, so practice time isn’t limited.
Just as the Monday after Thanksgiving is
always the beginning of our rifle season,
the first of August is always the beginning
of my bow-practice season, and I excitedly
await its arrival like the return of an old
friend. August is also when I plant our fall
food plots, conduct our annual trail-camera survey, and calculate our target harvest
prescriptions for the upcoming season. I
also like August because for the past two
years it’s when we’ve hosted our National
Convention, and I always enjoy seeing and
talking with QDMA members from across
North America.
SEPTEMBER – This is when I spray for
perennial cool-season grasses in our clover
plots using clethodim (the active ingredient for several brand-name herbicides, and
the one available for me locally is called
Intensity). You can top kill the grasses by
spraying earlier in the summer, but you can
really kill them by spraying in September.
I remove any remaining minerals and
the top layer of soil from our mineral
sites at the beginning of the month. This
is strictly due to baiting being illegal in
Pennsylvania. Our archery season starts
the last Saturday of September or the first
Saturday in October, and all baits and feeds
must be removed 30 days before the season. My local wildlife conservation officer
(WCO) suggests removing the top layer of
soil to ensure no salt or minerals are present, so I follow his guidance. I recommend

March is the ideal frost-seeding month for Kip, who lives in Pennsylvania. As the soil freezes and thaws, it’s
a good opportunity to over-seed food plots of cool-season perennials like chicory, clover and alfalfa.

you contact your local WCO to ensure
you’re in compliance too.
We also have our annual camp work
day in September. This is when we cut our
wood supply for the year, check the property and sanctuary boundary signs, and
fix anything in need of repair at camp. It’s
also a chance to get together with everyone, and that evening is when I give our
annual camp talk that includes where we
are relative to our goals, our target harvest
prescriptions (for bucks, does and fawns),
and a safety reminder for the season.
OCTOBER, NOVEMBER and DECEMBER
– Hunt, hunt, and hunt some more! (and,
of course, collect observation and harvest
data while you’re at it) Get in the woods
with your family and friends.
True story: last November my best
friend Scott Beebe shot the biggest buck
of his life during archery season (photo
above). I know it was his biggest because
we’ve been best friends and hunting partners since we were kids. He called in my
first spring gobbler, my Golden retrieved
his first quail... you get the picture. Anyway,
he made a perfect shot, and it was the easiest blood trail I’ve ever followed. He could
easily have retrieved the buck, but he called
me so we could do it together. A quick and
very short walk ended at a magnificent
5½-year-old animal. We were so excited,
and I was genuinely appreciative for being
able to share that moment with him. His

young daughter was with us, and as she
relayed the story to Scott’s dad that night,
she said “Grandpa, when we found the
buck, Daddy and Kip hugged each other.
Isn’t that silly?”
It may have seemed silly to an 8-yearold, but even though I wasn’t in the tree
with Scott, I sure got to feel a part of the
hunt by being able to retrieve it with him.
Scott will shoot bigger bucks in coming
years (he’s a great hunter), but this one will
forever be special to both of us because we
found it together. So, share the hunting
experience with someone this fall!
Good luck this season, and I hope
you’re as thankful as I am that today’s “deer
season” is a lot more than two to four days
long.

Kip (right) and his best friend Scott Beebe with a
buck Scott killed last season.
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Annuals, Perennials

and

Perennials on the other hand are food plot species that can live for several years.

Keith Weller, USDA Agricultural Research Service, Bugwood.org
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Annuals are food plot species that complete their life cycle in a single year.

Dave Powell, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org

Food plots are incredibly popular
across the whitetail’s range, but their proper preparation, planting and maintenance
can get confusing very quickly. Even a
discussion of commonly-planted species
can leave food plotters scratching their
heads. This article clearly explains the main
groups of food plot species and describes
how they can be used in a food plot program.
Annuals are food plot species that
complete their life cycle in a single year.
They tend to germinate and grow very
quickly, and they can provide several tons of
forage per acre for numerous wildlife species. Popular annuals for whitetails include
corn, soybeans, peas, brassicas, wheat, oats
and some clovers such as crimson and
arrowleaf. They provide high-quality forage, some provide cover, and depending
on species, they can provide food for nearly
every month of the year. For example, winter wheat and annual clovers planted in
late summer and fall are some of the first
species to green-up in the spring. This early
food is crucial for does in the final stage of
gestation, for bucks with developing antlers, and especially important for all deer
following a hard winter. Soybeans and peas
can feed deer all summer, corn and clover
can feed them during fall, and then corn
and brassicas can provide food all winter.
High-quality year-round forage is possible,
and using a diversity of annuals can pay
huge dividends to the deer herd and your
hunting opportunities.
Perennials on the other hand are food
plot species that can live for several years.
They germinate and grow slower than
annuals because they spend more time
initially developing their root system.
However, once established, they’ll provide
forage for whitetails for a few to numerous years depending on the species. For
example, red clover is listed as a biennial
but often lasts for at least 3 years. White
clover on the other hand is longer lived
and can last for 5 to 7 years or more
with proper maintenance. Popular perennials for whitetails include red clover, white
clover, ladino clover, alfalfa, and chicory.
Clovers are arguably the most commonly
planted species for deer, and for good
reason. Clovers are high in protein, highly
digestible, highly preferred by deer, and

Row Crops

Row crops are not different types of plants, rather they are species that are literally planted in rows,
and the most popular row crops for deer are corn and soybeans (both annuals).
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there are varieties available that will grow
in nearly every corner of the whitetail’s
range. Perennials are highly attractive, can
provide forage from spring to fall, and
should be a component of nearly all food
plot programs.
Some food plots will contain a mix
of annual and perennial species. The most
common reasons for this strategy are to
use the faster growing annual species as
a “nurse” crop for the slower establishing
perennials, or to extend the length of time
the plot is providing forage for whitetails.
Two popular mixes include using a cereal
grain such as oats, wheat or rye as a nurse
crop in a clover or clover/chicory planting.
The cereal grain establishes quickly and
provides forage for deer while the slower
establishing clover and/or chicory develop
their root systems. This is a great use of an
annual to protect the perennials and also
to minimize the amount of time the plot is
unproductive for deer. Another example is
to mix clover and brassicas. The brassicas
protect the developing clover, but more
importantly they can provide forage for
months after the clover goes dormant in
the fall.
Row crops are not different types of
plants, rather they are species that are
literally planted in rows, and the most
popular row crops for deer are corn and
soybeans (both annuals). These two species are planted in late spring after soil
temperatures reach 55 degrees for corn
and 62 degrees for soybeans, and they can
provide tons of forage per acre for whitetails. Soybeans can feed deer all summer
and into fall until the leaves and pods are
fully consumed. Very, very few species are
more preferred by whitetails than soybeans. Corn can provide food and cover
during summer, fall and into winter until
all the ears are consumed. Corn is high in
energy, highly preferred by deer, and can be
a great draw during deer season.
A food plot program should be
designed to provide food for as close to
year-round as possible. You accomplish
this by planting some cool-season perennials such as clover and alfalfa, some coolseason annuals like oats or brassicas, and
some warm-season annuals like corn and
soybeans. None of these species can do it
by themselves, but when used in combi-

nation with each other the results can be
outstanding.
Courtesy of Realtree, QDMA’s website,
www.QDMA.com, features four videos on
Annuals, Perennials and Row Crops:
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QDMA.com

In the first video of
the series, QDMA’s
Kip Adams and
Whitetail Properties’
Dan Perez discuss
both annuals and
perennials.

In the second
video, Kip and
Dan dive further
into annuals and
their role in deer
management.

Kip and Dan
then explore
more about
perennials
and their
role in deer
management
in the third
video.

In the fourth video
of the series, Kip
and Whitetail
Properties’ Rich
Baugh discuss
row crops and
their role in deer
management.
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vate consultants, universities, and QDMA.
If possible we strongly encourage you to
include a representative from another successful cooperative. They can help alleviate concerns and provide support for the
co-op.
Some landowners may not be interested initially. That is fine - do not press them.
Respect their right to dictate the type of
management they desire on their properties. Often they will join at a later date
as they become convinced of the merits
by other participants.
The first meeting should be to
explore the possibility of forming a
cooperative, not to actually form one.
This is an important distinction. An
appointed spokesperson should outline
how the cooperative could work and
could include key points like protecting yearling bucks,
shooting the right
Working together to ensure the future of
white-tailed
wildlife habitat
number of antlerless
deer,deer,
collecting
and our hunting heritage.
harvest data, etc.
You should maintain communication with all interested participants
and host the second meeting within
two months. This is when you establish
the co-op. Some landowners and hunting groups will have already committed to
establishing a cooperative. This helps create a friendly atmosphere for others to join.
The follow up meeting should begin with a
quick recap of the first meeting, and then
begin securing commitments to the cooperative and establishing basic membership
guidelines.
Membership in the QDM cooperative
can be formal or informal. In general, the
more properties and people involved, the
greater the need for a formalized membership process. It is a good idea to establish
some acknowledgement of cooperative
members such as property signs, vehicle
decals, and/or membership cards. In most
cases, no fee is attached to membership in
the cooperative. Possible exceptions may
include costs associated with mailings to
cooperative members, signs, decals, awards,
or food for an annual meeting.
Hopefully as the cooperative becomes
successful, additional landowners and hunt
clubs will want to join. This is great and
it’s exactly what you’re looking for. The
success of a QDM cooperative is dictated
by the quality and efforts of participants.
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an appropriate number of does. In all cases
the rules are determined and voted on by
the members of the co-op.
Now that you know what a QDM
co-op is and understand the benefits of
belonging to one, here’s how to get one
established. The first step is to identify
a potential area. Generally it is centered
around a group of hunters already participating in or interested in establishing

Q

Quality deer management (QDM) is
about balancing the deer herd with the
habitat, balancing the adult sex ratio, and
balancing the age structure for bucks and
does. Sometimes, this is easier said than
done, especially when most deer managers
own or manage acreages far smaller than
deer home ranges. This is where QDM
cooperatives come into play. A QDM cooperative is a group of landowners and hunters working together to improve the
quality of the deer herd, habitat and
hunting experiences on their collective
acreage. QDM cooperatives are rapidly
spreading across the whitetail’s range,
and a recent survey of QDMA members
showed an astounding 34 percent of
respondents were involved in a QDM
cooperative. That equates to tens of
thousands of hunters and millions of
acres, resulting in an enormous impact
on deer herds and wildlife habitats
across the whitetail’s range.
Let’s face it, most hunters don’t
own enough land to completely contain
a single deer’s movement patterns, let
alone multiple deer or an entire population. Fortunately, cooperatives allow
landowners to pool their lands to have
a much larger impact on deer herds and
management programs. Cooperatives offer
numerous benefits to landowners including reduced management costs, reduced
trespassing, the ability to share data for
a better “picture” of the local deer herd,
and most importantly, increased acreage
to manage.
The size of a cooperative can vary
based on the number of people involved.
Some may be as small as a few hundred acres with a handful of landowners,
while others may be thousands of acres
with hundreds of participants. Bigger is
typically better, but any increase in acreage generally improves the success of your
management efforts.
Cooperatives are always voluntary and
in no way entitle hunters access to other
properties or diminish the landowner’s
control. They simply pool acreage to be
managed under common objectives and
goals. Participation requirements vary
with each co-op. At a minimum, most
require members to make a legitimate
effort to protect yearling bucks and harvest

QDMA.com

a QDM program. Properties immediately
adjacent to the central property are the
most important, so concentrate initial
efforts there. Once all the landowners and
hunting groups have been identified, contact each personally and invite them to a
meeting to discuss the possibility of forming a QDM cooperative.
The next step is to select a central
meeting location, date and time. In most
cases a community center, social club
lodge, restaurant, hunting camp, or similar
location is most appropriate. Determine
the meeting date and time based on availability and proximity of attendees. If possible, provide a complimentary meal as it
will increase attendance and demonstrate
your level of commitment. An informal
BBQ is a great way to get folks to attend
and enjoy themselves.
It is a good idea to obtain the assistance of a local wildlife biologist. He/she
can answer biological questions relating to
the benefits of a co-op and provide info on
the local deer herd. There are several sources for wildlife biologists including state
wildlife agencies, timber companies, pri-
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Members of the East Olive Co-op in Clinton County, Michigan, who are also members of the Clinton/Ionia Branch of QDMA, gathered with a just a small representation of their accomplishments prior to a meeting in September 2012. The East Olive Co-op, named after the local elementary school that is in the middle of the
cooperative, has grown from 20 members and about 200 acres to around 130 members and well over 10,000 acres in the past six years.

New members can bring excitement and
new ideas.
Unfortunately every co-op has to deal
with uncooperative neighbors at some
point. Often, activities on non-member
properties within or adjacent to cooperative boundaries will create problems. These
activities may range from no hunting at all
to the harvest of young bucks. Regardless,
never give up hope and keep these landowners and non-member groups informed
of the activities and successes with the
cooperative. Nothing will do more to
encourage their participation in the future
than to make it clear that they are missing
out on the benefits of membership. It also
is a good idea to encourage these landowners and hunters to attend QDM seminars
or to join QDMA. Once they gain a better
understanding of QDM, they will be more
likely to join the cooperative in the future.
If all else fails, recognize that some losses
to neighboring properties will occur and
manage accordingly.
Once the cooperative is formed, realistic deer management goals and strategies
must be established. The goals should be
specific and measurable. For example, goals
could include increasing the average body
weight and/or antler measurements for a
given buck age class, improving the adult
sex ratio, and reducing the percentage of
button bucks in the harvest. The time

required to achieve these goals depends
on the management strategies selected,
habitat quality, and commitment level of
participants. Changes will not occur over
night, and participants should commit for
a minimum of three to five years.
Once a cooperative is established, the
challenge is to maintain it and promote
participation by neighbors. The key is to
ensure that involvement is enjoyable. Also,
keep members informed. We recommend
co-ops meet at least annually to review
progress and fine-tune their goals. Many
cooperatives meet prior to and following the hunting season. The pre-season
meeting should involve a review of the
previous year’s data to establish objectives for the upcoming season. The postseason meeting provides a opportunity to
review how well members adhered to the
guidelines and any problems that arose. It
is also a great time for members to bring
the mounted heads, antlers, or photos of
any harvested bucks for members to view.
Under the QDM cooperative approach,
when a mature buck is harvested, pride is
shared by all members as one or more may
have passed the buck at an earlier age.
Communication is critical to the
success of a cooperative. Typical ways of
keeping members informed include distribution of annual harvest reports and
periodic newsletters. These can be simple

or elaborate depending on the needs of
the cooperative and the time and abilities
of the person(s) coordinating such efforts.
Finally, be patient, expect mistakes and
obstacles, and always work as a team.
If you’re a small-acreage landowner, a
QDM co-op can be a great benefit to you.
The best way to ensure the young bucks in
your area are protected is to get as many
of your neighbors as possible involved in
the cooperative. Given the distances some
bucks move, it’s to your benefit to talk to
your immediate neighbors, the landowners who border your neighbors, and even
the landowners two or more properties
removed from yours. It is true that not
all of them will be interested in QDM,
but many will. Begin communicating with
those who are interested, and chances are
your success will grow over time. This
doesn’t mean you can’t have a high-quality
QDM program without a cooperative, but
in most cases you can be far more successful by being involved in one.
For more information on QDM
Cooperatives, visit www.QDMA.com
and look for “How to Organize a QDMA
Cooperative” in the video section, and
QDMA’s Developing Successful Cooperatives
booklet available in The Shed, the Official
Store of the QDMA, by clicking “Shop the
Shed” on the menu and navigating to the
books product category.
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Important Deer Foods/Cover: Trees
Food studies have identified several
hundred plant species that deer will consume during the course of a year. Some
are used seasonally, some only when little
else is available, and some are preferred
regardless of season and other species’
availability. As deer managers, it is important to understand the preferred forages
where you live and/or hunt, and while
learning everything deer eat in your area is
a daunting task, QDMA has just made it a
little easier.
Whitetails eat a variety of plant types
such as trees, shrubs, herbaceous forages
(forbs), and agricultural crops. Most hunters can easily identify the agricultural crops
in their area, and they are well versed in
which ones deer prefer. However, many
hunters come up short when trying to
identify the preferred, native, uncultivated
vegetation found in forested or early-successional environments. To try and remedy
this, we surveyed every state and provincial
deer project leader for the 2012 Whitetail
Report and asked them to provide 10 of
the top naturally-occurring native herbaceous and shrub species that whitetails use
in their jurisdiction. This proved to be an
extremely popular article with our members; so, as a follow up, this year we asked
similar experts to identify the predominant
tree species in their area that deer use.
First, we combined states into three
regions – the Midwest, Northeast, and
Southeast – and then asked professional
deer researchers and managers in each to
provide a list of 10 of the top trees for deer
in their region; we then did the same for
eastern Canada. Importantly, all participants were also veteran deer hunters. Please
recognize that the relative “importance” of
each tree varies, as some are listed because
they provide deer a critical source of soft or
hard mast, while others for the browse and/
or cover they offer during a particular time
of year. The species in these lists (see table)
are arranged alphabetically, and most were
identified by the expert/biologist as species commonly eaten or used by deer in
their jurisdiction (not based on scientific
analyses). We present this data only on an
informational basis, but strongly encourage deer hunters and managers to learn to
identify (and in many cases promote) the
species listed for their region. Additional
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information is provided below, including a few more “notable” species for each
region.
Some
species
are region specific
while others are used
across much of the
whitetail’s range. For
example, white oak
and apple/crabapple
were reported as
important trees for
Crabapple, a source of soft mast and browse for whitetails, was identified
deer in all three U.S.
as a top 10 naturally-occurring tree in all three U.S. regions surveyed.
regions, and northern red oak and red
maple were listed as important in two of plants included eastern hemlock, eastern
three U.S. regions and eastern Canada. red cedar, elms, mulberry, northern white
American beech, black cherry and persim- cedar, red maple, wild plum and yellow
mon were listed as top trees in two of the poplar.
three U.S. regions, and quaking aspen was
listed in one of the U.S. regions and in eastEastern Canada – The most imporern Canada. Numerous trees were listed as tant species in eastern Canada included
“notable” species as well. To break down balsam poplar, big-toothed aspen, northwhat was reported here is what the experts ern red oak, northern white cedar, quaking
provided, by region:
aspen, red maple, striped maple, sugar
maple, white birch and yellow birch. Other
Midwest – Apple/crabapple, north- notable plants included pin cherry and
ern red oak, persimmon, post oak and white ash.
white oak were most often reported. Black
cherry, red maple, wild plum, pin oak and QDMA’s Recommendations
other oak species (black, blackjack, bur,
The species included in the table
chestnut, chinquapin and scarlet) were also should not be viewed as the “10 most
important. Other notable plants included important” tree species for each region.
American beech, honey locust, paw paw, Some, such as red maple, are highly preand red and white elm.
ferred browse species, widely distributed
and very reliably found in the diet of deer
Northeast – Balsam fir, eastern hem- annually. Others, such as many of the oaks
lock, northern red oak, red maple and listed, may have a ubiquitous distribution
white spruce were most often reported. within a region, but only provide mast
American beech, apple/crabapple, black occasionally, depending on annual mastoak, quaking aspen and white oak were ing cycles; when they do, they become a
also important species. Other notable major portion of the deer diet in that area.
plants in the Northeast included northern And, as mentioned earlier, some provide
white cedar, red spruce, striped maple, deer forage and others provide seasonal or
sugar maple and yellow birch.
annual cover, and some provide all three
(browse, mast and cover). However, all
Southeast – Persimmon, water oak of these species should be viewed by the
and white oak were most often reported. reader as an important tree to identify and
Also, American beech, apple/crabapple, monitor. Numerous manuals are availblack cherry, blackgum, live oak, south- able to help with tree identification, and
ern red oak and other oak species (black, QDMA recommends that all deer hunters
cherrybark, scarlet and swamp chest- and managers should familiarize themnut oak) were important. Other notable selves with this skill set.
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Top Tree Species Used By Whitetails
Region

Common Name

Midwest

Northeast

Southeast

Eastern Canada

Latin Name

Primary Value

Apple/Crabapple

Malus spp.

Soft mast, browse

Black Cherry

Prunus serotina

Soft mast

Northern Red Oak

Quercus rubra

Hard mast, browse

Oak spp. (others not listed here)

Quercus spp.

Hard mast, browse

Persimmon

Diospyros virginiana

Soft mast

Pin Oak

Quercus palustris

Hard mast, browse

Post Oak

Quercus stellata

Hard mast, browse

Red Maple

Acer rubrum

Browse, cover

White Oak

Quercus alba

Hard mast, browse

Wild Plum

Prunus americana

Soft mast, browse, cover

American Beech

Fagus grandifolia

Hard mast

Apple/Crabapple

Malus spp.

Soft mast, browse

Balsam Fir

Abies balsamea

Cover, winter browse

Black Oak

Quercus velutina

Hard mast, browse

Eastern Hemlock

Tsuga canadensis

Cover, winter browse

Northern Red Oak

Quercus rubra

Hard mast, browse

Quaking Aspen

Populus tremuloides

Browse, cover

Red Maple

Acer rubrum

Browse, cover

White Oak

Quercus alba

Hard mast, browse

White Spruce

Picea glauca

Cover		

American Beech

Fagus grandifolia

Hard mast, cover

Apple/Crabapple

Malus spp.

Soft mast, browse

Black Cherry

Prunus serotina

Soft mast

Blackgum

Nyssa sylvatica

Soft mast, browse

Live Oak

Quercus virginiana

Hard mast

Oak spp. (others not listed here)

Quercus spp.

Hard mast, browse

Persimmon

Diospyros virginiana

Soft mast

Southern Red Oak

Quercus falcata

Hard mast, browse

Water Oak

Quercus nigra

Hard mast

White Oak

Quercus alba

Hard mast, browse

Balsam Poplar

Populus balsamifera

Browse

Big-toothed Aspen

Populus grandidentata

Browse, cover

Northern Red Oak

Quercus rubra

Hard mast, browse

Northern White Cedar

Thuja occidentalis

Winter browse, cover

Quaking Aspen

Populus temuloides

Browse, cover

Red Maple

Acer rubrum

Browse, cover

Striped Maple

Acer pensylvanicum

Browse

Sugar Maple

Acer saccharum

Browse

White Birch

Betula papyrifera

Browse

Yellow Birch

Betula alleghaniensis

Browse
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QDMA Website Resources
QDMA announced the launch of its redesigned website, QDMA.com, on March 21, 2012. The new website, produced in partnership with Caddis Interactive, was designed to be easy to navigate while becoming more informative, interactive and visually appealing
through several enhancements and new features. As an addendum to the previous contents in Part 3, here is a quick reference of several
other worthwhile articles found on QDMA.com.

Whitetail Biology

• Can Deer See Blaze Orange? (by Lindsay Thomas Jr.): By studying the physiological make up of a white-tailed deer eye, wildlife
researchers help answer that age old question- can that deer really
see me?
• When Do Bucks Visit Scrapes? (by Matt Ross): Are you wasting
your time hunting over a fresh buck scrape? Read this short article
to find out.
• Spike on One Side: Genetics or Injury (by Gabe Karns): Helping
dispel the myth of cull bucks, one lopsided antler at a time.
• The Antler Growth Bell Curve (by Lindsay Thomas, Jr.) There’s a
simple rule underlying antler development in whitetail bucks that
all hunters should understand. Awareness of this rule provides a
bridge over many of the false expectations, myths, mistakes and
frustrations that lie waiting along your path to QDM success.
Quality Deer Management

• QDM Practiced Here: The Benefits of Boundary Signs (by
Lindsay Thomas Jr.): By putting up signs advertising your QDM
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efforts, are you actually inviting poachers and trespassers to come
kill “your” bucks? Read this to learn more.
• The Guy Next Door (by Shawn Bevins) Communicating with
your neighbors is often the first step to QDM bliss. This isn’t a high
school dance; find out why you should summon the courage to go
knock on a few doors this year.
• The Rewards of Restraint (by Lindsay Thomas Jr.): Sometimes
tag soup is a meal best served without humble pie. Don’t make the
mistake of just shooting a buck to shoot one. Restraint can be just
as tasty and satisfying.
• Leading Others to QDM (by Lindsay Thomas Jr.): Follow these
simple rules to convince your friends, family, hunting partners,
and neighbors why QDM is the future of deer hunting.
Habitat Improvement

• Tips for Using Tree Shelter Tubes (by Lindsay Thomas Jr.): Not
often does the phrase “go toward the light” mean a good thing.
Read why tree shelter tubes are a must when planting trees or
shrubs for deer and other wildlife.
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• How to Winterize Your Chainsaw (by Bob Westerfield) Complete
with diagrams and descriptions, the author gives a very detailed
account of the step-by-step process that you will need to take to
store that chainsaw for winter.
• Plant This, Not That (by Matt Ross): Just because deer eat it
doesn’t mean it’s good for them. Explore some alternative plantings to many of the worst offending non-native, invasive plant
species found on the landscape.
• Don’t Fear The Reaper: Timber Harvest is Good for Deer (by
Lindsay Thomas Jr.): Cutting Trees = Sunlight = New Ground
Level Vegetation = Better Deer, Better Deer Hunting.
Herd Management

• Fawn Survival Research: The Home Stretch (by Melinda Nelson):
The authors summer blog series gives a rare inside look into the
world of wildlife research involving coyote predation on whitetailed deer fawns. You’ll be surprised what she finds.
• Five Reasons to Take Does Early (by Lindsay Thomas Jr.):
Meeting your doe-harvest goal early each year will result in better
hunting for bucks down the road. Period.
• Which Bucks Can I Shoot? (by Lindsay Thomas Jr.): Use this
great idea to catalog and display the bucks that are available to
harvest on your property this year!
• Why We Can’t Manage Deer Genetics (by Lindsay Thomas Jr.):
Too many reasons to count, this article arms you with the best
information about why deer genetics are impossible to control in
a wild, free-ranging deer herd.
Herd Monitoring

• Estimating Deer Age with Cementum Annuli (by Brian
Murphy): Is there a better method than the Tooth Replacement
and Wear technique to determine a deer’s age?
• How to Run a Trail-Camera Survey (by Lindsay Thomas Jr.):
A trail-camera survey – put simply – is the most powerful herd
monitoring tool you can use that doesn’t require the assistance of
a professional wildlife biologist.
• Detecting the Rut Peak (by Kip Adams): Fetal aging sounds like
a technique used by Ob/Gyn doctors and ultrasound technicians,
but deer managers can learn a lot about the population they’re
managing by taking some annual fetal measurements.
• Five Ways to Track Predator Abundance (by Lindsay Thomas
Jr.): When trying to increase fawn survival through trapping and
hunting predators, you need to know whether your efforts are
effective. Counting actual predator density is not feasible, but
there are several ways to gauge the relative abundance of predators.

Deer Hunting

• How to Hunt Native Warm Season Grasses (by Jennifer Pudenz):
Native grasses provide excellent cover for whitetails, including
winter cover, fawning cover, and bedding cover. Read this article
to learn how to effectively hunt them as well.
• How to Blood-Trail a Deer (by Bob Westerfield): You have
worked hard on your land all season long preparing food plots,
hanging stands and clearing trails. Finally, the season has arrived
and the moment of truth has just walked into your luscious food
plot. Follow these tips to ensure a speedy recovery after the shot.
• Digest This: Scouting Deer Food from the Inside Out (by Dave
Edwards): Deer are slaves to their stomachs, they feed many times
each day, and food is what drives their movement. Identifying deer
movement patterns results in successful hunts. To do this you can
scout food sources on the ground, or you can study the stomach
contents of harvested deer.
• Sanctuaries: Attract, Protect, Hold, Hunt (by Lindsay Thomas
Jr.): As the QDM philosophy becomes further anchored as the
dominant mindset among whitetail hunters, achieving greater
numbers of mature bucks is not the hurdle it once was. Instead,
there’s another hurdle: Killing them. Answering that challenge is
unique landscape feature known as a “sanctuary”.
Food Plots

• Try these Cool-Season Food Plot Mixes (by Dr. Craig Harper):
There are a myriad of combinations that can be used with coolseason food plots. Here the author shares his top mixtures, after
years of testing, and guarantees that they will work well when
planted together on your property.
• Five Reasons Food Plots Fail (by Brian Grossman): With more
and more sportsmen making the transition from deer hunter to
deer manager, the interest in planting food plots has never been
higher. Unfortunately, many simply buy a bag of seed, work up an
opening, scatter some seed and hope for the best. While this may
occasionally work out, more times than not it is going to lead to
wasted money and disappointment.
• Avoiding Glyphosate Resistance (by Brian Sheppard): Over
the last 30 years, no other herbicide has proved as useful to corn
and soybean farmers and deer managers as glyphosate. However,
glyphosate has been used so extensively in that time that now
glyphosate-resistant weeds have resulted. Read this to know how
to deal with them.
• How to Calibrate a Food Plot Sprayer (by Dr. Craig Harper): So,
you have learned to identify your major weed problems. You have
done your homework and identified the herbicide necessary to
control the weeds in your food plots. You have planned ahead, and
you are spraying at the correct time. However, none of this matters
if you haven’t calibrated your sprayer!

Find these and many more articles at QDMA.com
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Overview: QDMA’s REACH Program
In early 2006, the Quality Deer
Management Association unveiled their
exciting new REACH Program. REACH is
an aggressive national education and outreach program designed to benefit hunters, landowners, and deer managers in
several ways. REACH is the acronym for
Research, Educate, Advocate, Certify, and
Hunt. The program specifically addresses
all of QDMA’s core mission elements and
was developed with input from QDMA
members, state agency personnel, conservation leaders, and QDMA staff and
National Board members. QDMA’s goals
for the program are ambitious, and they
will directly benefit all QDMA members.
Here is a brief synopsis of each element
of REACH, along with our major accomplishments listed from 2012.
Research
Since 2006, QDMA has greatly
expanded its role in designing, influencing,
conducting, and funding research on practical projects impacting white-tailed deer
biology, ecology, management, and hunting. QDMA’s stance on deer management
issues is based on good science, and good
science comes from research. The first
major accomplishment with this element
of REACH occurred in May of that year
REACH in the NEWS: 2012
QDMA Receives $50K to Establish Three
Wildlife Management Cooperatives
QDMA recently received a $50,000
grant from the National Fish and Wildlife
Foundation (NFWF) to establish three wildlife management cooperatives, including
two in Oklahoma and one in Michigan.
“Landowner cooperatives are rapidly
spreading across the United States, and
this is a very positive sign for the future
of hunting and wildlife management programs,” said QDMA Director of Education
and Outreach Kip Adams.
Wildlife management cooperatives (WMC) are groups of neighboring
landowners or property lessees working
together to improve wildlife and/or habitat
management programs. QDMA helped
form one of the largest WMCs in the
southern United States in April 2008 called
the Greater Noxubee Wildlife Management
Cooperative covering over 146,000 acres.
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when QDMA announced they had secured
a $50,000 grant for a cooperative project
between the Pennsylvania Cooperative Fish
and Wildlife Research Unit at Penn State
University and the Pennsylvania Game
Commission. In total, over the past seven
years QDMA has secured over $500,000
to support worthwhile research projects
in over 20 states. For a complete list of
QDMA-sponsored research projects, visit
www.qdma.com/corporate/research.
2012 Research Accomplishments
• Completed genetic study of white-tailed
deer to provide essential knowledge to
guide chronic wasting disease (CWD)
management efforts. This study was conducted by Texas A&M University/Kingsville and the West Virginia Division of
Natural Resources.
• Continued a multi-agency project with
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service National Wildlife Refuge System, National Park Service, Concordia University and the Minnesota Department of
Natural Resources investigating impacts
of human population growth and habitat fragmentation on deer hunting and
management.
• Continued white-tailed deer research
The WMC’s purpose is to maximize landscape level conservation while enhancing
wildlife habitat, hunting opportunities
and stakeholder relationships. Using the
Greater Noxubee WMC as a model, QDMA
proposed the creation of three additional
WMCs surrounding National Wildlife Refuges (NWR).
QDMA worked with Fish and Wildlife
Service staff to select NWRs with the best
potential for developing successful cooperative relationships with neighboring
landowners and/or property lessees. The
selected refuges for this project included
Deer Fork NWR and Washita NWR in Oklahoma, and Shiawassee NWR in Michigan.
QDMA will oversee each WMC during
the first year of establishment to ensure
continued success. After year one, QDMA
will remain involved as a member and
turn oversight of the WMCs over to the
respective NWR managers or appointed
designees.

project with South Dakota State University evaluating the hypothesis regarding
the effects of mature males on the timing and degree of reproductive effort of
young males.
• Continued habitat manipulation project,
conducted by Dr. Craig Harper at the
University of Tennessee, investigating
long-term and seasonal effects of prescribed fire on white-tailed deer habitat
in mixed hardwood forests.
• Secured $50,000 from the National Fish
and Wildlife Foundation (NFWF) to establish three wildlife management cooperatives around National Wildlife Refuges in Michigan and Oklahoma, and held
initial meetings at each with potential
cooperative members.
educate
QDMA also has expanded educational opportunities and activities on deer
management and habitat improvement for
QDMA members, natural resource professionals, and the general public. QDMA
continues conducting seminars, workshops, and short courses and also now
provides interested parties web-based
information, as well as new books, charts,
DVDs, and posters.
2012 Education Accomplishments
• Published QDMA’s 2012 Whitetail Report, an annual report on the status of
white-tailed deer, the foundation of
the hunting industry in North America
(available at QDMA.com).
• Wrote chapter on managing deer in the
eastern U.S. for Boone and Crockett’s Records of North American Whitetail Deer.
• Completed and released the Community Version of “Living with White-tailed
Deer” suburban educational program.
• Conducted nearly 60 radio, newspaper,
magazine, and TV interviews throughout North America.
• Hosted the 12th Annual QDMA National Convention in Nashville, Tennessee.
This was the most successful convention
to date with many new records set!
• Conducted National Leadership Summit
at QDMA Headquarters and state-level
summits in Michigan and Pennsylvania.
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REACH in the NEWS: 2012
QDMA Offers New “Aging & Scoring
Bucks On The Hoof” DVD
Accurately
estimating the ages
and scores of live
whitetail bucks
is a critical skill
for hunters who
wish to produce
and harvest more
mature bucks where they hunt. QDMA,
in partnership with Whitetail Properties
TV, has produced a unique new DVD to
help hunters sharpen their field aging and
scoring skills.
QDMA’s staff biologists spent hours
reviewing footage of live whitetails to
produce Aging and Scoring Bucks on the
Hoof. Numerous examples of live bucks of
many different ages are shown throughout the video, combined with narration
and graphics that teach the viewer to
recognize age-related characteristics.
From yearlings – the most critical age
group to recognize and protect – to fully
mature bucks, viewers will see and learn
from dozens of live whitetails.
In addition, QDMA’s new DVD also
offers tips on estimating Boone & Crockett
score in the field. Biologists provide their
estimates and explain how they arrived at
their score using field-tested techniques.
The DVD also introduces viewers to Buckscore, computer software that estimates
age and score of bucks in trail-camera
photos.
The final portion of the 35-minute
DVD includes a number of test sequences
that allow viewers to practice what
they’ve learned. After watching a short
video clip of a live whitetail, the viewer is
given a few seconds to arrive at their own
age and score estimate before the answer
is revealed.
The Aging and Scoring Bucks on the
Hoof DVD can be purchased alone for
$19.95 (plus S/H), but it is currently being offered as a free gift to every new
member who joins QDMA at the annual
membership rate of $30. That includes
the DVD plus six issues of QDMA’s Quality
Whitetails magazine and other benefits.
To join QDMA and receive the DVD free, or
to purchase the DVD separately, call (800)
209-3337 or visit www.QDMA.com/shop.

• Completed QDMA’s Aging and Scoring
Bucks on the Hoof DVD – and offered as
a new membership promotion.
• Filmed regular spots on Whitetail Properties TV.
• Filmed spots for Whitetail Slam TV.
• Supplied timely content for the new
QDMA.com website.
advocate
Over the past seven years, QDMA
also increased its involvement in whitetail
hunting and management issues at the
state and federal levels. Our Education
and Outreach Director serves as a liaison
between QDMA members/Branches and

2013
their respective state and federal agencies.
This strengthened QDMA’s ties with its
members, state and federal agencies, conservation organizations, and other stakeholders. Since 2006, QDMA has engaged
in nearly 450 legislative and management
issues. For a QDMA advocacy summary,
visit www.qdma.com/corporate/advocacy.
2012 Advocacy Accomplishments
• Engaged in 72 policy, legislative or management issues: 24 at the national level
and 43 at the state level in 20 states (AL,
IN,KS,KY,MD,MI,MN,MS,MO,NH,NJ,
NY,NC,OH,PA,SC,TN,TX,VA and WV),
and 5 provincial issues. These included:
• Urged President Obama to provide some

REACH in the NEWS: 2012
QDMA Encourages Alabama’s Big Buck Project Not to Release Captive Deer
QDMA is working to convince the organizers of Alabama’s “Big Buck Project” – a private
effort to release captive whitetail “breeder bucks” into the wild in Marengo County – to
reconsider and keep the farm deer behind their fence.
“Releasing captive-bred, farm-raised deer carries significant risks for wild deer, and
that’s why QDMA opposes this project, and why it’s illegal in nearly every state,” said QDMA
CEO and wildlife biologist Brian Murphy. “I was shocked to learn that Alabama does not
have a law that prevents what is being proposed in Marengo County. Across the nation,
wildlife and agricultural agencies have stringent requirements to keep captive deer behind
fences because of their potential risks to wild deer. Captive deer have the potential to carry
diseases or parasites not present in wild populations, some of them deadly.”
Another of QDMA’s concerns is that the Alabama Division of Wildlife and Freshwater
Fisheries (DWFF) was apparently not consulted on the project nor asked to be involved.
“To my knowledge, no one in the Division of Wildlife and Freshwater Fisheries spoke
with the project’s organizers before it was announced, nor have we been asked to be
involved in any manner,” said Gary Moody, Chief of Wildlife, Alabama DWFF.
According to BigBuckProject.org, the Big Buck Project led by Tutt Land Company began
releasing captive-bred breeder bucks across Marengo County in fall 2012 to “restore ‘Record
Book Genetics’ to the local Whitetail Population.”
However, QDMA staff biologists and many other deer experts believe this aspect of the
project has little if any chance of success.
“This is like trying to change the salinity of the ocean by adding a gallon of fresh water,”
said Brian Murphy. “If Marengo County isn’t producing the quality of deer that hunters expect, it’s not because of ‘bad genetics’ but rather poor deer herd and habitat management.
“If this project proceeds, it would set a dangerous precedent, blurring the line between
captive and wild animals and opening a can of worms in Alabama that could quickly lead
to similar efforts in other counties,” said Murphy. “At the very least, we sincerely hope the
Alabama legislature acts quickly to close this loophole and make it illegal to release captive-bred deer into the wild. If not, sooner or later, there will be negative, if not catastrophic,
consequences, and Alabama hunters, landowners and residents will be the ultimate losers.”
In December, the Big Buck Project was put on hold when Alabama Conservation Commissioner N. Gunter Guy Jr. signed a regulation to prohibit the release of captive-raised
deer into the wild effective immediately until further review by the Conservation Advisory
Board, slated to meet in February of 2013.
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BP settlement revenues to natural resources and economic restoration in the
Gulf of Mexico.

• Conducted two Deer Steward II courses and had 43 students attend from 19
states and one Canadian province.

• Urged Congress to pass the Federal Land
Transaction Facilitation Act Reauthorization.

• Launched the online Deer Steward I class
through Clemson University (nearly 150
total registrants in 2012).

• Supported the Conservation Title of the
Farm Bill.
• Supported RESTORE Act and Land and
Water Conservation Fund.
• Supported the Sportsmen’s Heritage Act.
• Issued national press releases urging
hunters to oppose captive cervid legislation in numerous states (GA, IN, MS,
MO, NC, NJ, NY, OH, TN, and WV).
• Selected a steering committee and began
preparations for 2014 North American
Whitetail Summit (see page 63).
• Served on an advisory panel in New York
state to help develop recommendations
on incorporating habitat/forest impacts
into their state-wide deer management
model.
certify
In 2006, QDMA created an individual certification program that includes
three levels of potential achievement, and
each must be completed in sequence. Deer
Steward I provides students with a comprehensive understanding of the key principles
of deer and habitat biology, ecology, and
management. Deer Steward II teaches students how to apply the principles learned
in Level I through hands-on and field
experience. Finally, Deer Steward III, the
most prestigious, must be earned through
an individual’s long-term service to whitetailed deer and/or QDMA. QDMA also
launched the Land Certification Program
in 2012. The goal of these programs is to
create more knowledgeable hunters and
managers and to have improved deer herds
and habitats. Visit http://www.qdma.com/
corporate/certification for more information on QDMA’s certification programs.
2012 Certification Accomplishments
• Conducted two Deer Steward I courses
and had 44 students attend from 17
states and one Canadian province.
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• To date, nearly 700 individuals have completed the Deer Steward Program, with
427 Level I, 240 Level II, and 28 Level III
graduates, representing 41 states and the
Nation’s capitol, three Canadian provinces, one of the U.S. Virgin Islands, and
Australia. At the end of 2012, another

REACH in the NEWS: 2012
Registration Opens for Land Certification Program (LCP) Inspector Training
Registration opened for Land Certification Program (LCP) Inspector Training offered by
QDMA. LCP Inspectors are the qualified natural resource professionals who will help implement QDMA’s new program by visiting, evaluating and providing guidance on hunting
lands throughout North America.
QDMA launched the Land Certification Program at its 2012 National Convention. The
long-awaited companion to the Deer Steward courses – which are aimed at certifying individuals – the LCP is a multi-level, voluntary process which will evaluate and certify one or
more properties against an established list of Quality Deer Management (QDM) standards
and performance measures.
The LCP was developed to recognize the accomplishments of landowners and sportsmen implementing the four cornerstones of QDM throughout North America, as well as
those committed to ethics, conservation and biodiversity through land stewardship; and to
encourage management practices on participating lands that will enhance deer and other
wildlife species, habitat conditions, and hunting experiences by providing incentives, recommendations and/or assistance; and finally to inspire others to engage in sound wildlife
management and conservation of our natural resources.
To learn more about the entire LCP including the standards and performance measures, the three levels of land designation and how to contact a LCP inspector, log onto
www.QDMA.com and navigate to “QDMA In Action” and select “Certification.”
To ensure that everyone had access to a qualified property inspector, QDMA hosted a
series of half-day LCP inspector training sessions across the country in 2012. Some of those
sessions included co-sponsored training with the American Tree Farm Systems (ATFS), and
attendees were able to become certified inspectors for both organizations in one day/location. To learn more about ATFS and the ATFS inspector eligibility requirements visit
www.treefarmsystem.org. Dates for QDMA’s 2013 LCP inspector training will be posted on
the Certification page in early 2013.
Who Is Eligible?
QDMA will approve LCP inspectors through a rigid set of professional standards. If you
are interested in becoming a LCP property inspector, you can sign up for one of these training sessions if you satisfy at least one of the following:
• Have an accredited college degree AND two years experience in forestry, wildlife, or
another natural resource management field; OR
• Have completed QDMA Deer Steward II (or higher) course AND three years of wildlife
and habitat management field experience*
Those who do not meet either of the above guidelines but wish to become eligible
to participate, can submit a written request outlining your qualifications and experience.
QDMA will review each submission on a case-by-case basis to determine eligibility.
*Wildlife management experience refers to actively managing wildlife population(s) at
either the property or landscape level. Habitat management experience refers to personally manipulating vegetation species and composition at the property or landscape level in
accordance with wildlife management prescriptions.
More info about the LCP can be found on page 61.
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In October 2012, QDMA held its annual National Youth
Hunt, and nine hunters from around the nation with
limited hunting opportunities took part in the dream
deer hunt.

72 individuals were also enrolled in the
Deer Steward I online class and had yet
to complete the course.
• The Land Certification Program was
launched at the 2012 National Convention.

REACH in the NEWS: 2012
QDMA Announces $550,000 Donation
from MidwayUSA to its Youth Program

• Half-day training courses to qualify Land
Certification Program property inspectors were conducted in GA, LA, MI, MO,
NY, SC and New Brunswick, Canada.
Three (MO, NY and SC) were held in cooperation with American Tree Farm System (ATFS) inspector trainings. To date,
over 180 QDMA inspectors are available
to QDMA members.
• Conducted advanced training in conjunction with the Missouri Department
of Conservation for their private lands
biological staff.
hunt
QDMA launched a national mentored
hunting program in 2006 which is an
innovative, hunter education and recruitment program designed to increase the
number of youth and first-time hunters. The program incorporates multiple
recreational pursuits and is superior to
“one time” events designed to expose (vs.
mentor) newcomers to the sport. The official name of the program is the QDMA
Mentored Hunting Program (MHP), and
it is strongly recommended for adoption
by QDMA Branches, QDMA members,
and any individual or group interested
in recruiting new hunters. It emphasizes
the development of woods skills, wildlife
knowledge, hunter safety, and shooting
skills. Small game and white-tailed deer
hunting are both integral parts of the
program. Skills are learned and discussed
throughout the calendar year and may be
reinforced in subsequent years. This is an
excellent program that helps combat the
declining youth recruitment rates across
the country.
To accompany the MHP, QDMA also
launched our new Youth Education and
Outreach program, named the Rack Pack,
in August at the National Convention in
Nashville, TN. For more information on
QDMA’s exciting new program, see page
58 or log onto www.rackpack.qdma.com.

2013

In October, QDMA announced that it
would receive a $550,000 donation from
Larry and Brenda Potterfield with MidwayUSA to support its recently launched
youth education
and outreach
program, the
Rack Pack.

2012 Hunting Heritage Accomplishments
• QDMA’s Youth Education and Outreach
program was officially launched at the
2012 National Convention. This program strives to recruit individuals 17
years of age and under into the hunting
community, to provide them learning
opportunities, and to enrich their hunting and outdoor experiences.
• The Rack Pack website also went live in
2012, with a goal to promote interaction
and engagement with QDMA and youth
from around North America.
• Established a partnership with MidwayUSA, who also gave the Rack Pack a donation of $550,000 (see page 58).
• Developed the Rack Pack Field Staff,
which includes several youth ages 8 to 18
from around North America.
• QDMA Branches held hunts for hundreds of youth, physically-challenged
or military personnel, including the
inspirational and well-organized Kentucky Military Youth Hunt. This event
was collaboration between three QDMA
Branches and the Kentucky Department
of Fish and Wildlife Resources.
• Conducted our annual National Youth
Hunt in Georgia that involved nine
young hunters from the following eight
states: Alabama, Georgia, Kentucky,
Michigan, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Texas.

Of the total,
$400,000 will be
used to establish
a Youth Wildlife Conservation Experience
Endowment. This permanent source of
funding within the Rack Pack program will
be used to introduce high school students
to careers in wildlife conservation and
management, as well as the importance
of hunting and shooting in these endeavors. The remaining $150,000 will be used
to purchase items for auction at QDMA
banquets across the nation in 2013 to
raise money for MidwayUSA Foundation’s
Adopt-A-Team program and the Rack Pack
program.
“The generous support from MidwayUSA will enable us to greatly increase the
number of young people we can positively
impact through our Rack Pack program,”
said QDMA CEO Brian Murphy. “The endowment will allow us to impact the conservation leaders of the future while the
proceeds from the auction items will allow
us to introduce today’s youth to shooting
and hunting. We cannot thank Larry and
Brenda enough for their generosity and
steadfast commitment to youth.”
“Brenda and I couldn’t be more excited about the introduction of the Youth
Wildlife Conservation Experience at QDMA
events,” said MidwayUSA founder and CEO
Larry Potterfield. “The mission of QDMA
and YWCE is similar; educate our youth
on conservation, ethical and safe hunting
practices and above all, preserving our
hunting heritage. This endowment will
create a permanent fund at QDMA and will
allow them to continue educating youth
for years to come.”
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2011 Honor Roll

of

Donors

The following were generous donors during 2011 to QDMA’s REACH Program or Endowment Fund.
QDMA’s REACH program is made
possible in large part by the generous
donations of many of our supporters.
Numerous people and groups make annual
Chairman’s Circle
Kip & Amy Adams
Frank Allen
Anderson-Tully Lumber Co
Christopher B Asplundh
Family Fund
Michael Baab
David Bastow
Big Game Hunters Foundation
John M. Bills, Jr.
Arlen Cenac, Jr.
Ceres Foundation Inc
Arthur Dick
Jeff Foxworthy
Mike E Grandey
John C. Griswold Foundation
David C. Guynn, Jr.
Hampton-Stokes Field Club Inc
R. Joseph Hamilton
W. Ducote Haynes
Bill Hendrix
Judge Holdford
Henry A. Ittleson
Stu Lewis
Gary Liebsch
Arthur Logan
Douglas McElveen
Rob L. Muirhead
Lewis Mull
Brian Murphy
W. Austin Musselman, Jr.
James Rollins
Jeff Rooke
Brian Schafer
John Smith, Jr.
Spring Island Trust
Scott Stephens
Alan N. Taylor
Mark Thomas
A. Wilbert’s Sons, LLC

Director’s Club
Thomas & Maggie Brothers
Dan Cason
Jon Felton
Pat Hylant
Mike Kellar
William A. Martin
John Matel
Dennis O’Callaghan
Harrison Pfeffer
QDMA Alamo Branch
QDMA Greater Lehigh Valley Branch
Eddie Smith
Robert & Deborah Stuck
William Tracy

donations. Below are the names of those
who donated to QDMA in calendar year
2011 (the most recent year available as a
complete list for this report). QDMA is

Scott Sample
Stewart Stein
John Torbert
Jerry T. Webb
Edward T. Woodward

Friend Level Donors
Douglas W. Aldridge
Gary Andersen
Rebecca Armstrong
Tony D. Bailey
Ben Barnhill
Bob Bartoshesky
Robert Bell
Susan Benedict
Kenneth Blakeney
Marc Bonifacic
Leadership Circle
American Biker of Charleston Finis Boosa
Ted Borowski
Bruce Bond
Sherwood Boudeman
Thomas Bracalente
Edward Bourgeois
Chalmers R. Carr, III
Douglas Bowen
Stephen Coale
William Boyette
Neil Crosby
Christopher Brant
Richard J. Dugas, Jr.
Buddy Brooks
Ken Fair
Al Brothers
Rob Gehman
Thomas Brothers
John Handy
Bill Carmichael
Rodes Hart
Central Illinois Outfitters
Edward & Paula Hunt
John D. Chalk, III
Don G. King
John Christian, Jr.
Gunnar Klarr
Geoghegan Clarke
Sonny Kyle
Clair Clemens
Jeffrey Madere
Richard H. Coen
Bill Martin
Louis W. Coles
Mike McEnany
Felton P. Coley
Kevin McKenzie
Dwayne Compton
Rives Neblett
Matthew Cooper
Val Nettles
Mike Courville
George G. Phillips
Calvin P. Cox
Earl Price
David Cross
QDMA Central Virginia Branch
QDMA North Mountain Branch Timothy Daniel
Allen Danos
Doug Reed
Glen G. Daves
Charlie Roberts
Lance DeHart
Jeffrey Rozhon

Rob Dekens
Walter Dennis
Brian Dillistin
Sal DiLorenzo
Serge Dompierre
Robert L. Downing
Jimmie Downs
Everitt Drew
Steven L. Ebersol
Mark Ellis
Steve Elmy
Robert Fehrenbacher
Richard Feller
Jim Fenton
Samuel A. Ferguson
Charles Fiscella
Ron Fleming
Dale Gaugler
Paul Gilbert
Charles Grado
Bob Green
John Grover
Stefan Guelly
Alan Gustin
Ron Haas
Lawton & Nancy Hayes
Dave Helland
Robert Hering
Al Heringer
Bradley Herndon
Hallett Hilburn
Thomas J. Hills
Dennis E. Hiltner
Jeffery Holland
Donald Holmes
Steve Homyack, Jr.
Steve Huggins
Allan Huntley
Carroll Hurdle
Richard M. Hurst
Kevin C. James
Nathan Jenkins
Charles P. Jones
Marty Jones
Eugene C. Jupe

grateful to these donors for their support,
which makes it possible for QDMA to
continue pursuing our research, education,
advocacy, certification, and hunting goals.

David Juszczyk
Robert R. Kautzman
Wayne Keith
M.D. Kelly
John Kilpatrick
Joe Langone
William LaSalle
Joseph Lauderdale
Seth Lauffer
Ernest F. Lea & John R. Everton
Phillip A. Leach
Jerry Lemonds
Daniel Leonard
David LeRay
John M. Lindsly
Michael Look
Bill Love
Grant Lynch
John Madiedo
Mike Maples
Michael Marciniak
Jeffrey Marsch
David Marshall
Steve Marshall
Julie Martin
Norman Mast
Hugh McClendon
Eddie McCrory
Doug McLaulin
Ricky McMickens
Edgar W. Meiser
Rich Milliner
John Mongello
Richard Morales
Richard Morales, Jr.
Keith Morrison
Doug Mulhall
Ed Murphrey
Dennis Nearing
Brian O’Neill
Bart Osterhaus
Clay Ottoni
David Parsons
Sam Perino
Ted Petrillo

Jerry Philippi
Rawlston Phillips, Jr.
Brady Pierce
David Price
QDMA Missouri State Chapter
QDMA Southeast Missouri Branch
Bradley Ragan
Eric Ragan
Lawrence Rainville
Stephen C. Ransburg
Steve Ray
Tyson Ray
Ben Reavis
Richard Rickardson
Roger Rieland
Ron Rinko
Nathaniel Robinson
Brian Rosko
Tom Rothrock
Brian L. Rouse
Matt Sampson
Larry Savage
George J. Schlagel
Jon & Belinda Seely
John Shanbarger
Pete Singletary
Hank Siwecki
David Skipper
Peter J. Skrgic, Jr.
Mark A. Smith
William Smith
Larry Smith-Vaniz
John R. Southwell
W. Ferrol Spence
Vince Stanley
Richard E. Stephens
Paul Stoltzfus
John Stratton
Jim Suermann
Floyd Sulser
Craig Thoeny
Mac Thomas
Lindsay Thomas, Sr.
Grey Till
James T. Truesdale

Anthony Urciuoli
Victory Highway Wesleyan Church
Matt Wagoner
Brad Walton
Jim Wappes
Joseph Weber
Jeff Westerhold
Thomas L. Whaley
Matthew White
Bob Wiebe
Richard G. Wolfe
Joe Wright
Baine Wyrick
Ron Yanish
Emery Yoder
Fuzzy Zoeller
Numerous other individuals
and companies made
monetary donations, as
well as products or services,
to QDMA and to QDMA
fundraising events in 2011.
We would like to extend
our gratitude to these
individuals as well.

The following were generous donors during 2011 to QDMA’s Rack Pack Program
The Rack Pack is QDMA’s new Youth
Education and Outreach program (see
page 58). Its official launch was made possible in large part by the generous donations we received in 2011. Below are the

names of those who donated specifically
to the Rack Pack in calendar year 2011.
QDMA and current and future members
of the Rack Pack are grateful to these
donors for their support and for helping

Chairman’s Circle
Mac Bullock, Jr.
Scott Griffin
Judge Holdford
QDMA Midlands Branch

Directors Club
Billie Eason
Rudson Wooten Lamm
C. David Smith

QDMA Southeast Pennsylvania Branch
Mark Thomas
QDMA Thumb Area Branch
Craig West
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Leadership Circle
Douglas Bonds
Edwin Collins
Stuart Hicks
Ernest L Ross

get this program off the ground, as now
thousands of youth will be exposed to
hunting, deer and habitat management,
conservation and the QDM philosophy.
Mark Thompson
James Whitley

Friend Level Donors
QDMA ACE Basin Branch
Skip Valentine
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2012 QDMA Branch Highlights

No doubt, the heart and soul of the
QDMA is our volunteers; and, as a grassroots, member-based conservation organization, our network of local volunteers is
integral to helping QDMA spread our mission and spread the message about Quality
Deer Management (QDM).

• QDMA Branches organized more than
50 youth, military and/or special hunts.
Highlights included an event in Kentucky for youth of military families
where three Branches participated and
involved the Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources, Kentucky Hunters
for the Hungry, YMCA and others.

2012 Branch Accomplishments
• QDMA Branches conducted nearly 170
educational events (field days, seminars
and workshops) in 35 states and 3 Canadian provinces.

• QDMA Branches or Branch members
started and/or maintained approximately 100 QDM Cooperatives.

• QDMA Branches hosted 93 fundraising events across the United States and
Canada.
• QDMA Branches raised over $2.3 million for conservation.
• Branches enrolled nearly 10,000 QDMA
members – including more than 400
youth members and nearly 400 sponsor
and life members.
• QDMA Regional Directors formed 33
new Branches.
• Regional Directors maintained 194 active Branches in the United States and
Canada.

• QDMA Branches contributed nearly
35 tons of venison - representing over
275,000 meals - to venison donation programs and soup kitchens. Highlights included the states of Delaware and Michigan each contributed 28,000 pounds!
It was a great year for QDMA Branches
and for those impacted by their efforts.
Importantly, we look forward to an even
better 2013.
Would you like to become a volunteer
leader in your local hunting community,
helping spread QDMA’s message of sound
deer management? Consider starting an
official QDMA Branch – that’s our name
for local groups of QDMA members who

join together for fellowship, fundraising, and promotion of the philosophy at
the grassroots level. By volunteering to
help lead a QDMA Branch, you get to
know other like-minded deer hunters in
your area and have fun working together
to grow QDMA membership and QDM
knowledge in your community. QDMA
Branches host annual banquets and other
fundraisers, field days, youth hunts, and
other educational and promotional events.
QDMA needs volunteer leaders like
you! Join the fun by sending an e-mail to
backyard@qdma.com and letting us know
you would be willing to help form or grow
a QDMA Branch in your area. We look
forward to working with you to ensure the
future of white-tailed deer, wildlife habitat
and our hunting heritage!
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2012 QDMA Conservation Awards

Ron Haas (left) earned the Al Brothers Deer Manager of the Year (nonprofessional) award. A charter member of the Delaware Branch of QDMA,
Ron joined Delaware Wild Lands, Inc., in 2004 and implements projects and
programs designed to maintain and enhance the Roman Fischer Farm and the
biologic diversity and longevity of the Great Cypress Swamp. Though not specifically designed to do so, Ron’s work indirectly benefits a multitude of wildlife
species. Additionally, at his own personal initiative and expense, Ron designed,
planted, and maintains food plots at Roman Fischer Farm.

Dr. Jon Gassett accepted the Agency of the Year
award for the Kentucky Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources (KDFWR). KDFWR has established itself as one of the most respected and successful agencies in the U.S. and has developed a
tremendous working relationship with QDMA. KDFWR
was also named Agency of the Year in 2004, making it
the first repeat winner of the award.

David Moreland (left) earned the Al Brothers Deer Manager of the Year (professional) award. Now “retired,” Dave spent 31 years with the Louisiana Department
of Wildlife and Fisheries (LDWF), the last three of which he served as the Wildlife
Division Administrator. From 1992 to 2004, Dave was the Deer Program Manager for
the LDWF. The author of four books, Dave maintains a monthly column, Grunts and
Gobbles, and writes feature articles for Louisiana Sportsman, the premier magazine
for hunting and fishing enthusiasts in the state of Louisiana. He has also been published in Quality Whitetails.

Dr. Karl V. Miller (right) received the Joe Hamilton Lifetime Achievement Award, which was presented by
QDMA founder Joe Hamilton. A Charter Life Member of QDMA, Karl is a professor of wildlife management at the
University of Georgia Warnell School of Forestry and Natural Resources, where he has served as thesis advisor
for over 43 Master of Science students and as dissertation advisor for 14 PhD students. One of the nation’s
foremost white-tailed deer researchers, Karl has published more than 135 peer reviewed publications, 20 book
chapters, 55 technical reports, 30 proceeding articles and five books. Also pictured: Karl’s wife Renee, author of
the “A Taste of Quality” recipes that appear in each issue of Quality Whitetails.

Trophy Rock won the Corporate Achievement Award for its long-time support of QDMA. In addition to being
a corporate partner, Trophy Rock been an ambassador for QDMA and has significantly aided in growing QDMA
membership and promoting the practice of QDM. Here (left to right), Blake Butler, Gene Price and Joe Anderson
accept the award.

Owner, publisher, and editor of Wildlife Trends
Journal Andy Whitaker (right) received the Signpost
Communicator of the Year award from QDMA
Director of Communications Lindsay Thomas Jr.
The award recognizes outstanding efforts to share
accurate, reliable information about deer and deer
management with hunters.
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2012 QDMA Branch Achievement Awards

The Ace Basin Branch of South Carolina was the
Branch of the Year. (From Left to Right) South
Carolina DNR Take One Make One Volunteer of the
Year Wes Chappell, Branch president Nicole Garris
and Joseph Holt accepted the award. One of the
many highlights from the Branch’s list of accomplishments is working to establish a QDMA S.C. license
plate program.

For a fourth straight-year, the Midlands Branch of
South Carolina won the Sponsor Membership
Branch of the Year award bringing in 76 sponsor
memberships. The Branch also earned a new award,
the Membership Branch of the Year, by recruiting
a total of 290 QDMA general members. Presented
by QDMA COO Bob Mazgaj, these awards were
accepted by Joel Wilson.

Vicky and Irv Timm (center) accepted the Event of
the Year award for the Northeast Michigan Branch
Expo and Banquet, which broke from traditional
models and provided an all-day event that included
an expo attended by approximately 1,000 people,
an educational component and a banquet that was
attended by nearly 400 people and netted approximately $15,000 and 220 members.

The Midlands Branch of South Carolina was recognized as the Fundraising Branch of the Year.
The Branch surpassed all others in net income from
their banquet, netting $33,218.83, a true sign of their
dedication to white-tailed deer and QDMA. Hayden
Harrington (left) and Branch vice president J.W.
“Snookie” McCullar accepted the award.

The Education Branch of the Year award was
presented to the North Carolina State Chapter and
accepted by Chapter president Arthur Dick (center).
The Chapter was a driving force for the Cape Fear
Wildlife Expo and the many outdoor related programs
the Expo offers. One in particular, the Kids Gone
Wild Program that reaches out to 680 students, all
organized and coordinated by this team of volunteers.

Pat Morstad of Henning, Minnesota (center holding plaque) received the Volunteer of the Year award, which
was presented by QDMA Midwest Regional Director Chris Blackledge, who was joined on stage by all of
QDMA’s Regional Directors, Board of Directors Chairman Mark Thomas (left) and CEO Brian Murphy (right) for
the presentation. The first and only State Chapter President in Minnesota, Pat has been an active vice president
of the Prairie to Woods Whitetail Branch for approximately five years. An advocate for QDM and QDMA, Pat
has helped with the formation of four new Branches, is a participant in the Minnesota DNR roundtable, and is a
guest speaker on outdoor radio talk shows representing QDMA.

The New Branch of the Year award went to the Blue
Stem Branch of Kansas. The Branch hosted several
field days with 75 or more attendees at each one, ran
a booth at the Kansas Monster Buck Classic, hosted
workshops at Bass Pro Shops and Cabela’s, and had
80 people attend their first banquet. Branch president
Tim Donges (right) accepted the award.

The Lowcountry Branch of South Carolina won
the New Fundraising Branch of the Year award,
which was accepted by Branch president Freddie St.
Laurent (right). The Lowcountry Branch generated
the highest net income from their banquet among all
other Branches that were formed within the past year,
raising $22,775.88 in net income!

WhitetailReport
QDMA Launches “Rack Pack” Youth Program
Rack Pack Website Goes Live
The Rack Pack website, www.rackpack.qdma.com, went live August 7, 2012.

QDMA officially launched its youth
education and outreach program, the Rack
Pack, in August of 2012.
The Rack Pack is a youth-led, multimedia program intended to create and
enrich future hunters and leaders in conservation. The Rack Pack strives to provide
learning opportunities, interaction and
engagement for youth 17 and under that
will help them become better hunters and
stewards of the land through website content at www.rackpack.qdma.com. On the
local level, fun and exciting field days and
events will be held by QDMA Branches to
provide hands-on instruction and activities.
The Rack Pack program prides itself
on using engaging and creative methods
to get kids involved in the outdoors and
hunting. It is the mission of the Rack Pack
to teach Quality Deer Management, ethical hunting and conservation to the next
generation of hunters.
There are two types of Rack Pack
memberships available – free online
memberships and the Official Rack Pack
Memberships. The free membership
enables interested youth to gain full access
to the Rack Pack website and to receive
electronic versions of several components
of the membership packet.
The Official Rack Pack Membership
is identical to the online membership but
with many more benefits! This is a paid
membership, and for only $15 each youth
receives a personalized member card, Rack
Pack poster and wristband, coupon to
QDMA’s official online store The Shed,
stickers and decals, and a personalized certificate to follow their journey to becoming
a Pro-Staff Rack Packer!
facebook.com/RackPack
@RackPackQDMA
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The goal of the Rack Pack website is to
promote interaction and engagement with
QDMA and youth from around North
America. The website features some great
interactive and informational components.
One such component is the Track the Pack
section. This section includes blogs and
stories from youth Rack Pack members.
From articles and blogs to photos and vidQDMA Announces $550,000 Donation
from MidwayUSA to its Youth Program
In October, QDMA announced that it
would receive a $550,000 donation from
Larry and Brenda Potterfield with MidwayUSA to support its recently launched
youth education and outreach program,
the Rack Pack.
Of the total, $400,000 will be used to
establish a Youth Wildlife Conservation
Experience Endowment. This permanent

eos, the group that is sharing their experiences is dedicated to providing this content
on a regular basis.
Track the Pack is the blog section of
the Rack Pack website. At Track the Pack,
visitors will find multiple blogs they can
follow to stay up-to-date with the latest
happenings of the Rack Pack and the Field
Staff.
source of funding within the Rack Pack program will be used to introduce high school
students to careers in wildlife conservation
and management, as well as the importance
of hunting and shooting in these endeavors.
The remaining $150,000 will be used to purchase items for auction at QDMA banquets
across the nation in 2013 to raise money for
MidwayUSA Foundation’s Adopt-A-Team
program and the Rack Pack program.
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How

to

Donate

to

QDMA

Joe Hamilton’s grandson, Baines Hamilton Pierce, is QDMA’s youngest Life Member.
QDMA’s Rack Pack will have a new member as well when he is old enough.
What about a Life Membership for your children or grandchildren?

By Joe Hamilton
There have been a couple of monumental changes in my life in the past year.
I became a grandfather on August 15,
2011, and my title with QDMA changed to
Director of Development in January, 2012.
My message to you faithful members of
QDMA is influenced by each of my new
titles.
Grandfathering is an absolute pleasure. My work in “development” is a pleasure as well, and relates to all of the ways
of securing financial support for the organization I founded in 1988.
This is a particularly exciting time
for QDMA because our 25th anniversary
is just around the corner. QDMA has
flourished over the years for one reason:
you. QDMA is the premier whitetail organization in North America, and you have
brought us to this point through your continuous requests for more education and
your financial support. We will continue to
grow in services and membership as long
as we keep the home fires burning.

We have made it as easy as possible
for you to support QDMA. On this page
are suggested ways to get more involved
and methods to contact us. Together, we
can support QDMA’s mission: To ensure
the future of the white-tailed deer, wildlife
habitat and our hunting heritage.

Remember, the future of the whitetail
is our future, too! Please consider fulfilling the role as a donor by contributing
to QDMA. Your support will be greatly
appreciated and used wisely to further
our mission.

• Make a donation to QDMA in memory • Involve your children or grandchilor honor of a relative, close friend,
dren in the “Rack Pack” Program.
or fellow QDMA member.
• Include QDMA in your will, or
• Become a Life Member of QDMA.
participate in a variety of other
Planned Giving categories.
• Be an active Branch member by
attending all activities.

• Attend our next National Convention
(July 18-21, 2013, in Athens, Ga.).
• Attend QDMA’s Deer Steward
Certification courses.
• Join QDMA’s Land Certification
Program.
• Provide gift memberships to family,
fellow hunters and neighbors.

• 800-209-3337 - Call our toll-free
number to donate by credit card.

• www.QDMA.com - Visit our website
to donate through PayPal.
• Send a personal check to our
National Headquarters:
P.O. Box 160, Bogart, GA, 30622
• Contact Joe Hamilton, Director of
Development: jhamilton@qdma.com
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QDMA Certification Programs
A 2012 Deer Steward Level I course was
held at NASCAR’s Tony Stewart’s Hidden
Hollow Ranch in Columbus, Indiana.

Nearly 700 Deer Stewards and Counting!
QDMA’s Deer Steward Certification
program is a personal educational experience designed to offer hunters, landowners, and natural resource professionals an
opportunity to learn from the Nation’s
top experts about QDM. The first two
Levels are courses, Level III is an application; all three need to be taken in succession. By taking Levels I and II, graduates
are able to design and implement their
personal comprehensive property-specific
white-tailed deer management plan. Level
III is an honor earned after giving back to

the resource over a long
period of time, rather
than something you can
learn in a course.
To date, nearly 700
individuals have participated in the Deer
Steward program, with
427 Level I, 240 Level II,
and 28 Level III graduates, representing 41
states and the nation’s
capitol, three Canadian
provinces, one of the

Online Deer Steward Courses
In the sixth year of the Deer Steward
Certification program, QDMA’s popular
educational series offered the option to
take the first Level online, making it as
convenient and affordable as it’s ever been;
and, boy was it popular. In the first year
alone, nearly 150 people registered to participate in the Level I course from the comfort of their home or office.
To put it simply, all that is required
is a high-speed internet connection (and
the Mozilla Firefox web browser) and you
can enroll in the Level I class online. Once
registered, attendees gain access to a digital
recording of one of our previous Deer
Steward Level I courses (filmed in front
of a live audience at Clemson University)
and will have up to 180 days to complete
the series of six sessions (approximately

17 one-hour topics) at their own pace.
Speakers include Kip Adams, Dr. David
Guynn, Joe Hamilton, Dr. Craig Harper,
Dr. Karl V. Miller, Brian Murphy, Matt Ross
and Dr. Grant Woods.
Just like the in-person classes,
registrants must pass an exam to
graduate, and Continuing Forestry
Education (CFEs) credits from the
Society of American Foresters are
available. Graduates of online Deer
Steward will be eligible to take one
of the in-person Level II courses
upon completion.
For additional details, visit
www.QDMA.com and navigate
to the Deer Steward Online page
under the Advanced Ed menu
option.
Those who enroll in the on-
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U.S. Virgin Islands and Australia. Since
2007, the QDMA has held 16 Level I
classes and 10 Level II classes in the
following states: Alabama, Delaware,
Georgia, Illinois, Kentucky, Maryland,
Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi,
Missouri, New York, Pennsylvania,
South Carolina and Texas.
To learn more about the Deer
Steward Certification program, or
about registering for an upcoming
course, visit www.QDMA.com and
navigate to the Deer Steward Courses
page under the Advanced Ed menu
option.

States with Deer Steward graduates

line version of Deer Steward Level I can
do so at $200 for non-members, $175 for
QDMA members, and $150 for Life and
Sponsor members (on-line fees increase
$50 with CFEs).
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Land Certification
Program Update
In 2012, QDMA
launched its new Land
Certification Program
(LCP). The LCP was
created in response
to numerous member and landowner
requests. Collectively,
these
individuals
sought a means to:
1) Determine if the
property they owned,
leased or managed
met a baseline Quality
Deer Management
(QDM)
standard;
and 2) receive specific
management recommendations on their
hunting
property
from qualified QDM professionals; and 3)
promote QDM in their area by displaying a
sign that recognizes their efforts.
The LCP was developed to recognize the accomplishments of landowners
and sportsmen implementing the Four
Cornerstones of QDM throughout North
America, as well as those committed to
ethics, conservation and biodiversity
through land stewardship. The LCP will
also encourage management practices on
participating lands that will enhance deer
and other wildlife species, habitat conditions, and hunting experiences by providing incentives and/or assistance.
The LCP is a multi-level, voluntary
process which evaluates one or more properties against an established list of standards. Three categories of achievement
are outlined in the program, including
Pledged Lands, Certified Lands and Legacy
Lands. Criteria are established for each
level of achievement.
Numerous half-day training courses
to qualify LCP property inspectors were
also conducted last year in the states of
Georgia, Louisiana, Michigan, Missouri,
New York and South Carolina and in New
Brunswick, Canada. Three (Missouri, New
York and South Carolina) were held in
cooperation with American Tree Farm
System (ATFS) inspector trainings. To date,
over 180 LCP inspectors are now available

to QDMA members and can be found
online at www.QDMA.com by navigating
to the Land Certification page under the
Advanced Ed menu option.
In addition to the Land Certification

2013

website, more information can be obtained
by contacting QDMA Certification
Programs Manager, Matt Ross by e-mail
at mross@qdma.com or by calling
(518) 280-3714.

QDMA Certification Programs Manager Matt Ross goes over the inspection process at a Land Certification
Program inspector training session held in Athens, Ga., in 2012.
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Two Major Upcoming Events
QDMA’s 13th Annual National Convention
Celebrating our 25th Anniversary!
DATE: July 18-21, 2013
WHERE: The Classic Center, Athens, Georgia

What’s the big deal all about?
QDMA will celebrate its 25th anniversary at the 2013
National Convention as the event returns to Athens, home of
QDMA’s National Headquarters. Athens was host of the first
two QDMA National Conventions in 2001 and 2002.
A new Convention format will be implemented in 2013
designed to be more fun, exciting and engaging than ever
before. Recognizing how critical the education component is
to Convention, the family-friendly format will include traditional seminars along with field trips as well as workshops for
small groups focused on hunting tips and strategies.

Additional features of the 2013 QDMA National Convention
format include:
• An exhibit hall where registered Convention attendees can
converse one-on-one with QDMA sponsors and partners
about the latest hunting and deer management products
• The opportunity for volunteers and members to meet by
region to discuss regional issues and current regional news
• A major entertainment act in the adjoining Classic Center
Theatre
• Side-tours of notable Athens landmarks
• A “ladies only” event
• Rack Pack youth activities
• And much, much more!

Log onto www.QDMA.com and visit the QDMA National
Convention web page for additional updates and registration
information as it becomes available. For questions, contact
QDMA at (800) 209-3337 (DEER).
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FREE Media Registration for
QDMA’s National Convention
QDMA invites professional outdoor communicators to attend the National Convention free of charge
on an annual basis and will continue the tradition
again this year. All functions, events and meals
associated with the National Convention are on us
(lodging is not included).
Our media guests in years past have left the convention with interviews and material for numerous
articles. You’ll also enjoy networking with the leading
experts in deer hunting, biology and management
at evening events.
Information about how to apply/register for
a Media Badge will be e-mailed to members of
QDMA’s Media Outreach Network in the spring.
To join the Media Outreach Network and receive
National Convention information as well as QDMA
press releases, send your contact information and
media affiliation to QDMA communications manager
Tanner Tedeschi at tanner@qdma.com.
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North American Whitetail Summit
Hosted by QDMA in partnership with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and Bass Pro Shops
Date: March 3-6, 2014
Where: Bass Pro’s Big Cedar Lodge and Conference Center, Branson, Missouri
What is the Whitetail Summit?
White-tailed deer are the most hunted and economically
important big game species in North America and the backbone
of the North American hunting heritage. Yet today whitetails face
many challenges and threats. The Whitetail Summit is a first-ofits-kind gathering of representatives from all sectors of the deer
hunting and management community to address these concerns.
The Summit format is designed to spark discussion and identify
opportunities for all sectors to work cooperatively toward solutions that will ensure the future of white-tailed deer and our
hunting heritage.

What is the Summit’s Goal?
To lay the groundwork for a sustainable future for whitetail hunting and management within the context of the North
American Model of Wildlife Conservation through identification
of clear, practical and achievable action items that can be collaboratively addressed by key stakeholder groups.

Key Summit Objectives:
• To identify key threats and priorities facing the future of whitetailed deer, wildlife habitat, and our deer-hunting heritage in
North America.
• To facilitate constructive dialogue among key, and often diverse,
stakeholder groups to aid in establishing collaborative partnerships and solutions on key whitetail issues.

Who can attend?
Attendance at the inaugural North American Whitetail
Summit will be limited to approximately 300 attendees and will be
by invitation only. Attendees will be selected and assigned to one
of five stakeholder groups:
1. Hunters, including the non-governmental organizations
(NGOs) that represent them.
2. State Wildlife Agencies.
3. Landownership/management, including public lands (U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, U.S. Forest Service, etc.) and private lands
(timber companies).
4. The Scientific Community, including universities, research
institutes, and others involved in deer research.
5. The Hunting Industry, including individual corporations and
trade associations.
A sixth group, select members of the Outdoor Media, will be
invited as well and will be free to cover the deliberations of the five
stakeholder groups as they choose.
For more information, contact Kip Adams, QDMA’s Director
of Education and Outreach, by e-mail kadams@qdma.com or by
calling (814) 326-4023.

• To create a voluntary and broad-based coalition to serve as the
national voice of the whitetail through which members can unite
in support of, or opposition to, proposed regulatory, legislative or
social actions affecting deer hunting and management.
• To explore common goals and opportunities for cooperation
among state wildlife agencies.
• To establish working groups to continue refining information
and strategies on key issues.
• To share meeting outcomes broadly within the hunting and nonhunting community through all possible media vehicles.
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QDMA Branch Near You

Branch Name
AL Black Belt Branch
Lake Martin Branch
Delta Droptine Branch
NE Arkansas Branch
Red River Basin Branch
Connecticut River Valley
Delaware Branch
Delaware State Chapter
Big Bend Branch
Devils Garden Branch
FL Gulf Coast Branch
GA Lake Country Branch
Middle GA Branch
Illinois State Chapter
Southern Illinois Branch
West-Central Branch
Indiana Branch
Laughery Valley Branch
Purdue University Branch
Mid Iowa Branch
Tri-State Area Branch
Bluestem Branch
Greater Kansas City Branch
North Central Kansas
Barren River Branch
Derby City Branch
Hoptown Branch
Kentucky Heartland Branch
Purchase Area Branch
Bayou Branch #2913
Central Louisiana Branch
Louisiana Delta Branch
Louisiana State Chapter
Northeast Louisiana Branch
Red River Branch
South Louisiana Branch
Webster Parish Branch
Casco Bay Branch
Downeast Branch
First Maine Branch
Maine State Chapter
Bachman Valley Branch
Chester River Branch
Forstburg State University Branch
Maryland State Chapter
Mountain Maryland Branch
Western Chesapeake Watershed Branch
Barry County Branch
Bluewater Michigan Branch
Capital Area Branch
Central Michigan Branch
Clinton Ionia Branch
Costabella QDMA Branch
Eaton County Michigan Branch
Mackinac Branch
Michiana Branch
Mid Michigan Branch
Montcalm County Branch
North East Michigan Branch
North West Michigan Branch
Northern Jack Pine Branch
Shiawassee River Branch
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Town
Greenville
Alexander City
Lake Village
Jonesboro
Texarkana
North Haven
Millsboro
Millsboro
Tallahassee
Clewiston
Bonifay
Milledgeville
Macon
Joy
Murphysboro
Joy
McCordsville
Batesville
West Lafayfette
Granger
Dubuque
EL Dorado
Shawnee
Scandia
Bowling Green
Louisville
Hopkinsville
Elizabethtown
Paducah
Thibodaux
Alexandria
Pineville
Alexandria
West Monroe
Benton
Plaquemine
Minden
South Portland
East Machias
Palmyra
Palmyra
Westminster
Centreville
Walkersville
Westminster
Swanton
Barnesville
Hastings
Ft. Gratiot
Mason
Elwell
St. Johns
Weidman
Potterville
Mulliken
Athens
Clare
Fenwick
Herron
Lake Ann
Westbranch
Owosso

State
Alabama
Alabama
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Connecticut
Delaware
Delaware
Florida
Florida
Florida
Georgia
Georgia
Illinois
Illinois
Illinois
Indiana
Indiana
Indiana
Iowa
Iowa
Kansas
Kansas
Kansas
Kentucky
Kentucky
Kentucky
Kentucky
Kentucky
Louisiana
Louisiana
Louisiana
Louisiana
Louisiana
Louisiana
Louisiana
Louisiana
Maine
Maine
Maine
Maine
Maryland
Maryland
Maryland
Maryland
Maryland
Maryland
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan

Branch Contact
Jeff Cummings
Jerry Brown
Joey Williamson
Chris Kimbrell
Cole Law
Ronnie Reaves
Chip West
Chip West
Travis McKinney
Marc Proudfoot
Erick French
Jim Flanders
Jason Butler
Chase Burns
Matt Duffy
Chase Burns
Tom James
Tom Grills
Weston Schrank
Terry Sedivec
Dennis Althaus
Timothy Donges
Sue Brothers
Pete Gile
Travis Callis
Pete Blandford
Jim Harnage
Tony Lawson
Justin Mason
Ben Caillouet
Bob Stevens
Porter Trimble
Bob Stevens
Bobby Aulds
Sean McKay
Vic Blanchard
Mitzi Thomas
Matthew Snyder
Mike Look
Jeff Nicholas
Jeff Nicholas
Barry Harden
Temple Rhodes
Chris Keiser
E.W. Grimes
A.J. Fleming
Joe Brown
Mike Flohr
Kyle Brunk
Dick Seehase
Jarred Waldren
Chad Thelen
Kasey Thren
Aaron Lundy
Billy Keiper
Steve Casselman
Bill Brown
Mike Myers
Irv Timm
Ryan Ratacjazk
Todd Johnson
Dan Malzahn

Phone
(334) 202-4421
(256) 839-5154
(870) 265-1206
(870) 926-2719
(903) 278-7821
(203) 239-1106
(302) 238-0137
(302) 238-0137
(850) 210-5106
(954) 445-9199
(850) 326-3712
(478) 968-2222
(478) 992-9803
(309) 368-0370
(618) 806-1405
(309) 368-0370
(317) 752-5781
(912) 689-5156
(502) 802-8804
(515) 999-2184
(563) 552-2628
(316) 641-0011
(913) 461-5198
(785) 452-0592
(615) 325-5733
(502) 231-2625
(931) 980-1423
(502) 710-1912
(618) 638-5031
(985) 859-6270
(318) 445-9224
(318) 201-3474
(318) 487-1158
(318) 355-8974
(318) 965-4815
(225) 933-5705
(318) 377-3065
(207) 595-2365
(207) 255-4167
(207) 938-2742
(207) 938-2742
(410) 346-0990
(410) 310-8165
(301) 845-6177
(410) 984-3356
(301) 387-5465
(240) 388-0602
(269) 838-6268
(810) 334-5767
(517) 993-8475
(517) 403-9328
(517) 819-6344
(231) 972-3200
(517) 643-1220
(906) 322-5425
(269) 832-3187
(989) 615-7755
(989) 613-0670
(989) 727-2594
(231) 275-3349
(989) 390-1359
(989) 725-7369

E-mail
jeff@southerncapitaladvisors.com
brown3331@bellsouth.net
sales@southernaquaculturesupply.com
clkimbrell@yahoo.com
wateroak32@yahoo.com
crvb-qdma@sbcglobal.net
deqdma@gmail.com
deqdma@gmail.com
travisofaim@yahoo.com
marc.proudfoot@gmail.com
broerfrench@yahoo.com
jimflanders@hotmail.com
jbutler@fickling.com
wci_qdma@frontier.com
matthew.duffy@countryfinancial.com
wci_qdma@frontier.com
tom@modernhabitatsolutions.com
tom.grills@yahoo.com
wschrank@purdue.edu
tsedivec@netzero.com
dalthaus@yousq.net
tim.donges@hotmail.com
sbrothers2009@gmail.com
pete_gile@yahoo.com
travisc@southernsalesinc.com
blanford_pete@bellsouth.net
jim.harnage@gmail.com
bigdeerhuntertony@gmail.com
jmason@whitetailproperties.tv
qdmabayoubranch@gmail.com
stevensb@rapides.k12.la.us
porter@honeybrake.com
stevensb@rapides.k12.la.us
bobby@greensportusa.com
sean@crawfordforesty.com
vblanchard@awilbertsons.com
mindenfarmand gar@bellsouth.net
prelude8626@aol.com
michaellook501@hotmail.com
Pres1stmaineqdma@aol.com
Pres1stmaineqdma@aol.com
bharden@marylandqdma.com
chestnutm@verizon.net
cakeiser0@frostburg.edu
ewgrimes@marylandqdma.com
afleming13@verizon.net
jbrown@patriotlwm.com
mikeflohr@hotmail.com
kebru@hotmail.com
rjs@cqtpp.com
headhunter01jarred@yahoo.com
cthelen8@hotmail.com
mecostacountyqdma@gmail.com
alundy@airliftcompany.com
keiperw@mail.gvsu.edu
casselmansteve@hotmail.com
whitetailchef@gmail.com
michaeltmyers1990@yahoo.com
vltimm@peoplepc.com
ryan@northwoodstrailcameras.com
todd.johnson@weyerhaeuser.com
crambell@msu.edu
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South East Michigan Branch
Thumb Area Branch
Tip of the Mitt Branch
West Central Michigan Branch
West Shore Michigan Branch
Michigan State Chapter
Heart O’ Lakes Whitetails Branch
Mille Lacs Whitetails Branch
Minnesota State Chapter
Prairie Highlands Branch
Prairie to Woods Whitetails Branch
Rum River Branch
Southeastern Minnesota Branch
Timberline Whitetails Branch
Twin City Whitetails Branch
Coastal Plain Branch
Golden Triangle Branch
Magnolia State Branch
Mid Mississippi Branch
Mississippi State Chapter
Southwest Mississippi Branch
The Delta & The Hills Branch
Gateway Branch
Missouri State Chapter
Ozark Branch
SEMO Trail of Tears Branch
Southeast Missouri Branch
Big Red Whitetails Branch
First New Hampshire Branch
Skylands Branch
Southern New Jersey Branch
Central New York Branch
Greater Rochester Southern Tier
Hudson Valley Branch
Jefferson-Lewis Branch
New York State Chapter
North Western Niagara Branch
Putnam/Westchester Branch
Seaway Valley Branch
Upper Hudson River Valley Branch
Bladen Lake Branch
Brunswick County Branch
Cape Fear Branch
Fort Bragg Branch
NC State Chapter
North Central Branch
South Appalachian Branch
Uwharrie River Branch
Whitestore Branch
Central Ohio Branch
East Central Ohio Branch
Twin Creeks Branch
Wakatomika Creek Branch
Western Reserve Branch
ChisholmTrail Branch
Deep Fork Branch
Dry Creek Branch
Eastern Oklahoma Branch
Green Country Branch
North Central Oklahoma Branch
Oklahoma State Chapter

Maybee
Ubly
Harbor Springs
Grand Rapids
Freesoil
Grand Rapids
Pelican Rapids
Maplewood
Henning
Lynd
Parkers Prairie
Stanchfield
Rushford
Pequot Lakes
Farmington
Lumberton
Columbus
Meridian
Madison
Columbus
Brookhaven
Oxford
St Louis
Jefferson City
Waynesville
Marble Hill
Sainte Genevieve
Dodge
Allentown
Blairstown
Millville
Manlius
Springwater
Poughkeepsie
Clayton
Manlius
Lockport
Carmel
Gouverneur
Hudson Falls
Elizabethtown
Shallotte, NC
Fuquay-Varina
Fayetteville
NC
Roxboro
Asheville
Asheboro
Wadesboro
Lancaster
Fredricksburg
Farmerville
Granville
Medina
Enid
Okemah
Chandler
Tulsa
Leonard
Ponca City
Seminole

Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Minnesota
Minnesota
Minnesota
Minnesota
Minnesota
Minnesota
Minnesota
Minnesota
Minnesota
Mississippi
Mississippi
Mississippi
Mississippi
Mississippi
Mississippi
Mississippi
Missouri
Missouri
Missouri
Missouri
Missouri
Nebraska
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Jersey
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
North Carolina
North Carolina
North Carolina
North Carolina
North Carolina
North Carolina
North Carolina
North Carolina
North Carolina
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oklahoma
Oklahoma
Oklahoma
Oklahoma
Oklahoma
Oklahoma

Scott Homrich
Mark Lemke
Jim Rummer
Jon Feeback
Don Schwass
Michael Goyne
Tyler Scott
Sean Vesel
Pat Morstad
Brian Knochenmus
Brad Smith
Mackenzie Perry
Jeffrey O’Donnell
David Peterson
Tony Atwood
Bradley Roundtree
Stan Bates
David Hall
Parker Sartain
Tommy Foster
Bruce Gray
Daniel Barrett
Jeff Harnden
Eric Strope
Bruce Archambault
Theodore Slinkard
Duane Schwent
Chris Edwards
Jeffery Ames
Steven Groseibl
Bob Dillahey
John Rybinski
Mike Edwards
Kevin Haight
Chris Phinney
John Rybinski
Joseph Ciepiela
John Corrao
Darrel Whitton
Tony Rainville
Walter McDuffie
Bill Easley
Brian Padgett
Donald Hutchinson
Ryan Decker
H.R Carver
Tyler Ross
Phillip Craven
Ryan Decker
Dustin Poling
Mose Keim
Jarrod Brumbaugh
Dan Long
Drew Hutzel
Steve Lewis
Christopher Basden
Scott Hermann
Sam Myers
Matt Marshall
Billy Lee
Bill Coley

(734) 654-9800
(989) 658-8821
(231) 330-2276
(616) 453-6198
(231) 464-7150
(616) 942-9366
(218) 731-0623
(651) 278-4392
(218) 821-2302
(507) 865-1158
(218) 338-5009
(763) 286-6260
(507) 459-5255
(218) 851-0249
(651) 214-7121
(601) 688-0444
(662) 244-8346
(601)917-3430
(601) 506-2398
(662) 386-1888
(601) 754-5592
(662) 816-3372
(314) 348-0398
(573) 395-4214
(573) 528-9110
(573) 208-2020
(573) 483-9711
(308) 293-7475
(603) 344-4459
(973) 670-2830
(856) 451-8427
(315) 427-9682
(585) 813-2021
(914) 474-7740
(315) 686-5989
(315) 427-9682
(716) 625-8279
(845) 661-2006
(315) 287-4968
(518) 747-3331
(910) 876-0974
(910) 278-4442
(843) 437-8735
(910) 263-0055
(704) 575-0561
(336 )592-0547
(828) 337-5552
(336) 625-4321
(704) 575-0561
(614) 843-2835
(330) 705-0023
(765) 977-2949
(419) 308-8368
(330) 416-5727
(580) 231-2291
(918) 623-0870
(405) 830-0234
(918) 447-8864
(918) 366-7255
(580) 765-9334
(405) 382-3959

scotth@homrich.com
markjlemke@yahoo.com
rummerj@charemisd.org
gr8deer@yahoo.com
dschwass87@gmail.com
mgoyne@comcast.com
tyler.scott.1@ndsu.edu
sav2080@yahoo.com
ptmorstad@arvig.net
brian@ralconutrition.com
bsmith@j-bred.com
MacPerry90@hotmail.com
winonaballer@hotmail.com
zep71@aol.com
bucks4tony@yahoo.com
brountree22@gmail.com
stan@batestire.com
david@halltimber.com
psartain@sartainsheritage.com
fmitf@bellsouth.net
btgray@bellsouth.net
dbarrett88@gmail.com
jharnden@gatewayqdma.com
estrope@capitalquarries.com
brucearchambault@juno.com
tslinkard@rublinetech.com
D huntin pse@yahoo.com
bigredoutdoors@gpcom.net
jeff@nhforestry.com
steverg55@earthlink.net
bloodtrailer4@yahoo.com
john101@windstream.net
caposoprano@hotmail.com
khaight1@hvc.rr.com
victorian@centralny.twcbc.com
john101@windstream.net
joeciepiela@yahoo.com
putnamqdm@yahoo.com
tracker1@dishmail.net
arainville@roadrunner.com
wmcduffie@ec.rr.com
williamdeasley@yahoo.com
r7mmmagman@embarqmail.com
Donald489@hotmail.com
rdecker@choicehealthandlife.com
hrcarver@embarqmail.com
trickyross@gmail.com
ninept1999@yahoo.com
rdecker@choicehealthandlife.com
polingdj@gmail.com
keims@embarqmail.com
bigfella5467@hotmail.com
qdmoh@frontier.com
drewhutzel@frontier.com
steve@bugs-b-gone.net
chris_basden@yahoo.com
Upatreestand75@yahoo.com
easternokqdma@yahoo.com
pmarshall@olp.net
hunterbilly@sbcglobal.net
bill@acr-corp.com
continued
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QDMA Branch Near You

Branch Name
Town
State
Branch Contact
Phone
Central Pennsylvania Branch
State College
Pennsylvania
Scott Rushe
(814) 234-1373
Cowanesque Valley Branch
Knoxville
Pennsylvania
Scott Beebe
(814) 326-4172
Greater Lehigh Valley Branch
Telford
Pennsylvania
John Klingman
(215) 768-5878
Huckleberry Mountain Branch
Benton
Pennsylvania
Joshuha Miller
(570) 925-2212
Laurel Highlands Branch
Berlin
Pennsylvania
David Creamer
(814) 267-4948
Mason-Dixon Branch
Dillsburg
Pennsylvania
Rick Watts
(717) 432-3483
N. Central Pennsylvania Branch
Williamsport
Pennsylvania
David Aumen
(570) 478-2405
North Central Whitetails
Emporium
Pennsylvania
Brian Gillette
(814) 512-0900
North Mountain Branch
Sweet Valley
Pennsylvania
Chris Denmon
(570) 477-2238
PA National Pike Branch
Uniontown
Pennsylvania
John Hustosky Sr.
(724) 438-3249
Pennsylvania State Chapter
Dillsburg
Pennsylvania
Rick Watts
(717) 432-3483
Southeast Pennsylvania Branch
Robesonia
Pennsylvania
Steve Homyack
(610) 589-5051
Susquehanna Branch
Richmondale
Pennsylvania
James Dovin
(570) 650-5967
ACE Basin Branch
Walterboro
South Carolina
Nicole Garris
(843) 562-2577
Broad River Branch
Union
South Carolina
John Briggs
(864) 426-6799
Edisto River Branch
Orangeburg
South Carolina
Billy Lander
(803) 240-8356
Foothills Branch
Greenville
South Carolina
John Stillwell
(864) 414-1879
Lakelands Branch
Greenwood
South Carolina
Eric Vaughn
(864) 992-6609
Lowcountry Branch
Charleston
South Carolina
Freddy St. Laurent
(843) 330-6517
Mid-Carolina Branch
Newberry
South Carolina
Mike Satterfield
(803) 920-2374
Midlands Branch
Columbia
South Carolina
Larry Bachman
(803) 351-9850
Pee Dee Branch
Dillon
South Carolina
Tre Coleman
(843) 845-2920
Piedmont Branch
Spartanburg
South Carolina
Bart Littlejohn
(864) 585-0935
SC State Chapter
Columbia
South Carolina
Everett McMillian
(843) 437-3047
Waccamaw Branch
Myrtle Beach
South Carolina
Ace Parker
(843) 241-0646
Southeast South Dakota Branch
Sioux Falls
South Dakota
Jim Schaeffer
(605) 553-3755
Bonerushers Branch
Knoxville
Tennessee
Eric Gifford
(865) 740-7923
Forked Deer Branch
Greenfield
Tennessee
Larry Porter
(731) 699-3781
Middle Tennessee Branch
Nashville
Tennessee
Chris Anderson
(615) 479-8594
Tennessee River Valley Branch
Chattanooga
Tennessee
Dan Nuckolls
(423) 802-5418
Upper Cumberland Branch
Cookeville
Tennessee
Rachel Burchett
(423) 618-2064
Wolf River Branch
Memphis
Tennessee
Bruce Kirksey
(901) 355-9124
Brazos County Branch
College Station
Texas
Clay Winder
(936) 825-3932
Central Texas / Hill Country
Austin
Texas
Matt Cotcher
(678) 467-2601
Greater Houston Branch
Pearland
Texas
Kevin Fuller
(281) 412-9923
Lone Star Branch
Longview
Texas
Ed Thomas
(902) 932-7800
Panola County Branch
Carthage
Texas
Glenn Allums
(903) 754-4635
QDMA of North Texas
Tioga
Texas
Brandon Deal
(214) 878-9910
South East Texas Branch
Corrigan
Texas
Ray Stubbs
(936) 465-5572
Blue Ridge VA Branch
Winchester
Virginia
Brian Wilkins
(540) 533-2444
River City Branch
Richmond
Virginia
John Ranck
(804) 598-7196
Rockingham Branch
Staunton
Virginia
Brett Martin
(540) 335-7108
Southside Branch
Danville
Virginia
Frank Dolan
(434) 709-1166
Southwest VA Branch
Bristol
Virginia
Ritchie Keen
(276) 701-4546
Inland North West Branch
Spokane
Washington
Josh Potter
(509) 994-2186
Central Wisconsin Branch
Wisconsin Rapids
Wisconsin
Brian Reusch
(715) 424-4468
Southwestern Wisconsin Branch
Cuba City
Wisconsin
Matt Andrews
(608) 575-9507
Uplands Branch
Hollandale
Wisconsin
Joe Brunker
(608) 575-9507
Wisconsin State Chapter
Wisconsin Rapids
Wisconsin
Barry Meyers
(715) 325-3223
					
Canada					
Northern New Brunswick Branch
Edmundston
New Brunswick
Daniel Gautreau
(506) 736-3649
Southern New Brunswick
Kiersteadville
New Brunswick
Tom Byers
(506) 485-2535
Broken Arrow Branch
York
Ontario
Evan Lammie
(905) 772-6164
Eastern Ontario Branch
Roslin
Ontario
Steve Elmy
(613) 477-2473
Muskoka Parry Sound
Burk’s Falls
Ontario
Lee Nilsen
(705) 387-1918
Southwestern Ontario
Mt. Brydges
Ontario
Alan Bruno
(519) 264-3030
Chaudiere-Appalaches
Thetford Mines
Quebec
Patrick Mathieu
(418) 774-9493
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E-mail
scott@ampacseed.com
dolphansb99@verizon.net
jklingman14@hotmail.com
jdmiller_pa@yahoo.com
dcreamer2engr.psu.edu
bowhawk@comcast.net
daveaumen@micro-link.net
brian.gillette@mountainenergyservices.com
cddeers72@frontier.com
jhustosky@zoominternet.net
bowhawk@comcast.net
shomyackjr@hotmail.com
jdovin@nep.net
ngarris@lmconsulting.com
jcbriggs@hotmail.com
billyl2@pbtcomm.ne
john@jenksincrealty.com
sccalls@embarqmail.com
billy@billyshuman.com
scandsons@sc.rr.com
rooster1331@gmail.com
tre3242002@yahoo.com
carolinafarm.bart@gmail.com
everett.mcmillian@gmail.com
aceparker@whitetailproperties.tv
jcs@jcsinc.com
eric@bonerush.com
utvol67@hotmail.com
chris@pursuitland.com
danknuckolls@epbfi.com
ladyturkeyhunter@gmail.com
bkirksey@agricenter.org
wclay52@netzero.net
mlcotcher@gmail.com
kevin.fuller@ubs.com
firemediced96@yahoo.com
glennl7ranchaol.com
legendarybrand@sbcglobal.net
tallthatsall206@yahoo.com
bswilkins@verizon.net
rancktransport@gmail.com
bamartin@shenandoah.k12.va.us
frankdolan21@gmail.com
ritchiekeene@hotmail.com
crabcreek30@yahoo.com
brianruesch@yahoo.com
brunk59@mhtc.net
brunk59@mhtc.net
Barry.Meyers@storaenso.com
daniel@nbforestry.com
byersfamily@bellaliant.net
evan.brokenarrow.lammie@gmail.com
sales@backyardwildlife.ca
mpsqdma@hotmail.com
abruno8540@hotmail.com
multifaune@hotmail.com
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Part 4: REACH Program

Contact Deer Project Coordinators By State/Province
Region
State
Deer Project Leader/Contact E-mail Address
Canada
Alberta
Rob Corrigan
rob.corrigan@gov.ab.ca
Canada
British Columbia
Stephen MacIver
stephen.maciver@gov.bc.ca
Canada
Manitoba
Herman Dettman
hdettman@gov.mb.ca
Canada
New Brunswick
Joe Kennedy
joe.kennedy@gnb.ca
Canada
Nova Scotia
Peter MacDonald
macdonpr@gov.ns.ca
Canada
Ontario
Michael Gatt
michael.gatt@ontario.ca
Canada
Quebec
Francois Lebel
francois.lebel@mrnf.gouv.qc.ca
Canada
Saskatchewan
Adam Schmidt
adam.schmidt@gov.sk.ca
				
Midwest
Illinois
Tom Micetich
tom.micetich@illinois.gov
Midwest
Indiana
Chad Stewart
cstewart@dnr.in.gov
Midwest
Iowa
Tom Litchfield
tom.litchfield@dnr.iowa.gov
Midwest
Kansas
Lloyd Fox
lloydf@wp.state.ks.us
Midwest
Kentucky
David Yancy
david.yancy@ky.gov
Midwest
Michigan
Brent Rudolph
rudolphb@michigan.gov
Midwest
Minnesota
Leslie McInenly
leslie.mcinenly@state.mn.us
Midwest
Missouri
Jason Sumners
jason.sumners@mdc.mo.gov
Midwest
Nebraska
Kit Hams
kit.hams.@nebraska.gov
Midwest
North Dakota
William Jensen
bjensen@nd.gov
Midwest
Ohio
Mike Tonkovich
mike.tonkovich@dnr.state.oh.us
Midwest
South Dakota
Andy Lindbloom
andy.lindbloom@state.sd.us
Midwest
Wisconsin
Kevin Wallenfang
kevin.wallenfang@wisconsin.gov
				
Northeast
Connecticut
Howard Kilpatrick
howard.kilpatrick@ct.gov
Northeast
Delaware
Joe Rogerson
joseph.rogerson@state.de.us
Northeast
Maine
Lee Kantar
lee.kantar@maine.gov
Northeast
Maryland
Brian Eyler
beyler@dnr.state.md.us
Northeast
Massachusetts
David Stainbrook
david.stainbrook@state.ma.us
Northeast
New Hampshire
Kent Gustafson
kent.a.gustafson@wildlife.nh.gov
Northeast
New Jersey
Carole Stanko
carole.stanko@dep.state.nj.us
Northeast
New York
Jeremy Hurst
jehurst@gw.dec.state.ny.us
Northeast
Pennsylvania
Chris Rosenberry
“ask a deer biologist” at www.pgc.state.pa.us
Northeast
Rhode Island
Brian Tefft
brian.tefft@dem.ri.gov
Northeast
Vermont
Adam Murkowski
adam.murkowski@state.vt.us
Northeast
Virginia
Matt Knox
matt.knox@dgif.virginia.gov
Northeast
West Virginia
Jim Crum
jimcrum@wvdnr.gov
				
Southeast
Alabama
Chris Cook
chris.cook@dcnr.alabama.gov
Southeast
Arkansas
Cory Gray
mcgray@agfc.state.ar.us
Southeast
Florida
Cory Morea
cory.morea@myfwc.com
Southeast
Georgia
Charlie Killmaster
charlie.killmaster@dnr.state.ga.us
Southeast
Louisiana
Scott Durham
sdurham@wlf.louisiana.gov
Southeast
Mississippi
William McKinley
williamm@mdwfp.state.ms.us
Southeast
North Carolina
Evin Stanford
evin.stanford@ncwildlife.org
Southeast
Oklahoma
Erik Bartholomew
embartholomew@hotmail.com
Southeast
South Carolina
Charles Ruth
ruthc@dnr.sc.gov
Southeast
Tennessee
Chuck Yoest
chuck.yoest@tn.gov
Southeast
Texas
Alan Cain
alan.cain@tpwd.tx.state.us
				
West
Arizona
Jon Hanna
jhanna@azgfd.gov
West
California
Craig Stowers
cstowers@dfg.ca.gov
West
Colorado
Randy Hampton
randy.hampton@state.co.us
West
Idaho
Jon Rachael
jon.rachael@idfg.idaho.gov
West
Montana
Quentin Kujala
qkujala@mt.gov
West
Nevada
Mike Cox
mcox@ndow.org
West
New Mexico
Darrel Weybright
darrel.weybright@state.nm.us
West
Oregon
Don Whittaker
don.whittaker@state.or.us
West
Utah
Anis Aoude
anisaoude@utah.gov
West
Washington
Jerry Nelson
nelsojpn@dfw.wa.gov
West
Wyoming
Grant Frost
grant.frost@wgf.state.wy.us

Phone Number
780-644-8011
250-387-9767
204-945-7752
506-444-5254
902-679-6140
705-755-3285
418-627-8694
306-728-7487
309-543-3316
812-334-1137
641-774-2958
620-342-0658
502-564-4406
517-641-4903
651-259-5198
573-815-7901
402-471-5442
701-220-5031
740-589-9930
605-223-7652
608-264-6023
860-642-6528
302-735-3600
207-941-4477
301-842-0332
508-389-6320
603-271-2461
908-735-7040
518-402-8867
717-787-5529
401-789-0281
802-786-3860
434-525-7522
304-637-0245
205-339-5716
501-223-6359
850-488-3704
478-825-6354
225-765-2351
662-582-6111
252-940-0218
405-385-1791
803-734-8738
615-781-6615
830-569-1119
480-324-3555
916-445-3553
303-291-7482
208-334-2920
406-444-3940
775-688-1556
505-476-3038
503-947-6325
801-538-4777
360-902-2515
307-777-4589
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